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FARNSWORTH WILL ALLOWED

Two Boys Confess To the World War Vets Not To Be Commander Reed Gives Lo

Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable ln
advance: single copies three cents,
Larceny Of $2500 Worth
Misled By Newly Formed
cal Lions Illuminating Talk
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion sad very reasonable
Of Theatre Tickets
Organizations
On The Philippines
NEWSPAPER HI8TORT
The Rockland Oaaette was established
Theatre tickets stolen from Park
A warning to all World War veter
ln 1848 tn 1874 the Courier was estab
Commander Oeorge H. Reed, UJS.N.,
lished and consolidated with the Oazette Theatre between January and May
ans not to be misled Into donating who is sprtiding the winter in Rock
In 1883 The Pree Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to last year while the place was closed
money to numerous newly created land. former home of his wife, was
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897
for repairs, were recovered Thursday

To Meet Whatever Is In Store, Says President Together With Two Codicils—Searching Cross

Wyman 01 Central Maine

Examination By Judge Pattangall

“tt was idle a long time."
The will and codicils of the late
Central Maine Power Company I meant compiling a great deal of in
Witness told of finding Miss Farns
organizations which solicit funds guest speaker at Thursday's meeting developments ln 1935 are reviewed in formation and putting It into the Lucy C. Farnsworth, disposing of an
night bv patrolmen John D. Chapman from ex-soldiers for the alleged pur of the Rockland Lions Club in The the letter which its stockholders form re<»ul«d by the Securities and
worth house cold, and of suggesting
estate estimated at $1,000,000, were
. that she have a fire, but Miss FarnsExchange Commission in Washing
Of all wit s uses the main one ♦ and F nest K. Hatch, who arrested pose of bringing about the lihmediate Thorndike grill, and from him the
allowed yesterday by Judge Melxar |
have Just received from President
♦ ls to live well with who' has none ♦ Maynard McCartney, 16 and Charles
ton.
payment of the Adjusted Service members gained some highly Interest- Walter S. Wyman. He says, in part:
—Emerson
*
"Changes have been made in our T. Crawford, after a hearing which! with the heater.
Deceased was
Rich 15. They admitted their guilt Certificates has been issued here by ing impressions of the Philippines,
♦
"The savings In earnings due to the accounting procedure which we be occupied a considerable portion of the ' prsmpt about paying her taxes, and
to the officers.
National Commander Ray Murjihy
where the commander filled one of financing that has been done this lieve will show up advantageously day in Knox Probate Court. The kept her bills well paid. She had
On di covery of the theft last year of American Legion. The warning
year will amount to $127,452 per year, next year. Already they have re
January *-s the month to rave on
his assignments.
remonstrants offered no evidence at considerable litigation.
as compared with the situation be- sulted tn cutting down both the comfine, Derscnal printed stationery. the color of the theatre.tickets was was P^P^d *>y numerous reports to
Luther L. Smith, who signed the
The
speaker
took
The
Courier„i.u .u i. . .
. 'National Headquarters
of the, Legion
fore this financing was done. This mercial and the general expense of 1 the time, but appealed from the codicil dated Oct. 14. 1922, and who
i
,
The Courier-Gazette is offering dur change I but with the beginning of i .
.
here that
bonus organizations Gazette to task for three mistakes saving, added to the increased in- the Company.
courts decision, and the case will be
ing January RYTEX DECKLE EDGE
ne, year the o!d colors were re-1
wer„
said he had a “speaking acquaint
which occurred In the brief an
come which the Company has been j "Taking all these things Into Be threshed out at the May term of Knox ance" with Miss Farnsworth, testified
VELLUM stationery in DOUBLE the
Thursday night one of the,
gU
nouncement that he was to be guest
getting for the last four month* I count, together with many other
u ual quantity (100 sheets and 100
ltS‘PPe*^" I Ing to collect money from veterans,
County Superior Court.
speaker. The writer pleads guilty to
that she was very keen and of sound
makes
us feel fairly optlmstic about minor factors, the management
envelopes)—with your Name and Ad- and tb
n
T *
h
/*ith
»«“ more likely demoting the officer from commandIn allowing the will Judge Crawford mind. He had dealings with the de
the coming year. Several substantial I hopes to see net earnings In excess
dress or Monogram for $1.00 a box. “a™r Dandencau The arrest fol- ;
hurt
veteranj.
cause than to | er to lieutenant commander and re new customers have been added since of the full amount of the preferred said he had read it carefully and to ceased while employed at Spear's
ferring to him as "retired.” The lat
See samples and place your order at
McCartney, police said, took the 1 helL“'" Oonnnander MurPhy “id
8hoe Store.
July and a very appreciable result stock dividend requirements ln 1936 him it looked like an attempt to
ter appears to have been an error ol
once for one or more boxes of this officers to his home and revealed 3 .
“Did you have any other experience
te nothin’ new about
has been obtained from our efforts of close to $300,000. This may not be glorify the Farnsworth family.
beautiful Deckle Edge printed paper, hiding place under the attic floor deve,Opmenl of s^h organizations" only a few weeks as Commander Reed
with
her besides selling her a pair of
The proponents of the will were
to get new business from our mis realized. Any number of things
—adv.
shoes
15 years ago?” asked Judge
where e.ght rolL of tickets were “ys commander Murphy. “Every will retire Feb 1st. according to a cellaneous customers.
might happen to prevent it, but this Cook, Hutchinson. Pierce and Con
found. A barn on Pleasant street was 'time the AdJusUd
<>rt^ate recent announcement. “China1, was
‘The Bath Gas Plant, which has is the hope that we have now. If nell of Portland, with Charles T. Pattangall.
his subject for the simple
revealed as another hiding place.;
<’ueaUon U present<‘d *
Congress. given as
7hat~th'”J" " the Izmir haiui' been a source of loss w
for several Ithis hope
realized we believe that j gmaUey as the resident counsel. The
“Not particularly.”
The boys were arraigned before they sprlng up a11 over the country ed
reason
to The CourTer^^ tt
I en"1 y<ars' has been discontinued and Its 1 we can not only pay off the $600,000 remonstrants were represented by
"Then you couldn't testify as to her
Taxpayers and Mortgage
e ourier aze e j t e en | cugU>m€rs neariy an transferred to of debt due in 1936 but make a sub- fOrmer Chief Justice William R. Pat- soundness of mind?”
Recorder (Xis yesterday. It developed A common method of procedure
Holders of Property in
that McCartney had been arresled on ltnong such organizations is to con- tertaiiuiu nt committee. Due apology ,
Electric Department.
After stantlal payment on future maturitangall. with whom is associated Alan
Not except what others had said
.
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L. Bird.
; about her "
Otis ordered him committed Ito the ur«e them
obtain signatures to
“Personally, I believe that your
$60,000 of the cost of this change
The examination of the witnesses, Ralph E. Nutt, who also witnessed
The speakers strongly humorous
After Jan. 4, 1936, Tax State School for Beys or to Xrve 30 P*11110™' collect a dollar from each
over. and after reflecting six months Company Is ln better condition to was conducted bv Mr. Connell, while this codicil—“a paper which she
signer,
keep
twenty-five
cents
as
a
vein,
which
had
found
expression
In
’ of the substantial rate reductions meet whatever the future has in
Liens will be placed on days if admission there is denied
i fee for themselves and send the re- his letter recently republished ln thia made over the entire territory we be- J store for it than ever 'before. Its the cross examination was by Judge called a will"—had nothing on which
The
younger
boy
who.liad
"come
property in this town.
clean" wix n the officers/investigated rn*hilng seventy-five cents to the paper, was tn idenced several times -n yeve
Company will end the yar property ls now all owned by one Pattangall. distinguished counsel thus to base hts Jud gment of her sound
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.showing
net
earnings about equal to corporation. It Is not a holding being represented. Court stenogra- ness of mind except hearsay evidence,
Francis O. Merchant
pher Cecil Clay of Belfast was the he testified!
in the original verses which served as
port monthly to the probation officer
purposes.
Treasurer and Tax Collector
the full dividends on the preferred company and Is not obliged to go
official
reporter, and the proponent
Walter H. Spear, who conducted a
this
his
peroration.
157-2 Henry H Vtyson.
“In the short time before
through the various processes of get counsel also brought their own ste- | shoe business as one of Miss Farns
stock.
question is considered by the Con- Commander Reed told of his pre- I ,<In (he earl
t o{ 1936 jn {act
____
_______________
__
_
___
ting earnings from one company Into
worth’s tenants for 31 years, spoke
gress. it is impossible to Investigate conceived notions of the Philippines, fw most Qf
tlme durlngthe first' another which the former "situation n°KraPher Miss Esther Osborne
A
Arthur 8. Baker, who knew Miss ( of her as "the smoothest woman he
the integrity of such organizatons. ®hd of what he really found in that ten months, a good many extraordin- compelled. It has new business at
........
.
■
While some of them may be quite land of contrasts where locomotion ary items were thrown into the Com tached to Its lines and many of its ^nsworth intimately as a former | had ever done business with
He
sincere ln their intentions, the tactics nray be furnished by a Rolls Royce or pany expense account, due to the ap old customers are doing better than banker and head of the insurance went to her home every month to pay
unployed smack of racketeering at a carabao. One of the mo6t unusual praisal. accounting and legal work they have for some years. I certain- firm of Cochran' Baker & Cross testi-1 the rent, and occasionally took her
f
the expense of the veterans. The j incidents which he told concerned
10 her soundness of mind and out riding to her farm. He hadn't
that was going on ln connection with ly believe that a little more time, a f’ed
We Are Pleased To Announce Our Appoint
Congress will not be impressed by the racket which awoke him from a the various consolidations and securi little more patience and plenty of her business ability.
much of her in the last three
ment As Distributors For
such tactics, even If such petitions sound sleep at his hotel. He had seen ty issues. It was necessary to reg hard work will justify the feeling of
Miss Lilian Baker, a witness to, jear£ He witnessed the will and was
ever reach the Capitol. I urge all { fish caught in many ways, but had ister all the bonds Issued under the confidence that all of us have had in the original will, told of her intimate I oj
OpjnjOn
was "absolute.
I
r» 1 a r»rl Kiieinoee valoFlZXnc with I
pnmn.l
and businea reh.Uo™ with ,y
veterans to ignore these requests for never seen them "scared ashore" be- new Federal Securities Act. This the Company. ..
I Miss Pornca'nrth
’n vpars
Farnsworth. TTn
Up fzt
to tu
two
yearsI' woman.
fore, as was being done tn this case
donations."
before
Miss
Farnsworth's
death
wit-The speaker also told of fish that
"Why did you consider her a smart
: ness saw her frequently, and “rarely
climb trees In the Philippines.
G’S AND PLUS NINES
woman?" asked Judge Pattangall
So drolly and interestingly told was
ever got out of her house in less than
Ask Us For Details
“IXx.vise she had a good knowl
Holiday Dancing Party At Elks Home Commander Reed's talk that the
' an hour.” The deceased was very
edge
of investments, and didn't take
A Delightful Affair
members evtnceed a desire to hear
I talkative and expressed much interanything
but 6 and 8 percent stuff.”
1 est In current happenings. In her
him again on some other subject—
"Was that good Judgment?”
The dancing party given at the possibly China.
opinion Miss Farnsworth’s mind was
"She thought so."
Elks home last evening by the G, Il appeared from the report of Dave
“all right," and remained clear Just
632 MAIN STREET '
ROCKLAND
PHONE 466-W
"Have you any other evidence as
Club and the Plus Nine's was one of Darts that Teams 2 and 4. commandprevious to her death, although she
to
her business acumen except the
the most delightful social affairs of ed by Captains Frank H. Ingraham
j was losing strength.
the holiday season. Charming dec-; and Frank, A. Tirrell, respectively. I The leading editorial in the cur- ( prisoners by ti»e several courts In our
Mild but relentless was the cross fact that she sought the highest rate
orative features were used, ana won the recent membership contest rent lssue of the State Prison news- State, in a degree, to lit the crime.'' examinatjon by Judge pattangall.
of Interest in her investments?”
Eddie Whalen s Privateers dispensed and will sometime dine at the expense paper, "Vox.
is contributed by committed, and with very few ex-1 .>whal was the condjtjon of MLss
"No.”
all latest tunes. The hosts com of Teams 1 and 3. Six new members Warden Johnson, and will be read ceptions the prisoner feels that he Farnsworth’s house?" he asked
"Did she take good care of her
prised Donna deRochemont. Cather were gained through this contest, a with Interest by many persons on the has been sacrificed on the altar of a
"8he kept no help,” replied the real estate?"
miscarriage of justice, and comes to
ine Black, Virginia Leach, Rose repetition of which was recommended “outside". It follows:
"She did not. She never spent a
witness,
and things didn't look as
• • • •
| our Institution with that thought
Flanagan, Emma Harding, Gertrud- by Lion Davis.
nickel
for the maintenance of the old
neat
as
though
she
had."
When one speaks of a prison it j uppermost In hts mind, and with
Heal. Margaret Dunton, Joseph
Sam Sezak told how Christmas of
derelict
I occupied. It was smart on
“
Wa'n't
the
house
actually
dirty?"
seems to create a fee,ing of horror tn that thought prominent he is ruscepEmery Jr. 'Edward Ladd, Edward ferings from the Lions Club had been
“I didn't see much of It except the her part to have me keep It in repair."
most peoples' minds, but let us tiblc to the banishments of those who
Hellier Jr. Richard French. Gordon distributed among ten needy Junior
"What about her other property?”
living room."
analyze our prison at Thomaston. It have come before him.
Flint, Howard Crockett, John Karl. High School boys. “I did not dream
"Terrible"
"Wouldn't
it
surprise
you
to
know
! is an institution that was founded in
such is the problem that confronts
Telephone 683-M
Robert Crane and Edwin Edwards Jr. there was so much poverty in this
"Hadn’t that condition been appar
1824. long before any of us came in- ! those in authority here at the prls- that after her death a large quantity
Bidden guests were Viola Anderson. city.” said Lion Sezak. as he told of
For Estimates on
to being, and unlike some of our on. We feel that man is punished of coupons from bonds were found ent the past 20 years?"
Margery Bartlett. Madelyn Coffey, hts experience.
other Institutions it is still going by being removed from society for around the house?’’
“Yes."
Gertrude Blackington, Flora Colson,
Two members of the Club were
Your Requirements
"I would think she was careless."
strong. Unfortunately this condi a period of time and tf he conducts
"What was the appearance of her
Lucy French, Nathalie Jones, Doro found to be of January birth, one.
“Would you think she had treated own house?"
tion ls a fact; it Ls going strong, and himself In the manner expected of
No Obligation
thy Lawry, Elzada North, Virginia Marcus Chandler, having made his
today It is stronger than at any other him, as laid down ln our Code of | money lightly?’
"Awful.’’
Proctor, Lucille Rankin, Elizabeth appearance on this terrestrial ^>here
Rules, that period of time can be used
‘‘She was close about saving, but if
time ln it's history.
Francis D. Orne, who signed the
Snow. Constance Snow, Luella Snow, on the 13th.
This is due perhaps to the trend of even more greatly to his advantage anybody stole from her she didn’t second codicil, dated Sept. 7, 1934
Mary Stockbridge Ruth Ward, Vir
seem to worry about it.
the times and the type of young man than to ours.
ROCKLAND. ME.
said he knew Miss Farnsworth only
ginia Connon, Helen deRochemont. FANTASTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE’’
» 7 • •
123T-Th-S-tf-alt
“Did she talk to you about her in
who ls growing up today. He ls a 1
through business appointments. He
Alice Flanagan. Ruth DondLs. Marian
person that confronts those in au
Picture if you can a boy who. at vestments?"
Ginn, Eleanor Tibbetts, Felice Perry, Toun«end Plan a Band Wagon For
became acquainted with her when he
thority with a problem that seems to the age perhaps, of 17 to 18, who has
“She told me about her investments
Matzie Joy. Marian and Vivian Mul
Riding Into Office, Says Louis A.
was employed as a grocer's clerk in
be getting harder and more difficult completed several years of schooling, j in Pullman stock and thought they
len. Glenna Rankin, Marian Mar
Walker
1928, and had business dealings with
and feels that he Is ready to start. were good."
to solve each day.
shall. Alice Hapworth. Betty Mcher
the past five years as an insur
At an age when a few years ago cur out in the world to make his living
"If you had known that Pullman
Alary Alice Gay, Catherine Chish Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
boys were Just getting to the stage and ln starting out without any real stock was at its lowest point would ance broker In his opinion she was
olm, Gall Sharpe of New York,
The pathetic need of aged people of being able to play the manly games preparation or thought as to what he
you have called that business acu of sound mind, and he never knew
Elizabeth Till. Dorothy Young of
when she was not of sound mind.
provides a convenient bandwagon in school, some of our boys today j can do, he meets his first problem, men?”
Lincolnville. Constance Knickerbock
Albertina E. Creighton, who signed
upon which adventures may ride into are being caught up in a life that It ls a big one—he may be able to
“Well, all stocks were down at that
er of Waterville, Virginia Flint. Ruth
the codicil of 1934. expressed the
really makes us ivonder what this carry on as a common laborer, but time ”
office.
Anyone
not
a
besotted
senti

Marston. Joan Moulaison. Helen
world of ours is coming to. When you j very few of them are able to get
“Did you know that some of her opinion that MLss Farnsworth was of
Delano, Margaret Reid of Tenants mentalist knows that the Townsend
stop to consider that of the 300-odd started in a trade that will give them property was dilapidated and had sound mind. On cross examination
Driven only 5160 miles. Like new in every re
Harbor. Celia Crowley. Robert and Plan is fantastically impossible. It
prisoners in our prison today, the the needed interest to keep them oc- broken windows?"
she described her visits to the Farns
spect. See this carat once if you are interested
Hervey Allen, Russell Bartlett Jr., has no foundation in the philosophy
average age ls just about 21 years; an cupied, those who do not, in a short
"Yes, I had her replace the broken worth house and of seeing a hole in
in a bargain.
j Walter Barstow. Gerald Black, Lawof politics or in economics.
age when a boy ln a family of moder time, tire of physical labor and drift windows in the house on Claremont the hall floor.
! rence Crane, Warren Davis, Stanley
I go into the homes of old people ate circumstances should be either from job to Job, and get Into the com street and suggested that she put
Mbs Ruth Peterson, who also
I and Alvary Gay, William and Sam
We Also Have a Very Choice Selection of Other
I Glover, Charles Havener, Oram Lawry and I receive letters from those who just leaving school or starting his pany of other drifters who have been shutters on the Broadway house. I signed the codicil of 1934. testified on
Cam At the Right Price and in the Right Con
j,er aboUt a house on cross examination that she had not
I Jr., Frederick and Charles Merritt. are hanging on to life in the hope of college career. This inmate is very , at it longer than they have. Soon ako
sure to be a boy that has committed i tales of woe and discontent are pjeafant street, the foundation of
opulence before undreamed.
dition.
formed an opinion as to the sound
• James Pelllcanc, Nicholas Pellicane.
Paid professional promoters of several minor crimes or offenses, has traded and other tales of ways and which was bad.”
| Cobb Peterson, Richard Stoddard,
ness of mind possessed by the de
“Would that condition indicate to ceased.
! Richard and Leander Thomas, minority movements living off the probably served time in a Reform means of obtaining so-called "easy
golden stream made up of the pit School. State School, or County Jail, moneys are told by this or that you that Miss Farnsworth had a busi
I Sidney Harden, Carl Rubenstein,
Uncertainty as to be exact date of
tances of the poor, tantalize the and finally, not having learned the one. an attentive ear is opened and a ness grasp?”
, Maurice Dondis, Elmer Newman,
Miss Farnsworth's death was ex
thirsty lips of age with this mirage value of work and play to keep ones' receptive mind starts to build and
“It ’would indicate that she was pressed but the attorneys were agreed
Everett Frohock, Leon and Leighton
TEL. 1000-W
of wealth. Political opportunists who mind and body fit. has committed create visions of that “easy money." careless.'
White. Sterling Morse, Fred Harden
that tt was immaterial tn this case.
never before espoused the cause of the crime that has landed him here As time goes on more discontent
^712 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
"There were Chase coupons scat It will be remembered that the body
Jr.. Walter Gay, Richard Anderson,
the disinherited suddenly become among those hardened cases who Crops up. their clothes get shabby
Douglas Walker, of Thomaston,
tered about the house; didn't she need
was found by the police after sus
their champions, willing to raise seem to delight in trying to educate from their work; they see other money?"
Francis McAlary, Frank Harding,
picion arose that the t -cupant of the
hopes which will be blasted in Wash these new-comers in the fields of young fellows hanging around corn
“She enjoyed hoarding"
Wendell Blackman. Winfield Chatto,
ington after the champions are safely crime. Notwithstanding that these ers well dressed and well fed, and
house was not alive. It could not be
Edward Peaslee Jr., Sanford Delano
“Did Miss Farnsworth contribute to
there.
1
these
same
young
fellows
are
pointed
same men are In prison and arc doing
told with certainty whether she died
Jr., Karl Spear. Herbert Poland.
the Community Chest or any other
Economic Security for Age must time, and perhaps have spent most of out as boys that are on the Inside or
Oct. 15 or 16.
Graham Hills. James Accardi. Mer
come, but It Is not the simple recipe for their time on earth In such places as close to the btg-shots. Envy Is in the charitable organization?’
Judge Pattangall elected not to
ton Sumner, Herbert Spear of North
"The only instance I know was
National Recovery. It does not touch this, they still have the faculty of thoughts of those on the outside and
present
evidence at this time, and the
Nobleboro. Merton and Malcolm Has
the real cause of our disturbance. gaining an audience from these boys they arc easy prey for those who are when she bought a membership tn case will be aired in full at the May
kell. George Kittredge, Charles
The Townsend Plan In operation and teaching them the tricks of the looking for recruits to that army of the Home For Aged Women, at the Term of Superior Court
i Emery Jr.
time her mother was alive."
would end the Capitalistic Order trade so-called.
soft livers.
Patrons were Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
• • • •
"During 20 years you have never
quickly but it would not replace It
Such is the step that starts most of
THURSDAY NIGHT
Hellier, Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Black
Speaking of trade—is it rot a real them off, and then comes the short, known her to contribute to charity, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
with any other. It would tumble It
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
down and with It such little civiliza thought to consider that if, when most of the time, road to prison; or have connection with any church
SNOW—A WINTER SKETCH
tion as we have achieved. It would these same young boys started out they are licked but no matter what or society?"
The
blessed morn has come tgsln;
Now is the time to order sLj iouery
and his Harlem Hot Shots
The early gray
briefly benefit one class, politicians they could have had the incentive to excuse they may offer they have
“
She
went
once
to
a
dinner
at
War

Taps
at the slumberer's window-pane.
for every member of the family,
11 CREOLE ENTERTAINERS 11
who have no principle, no political learn a real trade—one that would licked themselves by not preparing renton about 15 years ago. She used
And seems to say.
Break, break from the enchanter's
while the price is so low. The Cou program, no comprehension of our have been conductive to gaining an
themselves for a real struggle against to go to Boston occasionally on busi
chain
TONIGHT
rier-Gazette has on sale RYTEX present tendencies, no genuine con honest livelihood, and placing them
Away, away!
the pitfalls of the road through this ness. but had very little company at
rtSCKLE EDGE VELLUM printed cern for the aged poor or anything on a footing with the real people In life of ours. So they come to us un
•Tls winter, yet there 1* no sound
Along the air
stationery—100 sheets and 100 enve else but a consuming passion to en their several communities; what a prepared even for a life in our scheme her own house. Relatives didn't visit
Of winds along their battle-ground;
her
very
much.
’
and his Rivoli Orchestra
lopes—with your Name and Address joy the emoluments of office.
difference it would have made In of things. But here Is a chance for
But gently there
The snow le felling.—ell eround
“Was Miss Farnsworth's lime
i or Monogram at SI 00 a box. Order
their lives.
Louis A. Walker
How fair, how fair!
__
ADMISSION BEFORE 9 O’CLOCK 30c; AFTER 9 O’CLOCK 40c
quarry
developed
or
idle.
”
—Ralph Hoyt.
(Continued
on
Page
Two)
Punishment,
is
meted
out
to
our
Rockland,
Now—On sale during January only!

So. Thomaston, ME.
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' ANNOUNCEMENT

KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRES

WHAT THE PRISON DOES

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

PLUMBING

AND

HEATING

ARTHUR SHEA CO.

USED CAR SPECIAL

1935 FORD TUDOR

C. W. HOPKINS, INC-

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
DANCING
DON WARNO

CUFF JACKSON

Furnishes a Chance To Become a Useful Citizen,
Says Warden “Ted” Johnson

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-T1ME5-A-WEEK

_

Whatsoever is commanded by the
Ood of heaven, let it be diligently
done. Ezra 7:23

ROCKLAND WON BOTH

A SEA WHOPPER
Mjght

Been £ntered

Crosby High Suffered1 Double
Defeat Last Night On the
Home Court

Haye

|n

Recent

Liars’ Contest

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ON EASTER ISLAND
' We always react those "large
Mecca Of Explorers Now stories” that come from the pen of i
your Tenant's Harbor correspondent,

Serves As a Chilean Na
tional Monument

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 4, 1936
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with a great deal of interest, but have
1 been looking for another that it seems

In an extrenely fast and rough bas
ketball game placed in the Belfast
gymnasium la t night Rockland High
won over th< clever Belfast team
30-26. The game was so fast and
rough that tht referee was forced to
put five of the Belfast men and three
of the Rockland men out on fouls.
The Orange and Black quintet
started off with a bang in the first
few minutes of the game by scoring
three baskets to lead 6-0, mainly
through the good work of Lord. How
ever Belfast found itself and the score
j at the end of the first quarter found
Rockland leading 10-9
In the second quarter the stellar
| work cf Jackson, clever Belfast for! ward, kept the Belfast team in the
| running and Murgita, Rockland for' ward, kept Rockland in the run. The
i half ended with Belfast leading 18-17.
Evidently the Rockland team must
have been given the fireworks by their
coach between halves for they d'd a
wonderful job in holding the Belfast
boys scoreless while making 11 prints
themselves. The end of the third
quarter found Rcckland leading 28-18The fourth quarter found the Bel
fast bovs trying hard to overcome the
lead but Rockland protected it, beI sides scoring two more points to end
:he game Rockland 30-Belfast 25
The summary:
Rockland High
O
F
P
! LaCrcsse, If ___ ___ 113

ACROSS THE CONTINENT
“Charlie” Lawry Tells Of Interesting Things He
Has Seen Out In “Frisco”
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Making good on a promise to
Rockland friends, here is an account
of my trip we»t. Leaving home Dec
10, we traveled In company with Miss
Helen York as far as Brunswick.
Journeying on to Boston we there
had a short wait, after which we set
out for Chicago and tn that city met
Mrs. Ella Grimes who was enroute to
Pasadena for the remainder of the
winter. We entrained for our final
goal. San Francisco, and remained
In our car which made the trip direct
to Oakland.
The ride on the Santa Pe Railroad
was very comfortable with air-condi
tioned tralr^ and food service over
2500 miles. All the book stai da and
restaurants, as well as the diners,
are controlled by the Pred Harvey
chain system. (As we entered San
Francisco, we were greeted by all the
lmaglnaWe and when j ,ay hllls

ing been a secretary of the treasury
under President Harding. The roads
here are wide, at least four lanes, and
there are still many Model T's In
evidence.
Thousands of persons have I seen
on the street and In the stores, but
qone whom I know. The meat
markets here sell meat and vege
tables as groceries. One goes to a
grocerterla with a basket, .gets what
he wants and pays the cashier on
the way out? There are no A. & P.,
or First National stores here. That
seemed strange to me as I thought
the "red fronts" went from coast to
coast, as advertised. Several drug
stores sell drugs.
With 100 churches In the city
worship of any nature is possible.
Banking hours arc from 9 .to 4, and
on Saturdays, 9 to 2. The city is full
of street cars and one can ride several
miles for a nickel. The cable cars

No longer will explorers and curio to me should have been told him ere
hunters have the freedom of Easter i this, by some of those past masters
Island, lonely landspot In the Pacific j djwn there
Ocean more than two thousand miles
Here is one that we can't just place
off the Chilean coast. The Chilean
Government recently declared the but we think it came at the same'
‘island a national monument in order time as that about the Mother
/?■
to protect its famous statues.
Carey’s chickens hatching her eggs on
Vi
"Easter Island is the easternmost
the wing as she scaled about our veshabitat of the Polynesian race," says
a bulletin from the Washington, D. ' sel's wake.
".y
z
At that time, and for about five
C„ headquarters of the National
’ 'Vi
i
Geographic Society, "yet it is in no [ months, we were shipmates with a
other way comparable to other is chap from Tenant's Harbor and it
lands of the South Seas except, that may be that he told us the story. This
| is it:
it is of volcanic origin.
SV
The
ship
was sailing
along
day |
Dotted With Inactive Volcanoes
............
■------------—----- one
--------and the boy fell overboard. The car"Plfty square miles in area, it has
'
„ .
.
V
penter was near at hand and wanted ;
9
|
• * -A
r.o lush forests and no palm-fringed
dQ somelhing for tbe poor boy. %
I don’t mean Kiln or Sherer's, but are similar to the old open cars we,
I
hills so steep that even the electric have, but the conductor, as well as
coasts. It Is liberally dotted with he flred the hatchet he had In his
cars go around them.
| the motorman, operates them.
volcanoes that long ago stopped hands after him and as that didn't do ,
On
California
street
when
we
are
'
• • • .
any
good
he
jumped
after
him.
The
pouring molten lava over their rims.
located, and on O'Farrell street, cable 1 One seldom hears of the movie
others
wanted
to
do
something
and
The lower portion of the island is
z.'
’ car^ (electric) run—as one goes' stars here although fine theatres
for lack of anything better threw the!
composed of sheets of lava, which
dow
down,
the other ascends. The side abound. The only municipal-owned
grindstone after them, as that was
walk^ are so steep that step are put electric car line In the United States,
now are in process of disintegration. the first thing at hand.
3*
Walking over these lower areas Is
in th«t cement so one can jet a toe which is on a paying basis is in this
Everybody was feeling badly, and
hold. There are cross reads that city. I read with regret of the pas
extremely tiresome, and in places al when a shark came along shortly aft
necessitate cars stopping on hills, sing of the Bangor-Boston boat—
most impossible; and riding is a very erward they caught him on a hook
and it ’is a question of malting the another watermark removed by the
slow procedure. The surfaces of the and after getting him on deck cut him
upgraded, even in second We also times. Buses and trucks have made
mountain sides and hills are general open and behold! chips had set up the
the change Inevitable. Food prices
ly smooth since they are formed of grindstone and the tooy was sharpen
| Raye. rf 1................ 0
0
0 go down in second gear.
are about the same as the Penobfine volcanic ash. Both the lowlands ing the hatchet to cut his way out.
Murgita. If................ 4
4
12
A large pa^m tree is to ce seen at KOt Bay region, but a 3 percent sales
and highlands are covered with grass.
This is just as it was told to me.
; Peterson, If ___
Oil the rear of otAf apartmeir and the tax on everything except uncooked
"The island got Its name from the I iIr Editor, and I hope that it will set
j Winchenbach. If ...... 0
0
0 lawns across thd, way are peen. Our food u a nuisance, to say the least,
fact that the first known white man. Elmer to thinking. I think this story
I Lord, c __________ 5
1
neighbor mowed Alls the 0 her day in one goes into a store to make a pura Dutch navigator, landed there on originated in a Tenant's Harbor ves
“Today there is an invisible guest fore the American Bankers Also- mated by the National Industrial
Morgan, c —_______ 0
2
2 his shirt sleeves. T^ie Gri
Griden Gate chase and the clerk says. "Have you
who sits at the table of every family ciation, meeting in New Orleans, by Conference Board as being 1554 bilEaster day in 1T22.
sel.
Pardner.
in this country. He is the invisible Lewis H. Brown, president of the ijons of dollars. Today the total
Crockett, lg ______ 0
1
1 Park where everyth:
» made by , a penny, or have you two pennies?”.
"Lying off the usual shipping
Cocoa. Florida. Dec. 30.
tax eater that coUects the hidden /’‘‘"• “’"of’* hmiX.J’^reriris C°“ °f K°vernment “
t0 one*
man. is a sight worth X*mg. The I have a special pocket reinforced for
Morgan,
rg
______
0
0
0
routes of the South Pacific. Easter
taxes. When the housewife pur- S^u^excerpta tromK hthird of the national income,
Karl, rg ................... 0
0
0 artificial ponds have duck- and the pennies and. with a bank handy. I
Island has never been a tourist cen
TAXES! TAXES! TAXES!
chases three pork chops, the butcher pointing need for reducing taxes.
Some people think that all we
Peterson, rg ______ 0
0
0 only colored swans I ever siwr. also am able to keep enough for sales
ter. A few shipwrecked men have
weighs them out but only wraps up are:
need is a new mayor, or a new gova large waterfall. Here also is ifound taxes.
found it a haven and a Chilean Com Sounds Like a Paraphnvsc of ••Horses
two. The third he gives to this in- "in 1934 the national income was emor, or a new Congress. But what
visible guest.”
I ipprrximately 48 billions of dollars we really need is an aroused public
But This Is No Joke
Everything remains open on Sun
10
30 a large conservatory where e'vXG'
pany has used it for cattle raising.
10
The foregoing paragraph is taken tnd the total ccst of all government opinion demanding that the cost of
kind of flower sfppears. In Febi
day including the sale of wines and
Traders touch It; but its chief lure
Belfast High
from a recent speech delivered be-,_ local, state ar.d national—is esti- government must be reduced.
New Federal taxes ushered in with
the rhododendrons will be in
liquors The water here is different
lies in its statues, huge stone monu
P
O
the
New
Year
include:
• and I am told they are a beautiful in taste from Mirror Lake and one
ments whose origin has baffled
1
Jackron. If .............
3
may have in mind the thought that
Taxes cn pay rolls of all business
sight. They range from one to 20
very little of It. Gasoline is
archeologists and historians since the
Socier. If ................... 0
1
employers
of
eight
or
more
persons.
he would like to become a baker.
feet
In
height.
84 cents a gallon with a
island's discovery.
Robinson, rf ___ ..... 2
0
"In open fields. In quarries, and 1 Taxes on dividends paid one corThe population of the city is nearly pur-cent tax. There are no Tydol.
Such a chance is given the boy that Pc.ter. rf ................... 1
0
along the edge of the sea, these ‘ poration by another.
1,000.000. Policemen number 1,000. Otilf of Colonial stations here. Rich
Ing plant he may be come an expert wants it. Our bake shop is equipped, Irish, c ....
0
0
(Continued from Page One)
Different rates cf taxes on differ
and the buildings are so tall that one field and Shell being the only congrotesque images are to be found
Cabinet maker as we make a com for; and does turn out. all of the Howard, c
0
0
wonders how they stay. The tele terparts of those in Maine. I have
those same boys to become useful plete line of Cabinets, Desks, and bread, pies and other pastries that is
Some stand as they were placed by ent-size corporation incomes
Smith, lg ....
1
1
Besides
these
levies
new
to
the
Fed

phone building is over 30 stories high seer! a few orange trees full of fruit.
citizens. We will not say useful citi Office Equipment that is striking In used in the Institution. To continue
the natives: no one knows when.
Gcguan. lg
1
2
and many of the apartment houses somt| citrus and red pepper trees.
Others have fallen on their sides or eral tax structure are others new in zens again, lor we feel that the design and workmanship. Then he on. he may become a first class Chef
Hall, rg ....
4
0
are very lofty. Imagine coming from olive tfees and grape vines though
backs, while still others now are face the rates that went into effect Wed majority of them were never useful, has the choice of several other trades, in our kitchen department, inci
a city of 8.000 population and driv these ate out of season now. The
downward or buried. While they dif nesday. Higher rates apply on the of course there are exceptions to this one. that you who read this may dentally one of the busiest places in
9
8
ing around through Christmas shop temperature ranges around 60 during
rule, but those exceptions usually think has gone by. but still is very the Prison.
fer In size', they are similar In shape, following taxes:
Taxes on gifts of more than $40 000 commit crimes that are unusual and
Referee, Fess. Time. 4 8's.
pers out a million strong. Pedestrians the day. but nights and mornings are
representing half-length human fig
much In vogue, and that Is the trade
Such are some of the things a boy
ures, with hands meeting In front of t0J>ne J*”0"'
here have about the same chance as cool and »n overcoat is needed.
their cause are totally different from of harness making.
can do ii he so makes up his mind.
A brilliant Rockland second team they do in Rockland with the traf
Taxes on individual net incomes the regular crime list But to resume
’ For the first time in the 14 days we
the bodies. Once they adorned stone
We make the finest hand sewn He need not go out into society again completely outclassed the Belfast
over $50,000.
fic lights. A wrong guess and a per have lived jiere. we had rain last
we feel that the chance offered to harness in the Country right here in I unprepared to battle for a living, but fccanis by ^hug up a 41.5
tombs of deceased islanders, but only ■
Taxes on the capital stock of busi these boys is one of the finest that
son writes his own obituary.
Saturday. Snow seldom falls but it
a few of the tombs remain. There
the Maine State Prison, and yet may go out prepared to take his place
ness corporations.
I found the people here quite like can be seen oV the mountains in the
can be extended to any boy cither in another paying trade he might learn in almost any walk of life and make The feature of thegame was the won
are statues from three to more thar.
Taxes on corporation profits in ex side these prison walls. A b<£ can
derful defensive work of the Rockland those in Vermont. The visitor is the distance. Parking here is much the
thirty feet high but most of them are
cess of 10 per cent of the declared learn a useful and paying trade here Is the Tailoring trade, under the an honest living. With these chances j team. Quite remarkable was the fact first to be considered, and if any
same as in any city. Sometimes they
twelve to twenty feet In length. Some
tutorage of a first class tailor. Our placed before him and the clean way'
value of the capital stock.
even better than he can outside, as he boys are turning' out such work as. he can live while here, with all the that Rcckland held the Belfast boys thing remains undone in an effort to even park cars on garage roofs. Traf
weigh many tons. Visitors wonder
These are not the only taxes enact is devoting all his thought and energy
make him feel at 1 orne I do not know fic lights are pf the "stop and go"
how these heavy statues were trans
uniforms for Game Wardens, Sea and major sports—such as baseball, foot scoreless in the second half.
ed at the last session of Congress
what it is. We saw‘many Christ revolving type, with bells,—one to get
to the task of learning this trade, and shore Fisheries, Toll Bridge Tenders, ball. etc at his disposal, he can, if ’ The summary:
ported to their positions sometimes
New taxes have already gone into aside from that, his leisure time can
mas decorations, different from those ready and two to go. The children
Rockland
Seconds
miles from quarries.
Institution
Guards
and
Attendants.
he so desirdes leave here a man re-•
effect on:
p j at home, but no street here, or on the roller skate on the sidewalks and
be utilized in study if he so desires. Janitors uniforms for our State formed and built up to a perfection,
P
O
Many Statues Remain Unfinished
Scft coal mined after Dec 1.
Of coarse the fact must be taken into Capitol Building, and all of the both mentally and physically, that Baj^e It__________ 2
4 way. was like Main street In Rock- streets and one has to watch them
0
Patatces (harvested after Dec. 1)
* "In one quarry, scores of images
consideration that he must himself clothes that are used in our prison will stand on a par with those of any Leo. If ....................
7 land. A large lawn here was deco- every minute.1
1
3
may be seen in various stages of sold in excess of quotas after Dec. 1 want to learn, because if he does not.
Across the 4.772 train miles I send
10 rated with a Christmas tree during
and
all
of
the
clothes
that
are
made
0
young
man
outside.
It
is
entirely
up
Merritt,
rf
...........
5
Estates of persons who died after
completion. In some cases they are
and continues to think and act the for the State Welfare division of our ! to the boy himself.
7
the
holiday;
Santa
Claus
was
present
best
regards t|> all and wishes for a
We
are
always
!
Winchenbach,
rf
....
3
1
completely carved but have not been Aug. 30. 1935.
same as he did on the outside he will State.
51 with his sleigh and reindeer; there happy New Ye,ar.
1
striving
to
help
him
gain
that
someSkinner,
c
...........
2
Other new taxes that will not go
cut away from their bases. Early
accomplish nothing and will remain
Charles M. Lawry
* * * *
j thing that he eitherdid not have, or Eillngwood. c ......
2
4 : was snow on the ground, and presents
0
visitors to the Island found stone Into effect until some time after the a useless member of society when he
,
including
even
candy
cones,
on
a
San
Francisco,
Dec. 30
Not to atop here he may become a had lost when he came here. I refer' Karl, lg ................. „ 0
0 | brilliantly lighted tree. In China0
tools strewn about the quarry as first of the year include:
leaves the Prison. We strive to over sheet metal worker in our tin shop; j to that true spirit of manhood, the j Rawley rg ....„........ 0
1
1
Taxes on incomes of railroad em
though workmen stopped suddenly
come these thoughts and start him or a blacksmith in our smith ,shop.1 will and ambition to live an upright
" | town, lanterns were strung across the
INCOME TAX RETURN'S
Cuccinello, rg.......... 2
1
and never returned to complete their ployes after March 1, 1936.
J streets and lights arched across them.
in the right direction, as to the com also it may interest you to know that and honest life,
Taxes cn railroad pay rolls effective
work. Why, no one knows. Scriptpany he seeks out and the attitude he can learn the trade of building
The Commissioner of Internal
Such is the thought behind our
covered wooden panels have been March 1. 1936.
19
43
that he develops toward his work.
This
is
one
of
the
show
places
of
I
Revenue
announces that income tax
Mattresses and one of our most inter- lives in this Institution to build up to
Taxes on employes and employers
found but they have failed to yield
Belfast Seconds
the city. The two bridges under
cstlng
Jobs
in
the
reconstruction
of
our
level
those
who
are
unfortunate
the Island's past. The 250 inhabi- starting Jan. 1, 1937. for old age beneO
P ] construction cost over $125,000,000 returns for th<r calendar year 1935
P
Now we consider the fact that a old furniture. We take m these enough to fall by the wayside and
tants, clustered in a village on the fit payments,
Orotton, If____ __ 1
3 and are more than eight miles long. were released tc> the public Jan. 2.
1
western side of the island, have their
Higher taxes on pay rolls effective boy may learn fo become an expert antique pieces and rebuild and up- lose their grip on the good things of Potter. If ..............
0 0
0 That amount of money used to be Telegraphic instructions have been
versions of Easter Island's history but Jan. 1, 1937. for contributions to the in the following trades: Auto repair holster them and turn them out ill life. When they leave here we trust
Cochrane, rf........... 0
1 4uite a sum before the days of the sent to all Collectors of Internal Rev
1
work, machinist work, auto painting, first class shape, also if desired we and pray that they have seen the
these are often too fantastic to be unemployed
Smith,
c
...................
0
1
1
triple C's. Alcatraz, where A1 Capone enue, 64 In number, authorizing them
and Body repair work—he may also can duplicate these pieces. A boy light that will carry them on as use
credible. The natives know cattl ?
------------------Holmes,
lg
............
0
0
0
Is visiting, can be seen extending out to commence distributing the forms
have a chance to become a stationary may also learn the printers trade as ful and law abiding citizens.
raising, their only Industry, but the
PROUD OF JACK
Barton, lg ...........
0 0
0 into the ocean. I have not had a on that date. The period for filing
practically
ail
of
our
own
pringing
engineer.
Also
a
complete
course
in
habits of their forbears is unknown
-------returns for the calendar year 1935 be
Nado. rg .................... 0
0
0 chance to call on A1 yet.
CORPS OFFICERS INSTALLED
to them.
Route One Folks Are Giving PIumbing' St™m Fitting *andfectrjc and a great deal of that at the Capitol
Palo
Alto
and
the
grounds
of
Stan

gan January 1 and ends at midnight
Faulkingham.
rg
..
0
0
0
is
done
here
in
the
Prison.
Again
he
-A story is told by the islanders to
Ace Carrier a Hand I *‘ring
Then in our w00d *orkSocea. rg .................. 0
0 ford University was the destination March 16. 1936 Ordinarily the time
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
held
its
0
ihrow some light on the desertion of
_____
of a motor trip taken recently. Here within which to file calendar year re
' installation cf officers Thursday eve
an Easter Island quarry. It Is said
one of ^e pleaar.t features of
we saw over 900 acres of land and turns ends at midnight on March 15,
ning
briers
a
large
gathering
of
3
that an old woman living on the Friday was the arrival of the followmany beautiful buildings.
The but as that day falls <^n Sunday in
members
and
invited
guests.
Mrs
Referees.
Lord
and
Hall.
Time
4
8's.
southern comer of the mountain in mg note:
chapel
contains
several
Biblical
1936, the taxpayers may, file returns
Eliza Plummtr, past president, ii.which the quarry was located, was a 1 we are very preud of our Courier
pictures, and one could spend hours until midnight March l«f. To carry
.
tailed
with
dignity,
and
was
assisted
Dodge Truck Front
cook to the image-makers. She was- bay .lack Huke as one who has made
here and yet wish to remain. The out the provisions of the Revenue Act
by Mrs. May Cross, c;nductor.
an outstanding person in the quarry no errors and will help him in every
Has
New
Beauty
home of ex-President Hoover was on of 1935, it will be necessarb th‘s year
The new officers are: President,
establishment.
By
supernatural way we can to keep the goed work up
our route also, but we could not get to file income tax returns in dupli
Mis.
Velma
Marsh;
vice
president.
power she moved the statues at her
Mrs. F. O. Cormier and Neighbors |
very near the house with the car, cate. The duplicate forms have been
Mrs. Lena Rollins; secretary, Mrs.
17 Crescent street.
will. While she was away from the
nor
did we see Mr Hoover. Our printed on green paper.
Elizabeth Barton; treasurer. Mrs. May
quarry, the workmen obtained a fine
The Carrier Department is human ’
homeward journey was by way of
Crc;
chaplain.
Mrs.
Ada
Brewster;
lobster. They consumed it and saved enough to be happy over these kind
I Redwood City and the large dairy
F,ne Granulated Sugar. 10? pounds
; conductor, Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe;
none for her. They forgot to con- werds, and we take personal pride in 1
farm called Millbrae, the property of 51;; S3 »s. $139; 100 lb\ $5.23.
guard. Mrs. Priscilla Smith; past
ceal the remains and when she re- tht:e fine boys. A word of apprcciaOgden L. Mills estate. Mr Mills hav- S'.cver's. Rockland —adv.
2-4
president, Mrs. Doris Ames; banners.
turned and found she had been left tian is mest encouraging to them.
out of the feast, she arose in her Their aim is to fcave every paper
Mrs. Maud Cables. Mrs. Bertha Hig
wrath and told the images to fall piopcrly delivered on the day of issue.
gins and Miss Sarah Sansom; flags—
down, thus bringing the work to a That is their Job and they accept the
No. 1, Mrs. Adelma Mullen; 2. Mrs.
responsibility with enthusiasm. The
standstill."
Helen Ferry; 3. Mrs. Blanche Shadie;
telephone numbers are published in
4. Mrs. Bessie Church: patriotic In
Here's a National Event which you order to insure delivery and prevent
structor, Mrs. Eliza Plummer; apcannot afford to cverlock! The mak an error being charged in case of mis
pcinted officers, pianist, Mrs. Alta
ers of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VEL take.
Dlmick; degree mistress, Mrs, Doris
The object cf this whrie business
LUM stationery are offering during
Ames.
Close-up view of the newly
the month of January only. 100 sheets is to have every subscriber perfectly
To deposit some money with us each month. We wilt loan it
A program featured selections by styled Dodge truck radiator and
on HOMES of people in KNOX COUNTY. We never charge them
and 100 envelopes of this fine writing served and the new hanar system is
the Harvie family; violin solas by front end—designing which close
ever SIX PER CENT, and the demand is more than we can supply.
paper with your Name and Address doing the Jeb. No error will be
Vera Fa-ten of Rcckport; piano solos ly approximates the most beauti
YOUR MONEY stays here to benefit your own community. You have
on both sheets and envelopes—or.' charged unless delivery fails. Any
th? BEST SECURITY in the world and your DIVIDENDS are very
by Frances Marsh; and remarks by ful handling of these details to be
your Monogram in raised letters on subscriber failing to reach his carrier
faur.d even in the passenger car
liberal. You can start an account at any time. We receive deposits
Capt. H. R. Huntley of Edwin Libby
the sheets, for only $1 00 a box. We may call 12S2-R and the me'sage will
as small as ONE DOLLAR per month or any amount up to FIFTY
field. From front to rear bumper
Post G A R.. R°v. Herman WinchenDOLLARS per month.
suggest that ycu sec samples at one" be relayed to the boy cr one of his
the new Dodge trucks offer the
baugh, Mrs. Stella McRae and Mrs. maximum in new style, new
at this office.
buddies so that, if possible, delivery be
ROCKL AND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
------------------made. The first month all nine
Blending grand opera with drama and romanra to provide a brand new May Cross. With Mrs. Riah Knight beauty, a new high standard in
in
charge,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Lilia
El

18
SCUOOL
STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
efficiency
and
performance,
plus
Fine Granulated Sugar. 10 pounds routes are errorless, something will form of entertainment for the screen, 20th Century's "Metropolitan," stars
CAMDEN AGENCY AT ALLEN'S INSURANCE OFFICE
51c; 26 lbs. $1.39; 190 lbs. $5.23 be dene about it that will make nine Lawrence Tibbett with Virginia Bruce. They appear in their costumes for well. refreshments were served dur new economy in operating and
maintenance costs.
I
153Stf
Stover's, Rockland.—adv.
2-4 boys smile—and that's a promise.
the scene from "Pagliaccia highspot in the film's musical program,—adv. ing a serial hcur.

f.
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WHAT THE PRISON DOES

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

«IKE

1

TED

Every-Other-Day
School begins next Monday, with
the holidays gone and forgotten.
There are two noteworthy things
about next month. It contains the [
extra day for leap year, and five pay- j
days.
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Smiling Elmer Withee, bellman at I
The Thorndike, is back on the job }
after spending the holidays at his
home in Swan's Island.

HERE'S THE LATEST

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY

A

Put in your kitchen one of the new

Townsend
Basketball
Team—Doesn’t Quite Get

In "60" Class

GLENWOOD
RANGES

The T:wn.-end Club of Rockport
defeated North Yarmouth Academy I
at Rockport Wednesday evening 59
to 37. The first half was nip and tuck
with the Townsend C.ub cn Lie leng
end of a 28-21 score. The last half
the Townsend C’.ub by long shots got J
a comfortable lead to emerge the win
ner 59-37. Poulin starred fcr the '
visitors The second game between
Camden and the Townsend Club re
turned Camden the winner by the
score of 50-23.
Townsend Club
p
F
G
13
Payson. If ................ 6
1
2
Bohndell If ............ 1
0
14
Nash, rf ................... 7
0
Wentworth, rf ........ 1
2
0
V. Crockett, c .......... 1
2
0
Woodward, lg ........ 6
12
0
14
Erickson, rg ............ 7
0
•_l
I
59 I
29
1
North Y'&rmouth
O
F
P
Poulin, rf ................ 11
1
23
Jones. If................... 113
Dougherty, If .......... 10
2
H8.ll, c ...... .............. 1
0
2
Greene, rg ............ I... 0
0
0
Carter, rg................. 0
0
0
Mason, lg .................... 3
17

U R<H ES
SERMONETTE

| of the srevice. Prayer meeting Tues- j
day evening at 7.30. The Ladles' Aid
will meet with Mrs. Christine Dorman
Wednesday evening and the Teen Age
Guild with Miss Ethel Prock Thurs
day evening.
• • • •
The subject of the sermon at the
First Baptist Church Sunday will be
"The False and the True Appoach."
The church school with classes for all
ages will meet at the noon hour and
the Endeavorers with Millard Hart
leading at 6 o'clock. The people's
evening service will open at 7.19 with I
the prelude and big sing. Mr. Mac-1
Donald's subject will be "Your Tug of
War." The happy prayer and praise |
meeting will be held Tuesday evening
at 7.15.
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God's Purport
V.
Strange
and
dramatic
as Dick
(Would-be burglars failed to smash ■
ens' Scrooge.
the safe at the Elks Home early 1
As the men sent by Cornelius, as
Thursday morning, and vented their
directed by God's angel, neared
spleen by smashing up some of the
Joppa. Peter went up on the house
property. The matter is being in
top to pray. It was about noon as
sult?. use our
vestigated.
I quality fuel, lurA TOM RO
we reckon time. He was very
1 nace. range oils.
hungry and would have eaten, but
Frank A. Tirrell is on the qui vive
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD FVTNTR
CAN FERP
Jan. 6— Inauguration of New City fbr a wire from Peoria, Ill., telling
while they prepared the meal, he
Government
fell into a trance. In this strange
him that some of his 32 pigeons have
Jan. 6—City Schools begin.
Jan. 6—Epiphany or Twelfth Day.
state he saw heaven opened, and
Jan. 6—Lady Knox Chapter. L.A.R.. won prizes at the National Pigeon
meets with Mrs Beulah Allen.
a certain container like a great
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Show. Tirrell's birds have exercised
Prizes llkted herein will be awarded lor
Jan 6 (8 p m.)—Camden—Annual
what we Judge to be the most accurate,
The best range that can be made.
sheet, tied bv its feur corners, let
meeting of Business Men's Association. that faculty very strongly in recent
the neatest, and the most original
STRAND THEATRE
Jan. lb—Veterans of Foreign Wars
Trade In Your Old Range
solutions mailed or brought to us with
down to the earth, in it all manner
hold Bonus rally and dance at K. P. years.
in 48 hours following publication ol this
••THANKS A MILLION”
hall.
of four-footed beasts, tame and
advertisement. Duplicate awards will be
Jan. 8—Thomaston—Board of Trade
with DICK POWELL
paid to tying contestants, anybody, ex
Priced
from
Attractions
at
Strand
Theatre
next
up
wild,
and
creeping
things
and
meeting at Pythian hall.
cept our employees, may compete. It Is
Jan. 16—Baptist Mens League meets. week are: Sunday-Monday, Tuesday,
not necessary to make any purchases.
fowls cf the air. And a voice spoke
PARK THEATRE
WINIFRED LAWRY SIMMONS
Jan. 16-Organ concert at Unlverealtst
Use the (orm above, or a separate sheet.
Pay only $1.06 each week if you wish
Church, Miss Kitty McLaughlin assist "Thanks a Million,' with Dick Powell,
to him. "Rise, Peter; kill and eat;"
Write your name and address plainly.
LAWRENCE TIBBETT in
ing
Christmas Day brought ta Mrs,
but Peter said, "Not so, Lord, for I
WINNERS OF OUR LAST PUZZLE
Jan 1#—Visitation of Rt Rev. Benja- Ann Dvorak; Wednesday and Thurs
“METROPOLITAN”
CONTEST
men Brewster at St. Peters Church.
Winifred Lawry Simmons the gift of
day, "Man Who Broke the Bank At
have
never
eaten
anything
that
is
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
ROCKLAND, ME.
common or unclean. Again the new life, the life eternal, in which
Feb. 10—Adam Walsh to address Par Monte Carlo," with Dick Powell, Joan
First Prize—Nathalie Edwards, 70 Cedar St.
llltt
ent-Teacher Association
there shall b? no more pain, nor
Bennett; Friday and Saturday. "Fang
voice, "that God hath cleansed
Feb 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Second Prize—Raymond Jordan, 90 Broad St.
Jan 13-Pcient Teacher Association I and claw " With Frank Buck
that call not thou common." Three shadow of turning.
meeting at High School Auditorium
anQ
'
The
first
consignment
of
pussy
wil

times was this dona and the sheetBorn Sept. 21. 1870, daughter of the
Feb. 14—Valentine Day
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
William H. Hosmer asks through lows arrived at this office yesterday
like container was drawn up to late Edwin H and Margaret (Spear)
Feb 26—Ash Wednesday
xiniai
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at The Courier -Gazette what has become sent by Emerson Murphy.
heaven.
lawry. and having always lived in
Opera House, sponsored by Camden/wmoiri
stMi/irt A
of the old steamer Penobscot. He has
Peter, left alone, doubted in him
Rcckland. her life was associated with I
Rockport Lions Club.
REFRIGERATION - OIL HIATING ENGINEERS
Edward
Gordon
of
Boston
Uni

April 5—Palm Sunday.
W DISTRIBUTE! US OF FINEST
FUEL OILS
heard that the craft was blown up
self what this vision just seen
the community's religious and educaApril 10—Good Friday.
XI IIMEROIK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
April 12—Easter
while carrying explosives during the versity has as guest his roommate,
should mean. As he pondered it, tional activities. She graduated from |
June »—Republican National Conven
World War. Perhaps some reader of Robert Stratton of Rumford.
behold the men sent by Corneliui
Rcckland High School In 1889. and
tion opens In Cleveland.
June 8-11—Annual convention O.AR this item can satisfy Mr. Hosmer's
stcod before the gate of Simon the ! Abbot Academy in 1892. Her briland allied bodies In Rockland.
“The God-Horse of Sujon." new se.
17
3
37
! santhemums. Only the relatives and
June 15—Primary Election.
curiosity, which is also the curiosity of
tanners house and called for Peter; 1 liant mind found expression in the
CAMDEN
rial at Park Theatre, starts like it was
June 18-21—Annual encampment of
Time 4 10's. Referee Snow. Scorer
_____
' a few friends attended.
I
work
of
the
Shakespeare
and
Methemany
others.
but
he
still
pondered
the
dream.
th- Maine Department. Veterana of
going to be an unusually popular Whittier.
Time.-keepers
Holden.
Foreign Wars. In this city.
*
Mrs Annie E. Small. Pearl street,, The bride wore a gown of maroon
I besec Clubs; also at a member of the
The
Spirit
said,
"Behold,
three
feature.
Wcod.
men seek tjice; go down and go school board. Uniting with the First will entertain the Lend-A-Hand Club chiffon velvet with gold trimmings.
Jose Iturbi, brilliant young Spanish
The regular well-baby clinic will be
' Mr. and Mrs Inman were granduated
with
them, doubting nothing, for
pianist and conductor, will be guest
Baptist Church early in life. Mrs. Monday at 7 30
The classes in drawing conducted
held Monday from 2 to 4 at the Red
b?de
Following the devotional meeting
I have sent them.”
pianist with Ford Symphony Orches by Albert Merchant at the High
Simmons was for many years active in ' Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters from Camden Hi«h Scho«1'
Cross rooms.
meet
Tuesday
at
7
with
supper
at
6
I
*
a
"
d
class
Peter went down to the men
tra and Chorus on Sunday. 9 to 10, School will resume Monday night of the Comrades of the Way at the
the work of the church particularly
of 1931. Until recently, Mrs. Inman
Congregational Church Sunday night,
and said. “Behold I am he whom
Columbia network. Artists to be i meeting at 7 o'clock.
the Missionary Society of which she o ...
clock
There will be circle supper at the
' has been employed at the LaFolle
a motion picture program will be pre
ye seek; what is the cause where
heard during this hour in the future
was president.
Always a Bible
Miss Helen Rich will be hostess to Shoppe and the groom on the CamCongregational vestry Wednesday at
sented by Mr Olds, showing the use
fore ye are come?” And the three ; student, the clarity of her interpretaare Rose Bampton, Lucrezia Borl. I
Congregational Good Cheer Class ' den-Thomaston bus line.
6:15, with Mrs. Henry B. Bird as
Adin L. Hopkins of Camden
fulness of the amateur motion pic
men told him.
' tiens was Invaluable as a member of
Oeorge Platigorsky. Ezio Pinza,
Tuesday evening at her home on
chairman.
The presents were many and beauauthorizes The Courier-Gazette
ture camera. Some of the films will
William A. Holman
Richard Bonelli, Efrem Zimbalist.
1 the leeper Bible Study Club.
(
Elm street.
) tlful. After a short wedding trip
be in natural color.
| For the past five years ill health
to announce that hr will be a
and Nelson Eddy.
Mrs. Grace Kirk will be chairman
Mrs. Frank Blood entertained the
young couple will reside in town.
At the Congregational Church serv-t necessitated confinement to her home
candidate in the June primaries
of public supper at Legion Hall to
They have the best wishes of a host
The thin glaze on ine paving was' ice is at 1030 and the theme of Mr. on Ma=cnic street. A daughter Miss Friday Club this week.
Funeral services for Mrs. Celia O.
for the county commissioner
night under the auspices of American Dailey of Westbrook, formerly of
The Methodist Ladles Aid assem- of friends for years of happiness,
very slippery this morning and was Olds' sermon will be "Thoms and Margaret Lawry Simmcns, survives.
Legion Auxiliary.
nomination on the Republican
-----------------the chief factor in a collision on Main', Everyman's Campaign Promises.” Private funeral services were held at bles Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Rockland, will be held at the home
street near Crockett block curve re This will be Communion Sunday, and the home Saturday afternoon. Rev. Charles Burgess.
Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds
of
Henry
Pendleton,
131
Washington
ticket.
Mr.
Hopkins
is
the
pres

Freeman Herrick Camp and Auxi
sulting in severe damages to the cars the Lord's Supper will be celebrated ( J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
Celia i Barnes) widow of Erastus 51c; 25 lbs. $139; 100' lbs. $5.23,
ent chairman of the board, and
lary, USW.V.. of Camden, have is street, Camden. Sunday at 3 o’clock.
cf
Charles
E
Merritt
and
Harold
Sav

2-4
at
the
conclusion
of
the
service.
Sunj
Dailey,
died at her home In West Stover's, Rockland —adv.
The
bearers
were
Henry
M.
deRochesued an invitation to Ralph Ulmer Deceased was 90 years old and the
is completing his first term. He
age. Happily no injuries resulted day school is at 9.30. and Comrades of mont, Charles E. Merritt. L. E. Black- brook yesterday morning, aged 80
grandmother
of
Celia
M.
Morse,
past
Camp and Auxiliary to attend sup
is a staunch advocate of economy.
from the crash.
ington and Charles H. Morey. In years. The deceased was a former j
the Way at 6.30 p. m.
per Monday at 6 o'clock, this to be department president of the Auxiliary
Youthful Velvet Frock
• • • •
resident of this place. The funeral i
terment
was in Achom cemetery.
followed by initiation and installa to the Sons of Union Veterans of Civil
MRS. MINNIE GRINDALL
At First Church of Christ. Scien- j
will be held Sunday at 3 o'clock from
War. Obituary notice deferred
tion of officers.
Next rehearsal of the Smith Com
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster I
j the residence of Henry Pendleton, 1
munity Chorus will be held at Syndi
Mrs. Minnie Grindall a charter streets. Sunday services are at 10:30 1
121 Washington street. Rev. Weston j
Next Monday is Inauguration Day
Fales Circle, Ladies of the GAR.,
cate Block. Rockland, at 7.45 Thurs member of Huntley-Hill Auxiliary- and the subject of the Lesson-Ser- 1
I P. Holman officiating. Burial will1
will install officers Wednesday at with the City Government, the exer day evening. Please bring "The Re
died at her home in Sargentville Jan. mon tomorrow will be 'God". Sunday ■
be in Mountain cemetery.
7.30 at the home of Mrs. Susie Lamb. cises beginning at 10 a. m. citizens will demption” by Gounod.
1. She was a former resident of School is at 11:45. Wednesday eve
Schools commence Monday after
Rankin street, with Mrs. Bernice listen to Mayor Thurston's second inRockland
Memorial services were ning testimony meeting is at 7:30.
Jackson, department registrar, in augural address, and then- have their
the Christmas recess.
M. F. Lovejoy, insurance and travel held by the Auxiliary Friday evening. The reading room is located at 400
fly ROBERT V. FLEMING,
stalling. Members not solicited are eyes peeled for possible changes
The Camden Fire Department holds;
broker, is this morning moving his
Main street, and open week days !
President A tnerican Banker!
among the city appointments. The
asked to take sandwiches.
its annual banquet at Masonic hall {
office from Masonic Temple to 140
Association
Fine Granulated Sugar. 10 pounds from 2 until 5 p. m.
belief exists that there will be a new
tonight at 6 o'clock.
Public schools open Monday after commissioner of public works. Leroy Talbot avenue. Mr. Lovejoy bought 51c; 26 lbs. $139; 100 lbs. 35.23.
The American Bankers Associa
Amity Lodge, FAM, assembled
two weeks' vacation. Miss Ida Hughes A. Black is waging a vigorous cam- j the Roberts & Veazie insurance Stover's. Rockland —adv.
At the Universalist Church Sunday tion has cooperated wherever It
2-4
last
night with work in the Pellowbusiness
several
years
ago.
of Union will resume her position as paign for appointment as city
morning Dr. Lowe will deliver a brief could properly do so In every mea
I craft degree.
sure
for
na

teacher of history in the Junior High marshal.
Farmers who tested their cows last sermon on "Looking Three Ways."
tional recov
The installations of Freeman-Her
The Auxiliary is cooperating with year and kept records of cost and in followed by Holy Ccmmunion. Church
after a prolonged vacation due to an
ery. It has of rick Camp US W.V, and the Free
the
Post
In
an
advance
sale
of
tickets
Miss Hazel Marshall who recently
automobile accident. During her
come found that they lo6t money on school meets at noon; Knickerbocker
fered construc man-Herrick Camp Auxiliary, will be
absence Mrs. Jerome Burrows sub returned from a few happy days In for The Bonus rally dance to be held cows that produced only a hundred Class for men, Dr. Lowe’s subject.
tive recommenNew York was the unfortunate victim at K. P. hall Jan. 11. A public sup pounds of butterfat a year, says the "Further History of the Bible;" Mrs.
stituted.
d a 11 o n s tor held Monday evening.
A public whist party at Meguntisuch changes
Thursday of an automobile accident per will also be held on that evening United States Department of Agri Glover's class for women at her resi
In b a n k in g cook Grange hall tonight at 8:30 will
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet which happily did not necessitate from 5 to 7.
dence, subject "What Can We Be
culture.
laws as we rec have refreshments and prizes.
Tuesday, with a card party at 2 In hospital treatment. On Broadway
lieve?” Alpha Omega Society for
ognized were
Annual Installation of Molineaux
charge of Mrs. Lillian Cotton, supper Miss Marshall's car was run into by
BORN
young people in the vestry 7 p. m. I
The organization meeting of the
necessary, and Auxiliary will take place Monday
at 6.15, and the usual evening busi the car driven by Edward Baxter. Rockland Klwanis Club will be held YOUNG—At Rockland. Dec 23 to Ur. with first initiation for new members.1
we now have a
and Mr* Clyde O. Young ol Rcck• • • •
ness session, after which the Lodge Miss Marshall's car was quite badly Monday night at 6 15 at the Copper
better law un evsning with Mrs. Helen Clark of
land, a son. Loren Arthur
Services at the Pratt Memorial
and Knox Lodge will unite in an damaged, her glasses broken, and she Kettle. Formal application will be DOUOHTY—At Vinalhaven. Dec. 31. to
der which to Rockland installing officer. Supper
Mr and Mrs Ralph Doughty, a aon.
Methodist, Church on Sunday will
nual birthday observance of Thomas herself received minor bruises and a made for a charter at this time and
operate. The at 6 30.
DOW—At Rockland. Dec 30. to Mr an)
Banking Act
Comique Theater attractions: Sun
Wildey, founder of Odd Fellowship severe shaking up.
Franklin Kean of Chicago, a national
Mrs Robert E Dow of Rockland, a start with the Friendly Men's Bible
R. V. FLEMING
of 1935 affords day and Monday, Sylvia Sydney in
daughter. Marjorie Jean.
Class at 933 a. m. Holy Communion
in America.
organizer, will be present.
us opportunities for broader service “Mary Burns, Fugitive"; Tuesday.
Coeber's, Inc., the newly formed
will be observed at the morning wor
MARRIED
and, at the same time, retains the
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary corporation, announced in Thursday's
"Freckles;" also Oet-Rich-Nlte, $80
Through oversight the names of Miss KEIZEP.-COATES— At Rockland Nov 27. ship service at 13.30. The Baraca
fundamentals which we believe are
will meet for supper Wednesday at issue, will occupy the store soon to
by
Rev.
J.
Charles
MacDonald.
Horace
Class
and
the
church
school
will
meet
so vital to our national welfare and given away; Wednesday and Thurs
Margaret Stevens and Miss Margery
A Keizer, and Ina M Coates, both ol
6. with Mrs. Inez Bronkie as chair be vacated by Samuel Rubenstein, acat
noon
and
Epworth
League
at
6.15
which have played a large part in day. “The Crusaders."
Thomaston.
Philbrook were omitted from those
man, assisted by Mrs. Laura Ranlett, cording to current report. Everett A bidden
The Twilight Twelve met Thurs
bringing our country, in a compara
the New Years eve dancing OOLDENBERO -POLLOCK — At Provi p. m. Evening worship at 7.15 o'clock.
dence, Dec 25. Earl Qoldenberg ol
Mrs Myra Watts and Miss Olive Davis is president and treasurer. party at Temp]e hau. 30th Miss
tively short space of time, to the day evening with Mrs. Guy Cucinotta
Providence, and Miss Julia Pollock, of The pastor's evening sermon topic
position of the greatest Industrial Belmont avenue.
Ofcrnes. At 7 the Auxiliary will have Juliette B. Cross is clerk, and these 3levens and Ml£S philbrock gTeatly Rockland
will be “Consider.” Prayer meeting
At, Camden. Jan 1.
nation on the earth.
election of officers, after which the officials, together with Christopher enJoyed the hospitality extended by INMAN-THOMASMr. and Mrs. Lovell W. Thompson
on
Tuesday
evening
at
7.15
o'clock.
by Rev Winfield Wltham. Herbert
Harry
Inman
and
Elizabeth
M
Thomas
•
•
•
•
Camp and Auxiliary will hold a joint Roberts, are directors. The corpora- Miss
have
returned from a visit with rela
Ramsdell a.id Mrs. VlcThe
Public
and
Ranking
both of Camden
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
installation.
tion is capitalized at $10,000. and ’s ( toria clement.
STARRCTT -LUNDEN At West RorkIt is necessary that the public have tives in Bluehill Falls.
nort. Jan. 1. by Rev John Smith Sunday morning at 10 30 Rev. Charles
formed to deal in men's and women's j
------------------Miss Bertha Clason is home from
a thorough understanding of the
Lowe. D. D, Walter H Starrett of
Miss Maryon Keller, Mrs. J. C,
functions of banks, what they can do Gardiner where she spent the holl-1
Warren and Miss Irene S Lunden of A. Marstaller will use as his subject
clothing
and shoes.
public
supper Legion Hall, Satur
Cunningham. Miss Margaret Bowler
Rockport.
"The Lure of the Unknown.” There
and what they cannot do, for It must days.
day,
Jan.
4,
5
to
7.;
25c.
—
adv.
Mrs. Fred Achom. Mrs. John Thomp
will be special music and a sermonette be recognized that to many people
An item from a Norway (Maine)
Antoinette
(Kirk)
widow of,
DIED
A'rw York raria Fashion!
the business of banking Is still some Nathaniel B. Gould, died Thursday j
son. Mrs. Charles Morton, Mrs. Verna paper having local interest reads.
Church School
------------------TIBBETTS—AV Levant. Dec. 24. Mrs for the children.
what
of
a
mystery.
A TOSCA. a rayon Lyons velvet
Thomas won honors at the card party “Dr. Pliny A. Allen 3d, formerly of
Belle (Shorer) Tlobetta. native of meets at 11.45 when the school will
Pure lard or compound 15c per lb;
North Haven, aged 73 years. 6 months.
We should frankly explain these morning at the home of her daugh
in the new currant shade, fash
given by Auxiliary to Anderson Norway, has been in town for a few 1 20 lb tubs. $3.05. Salt pork. 18c lb.;
begin an attendance contest with the
11 days Interment In Levant.
functions to tlm public, ucquaint ter, Mrs. J. G. Hutchins. She was ions this youthful afternoon frock
Camp. S.U.V.. Wednesday afternoon days with friends on his way from Native fresh eggs, 27c doz ; Pillsbury's TIBBETTS—At Rockland. Jan. 3. FTeeda Kennebunk Baptist Church School.
ti.em with the laws under which we born in Warren, daughter of William with its snappy short-sleeved lam6
Hazel, wife of Pearl Tibbetts, aged 44
Supper was in charge of Mrs. Carrie Chicago, to spend the holidays with Bast, flour, $1.32; Occident. $138;
years. 8 months. 8 days. Funeral Mon The Crusaders will meet at 3 and the
operate and emphasize the vital part and Alvlra (Stevens) Payson but had Jacket in contrasting color. The
day at 2 o’clock from residence. 75 Senior and Intermediate Chrisiian
Winchenbaugh. The next meeting his parents, Rev. and Mrs. Pliny A. white Rose flour, 89c bag; Stover's
which banks play in the economic been a resident of this place for many Jacket fastens with a belt and a
Grace street.
will be Jan. 15.
Allen Jr., at North Adams, Mass. Dr. prjde $1 09. Free deliveries, any- BILLINOS—At Rockport. Jan. 3. Mar Endeavor at C. Praise and preaching life of the Nation. Therefore, in years. The funeral will toe held Sun large lame covered buckle at front.
garet. widow at Henry J Billings, service at 7.15, subject “The Forgot
order that there may be the fullest
A retching touch of (be haute mode
Allen has been assistant physician at where wanxed stover's. Rockland
aged 92 years. 4 months. 12 days
cooperation and understanding be day at 2 o'clock from the Baptist is the four-folded velvet bow at
Ruth Mayhew Tent D.U.V., will
Funeral
Sunday
at
2
o'clock
from
ten
Man.
”
Communion
at
the
close
the Palmer House in Chicago, since
2-4
church,
Rev.
W.
F.
Brown
officiat

Burpee funeral parlors.
tween the banks and the people of
hold its annual installation of of
the throat.
completing his interne period at the
GOULD—At Camden. Jan 2. Antoinette,
the country, it will also be one of our ing. Bearers will be Capt. John
ficers Monday evening at 7:30 with
widow
of
Nathaniel
D.
Gould,
aged
Maine General Hospital, Portland.
objectives to take the mystery out Husby. Percy Luce, Frank J. Blood
years, 2 months. 13 days
Funeral
Mrs. Olive Haskell of Milo, depart
Sunday at 2 o'clock from the Baptist
of banking wherever It exists.
The first of the year he goes to the
and Charles Weaver. Interment will
ment president, installing. In case
Church.
Mayo Brothers hospital. Rochester,
be In Mountain cemetery.
BARNES
—
At
Westbrook.
Jan.
3.
Celia
Ranking
Conferences
Mrs. Haskell is unable to be present,
(Barnes) widow of Erastus Dailey,
Minn., for three years. Dr. Allen
Gorham Dean dropped dead late
Mrs. Carrie House, past president,
A scries of Regional Conferences
aged 90 years. Funeral Sunday at 3
won a scholarship for the Mayo
Thursday
night at his home on Sea
o'clock
from
121
Washington
street.
on
Banking
Service
will
be
held
In
will install. There will be a program
Burial at Camden.
Hospital.”
street. He was bom in this town, son
strategic
sections
of
the
country,
em

and refreshments. The installation
DEAN—At Camden. Jan. 2. Oorham
AND
bracing ail types of banking. The of Chester and Harriet (Bryant)
Dean, aged 58 years, 3 days.
will be public, the first in its history
King Solomon's Temple Chapter,
new banking laws and the regula Dean and is survived by his wife:
and a special invitation is extended R.A.M., elected these officers Thurs
CARD OF THANKS
tions Issued thereunder will be care three sons and three daughters; al
The cards and gifts sent me by friends.
to all who are eligible for member day night; Alan B. Borgerson. H P.
fully analyzed bo that our bankers
the Baptist Church and the Do.cas
Established 1840
so four sisters. Mrs. Lettie Staples
' Circle of Kings Daughters, and others
ship.
will have a thorough understanding
Ernest A, Rogers. K.; John A. Stev
1 at Christmas time gave mr much pleas
Licensed Embalmera and
and Mrs. Sadie Heald of New Hamp
cf
the
broadened
services
now
made
ure. and to each I tender my sincere
ens, scribe; Homer E. Robinson, treas
Attendants
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
shire and Mrs. Ben Pcoley and Mrs
thanks
.
possible.
It is peculiarly important that
Just received at Burdell's Dress
Mrs. Prances M. Oliver
124 tf
urer; Charles L. Robinson, secretary:
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
George Robinson of this place. Mr
The
question
of
public
relations
Warren
Shop, women's weol dresses. Special George W. Gay. C. of H.; Arthur F.
a service such as it is our privi
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
and how we can best serve the peo Dean had worked Thursday and was j
values—adv.
2-lt
lege and duty to perform be like
Wisner, P. S.; Albert L. Briggs.
ple of our communities will be an apparently in his usual good health ’
CARD OF THANKS
Day or Night Telephone
We wish to express our most sincere
R.A.C.; Nelson A Sabien. M. of 3d V.; I the ministrations of a trusted
other topic of discussion. Clinics or
when the end came without warn
thanks and appreciation to our neigh
WATER PIPES
Tickets to the skating field may be Robert P. Russell, M. ol 2d V.: Carl I
450
forums on specific questions of in
bors and friends, for their many ex
friend.
Our
aim
is
to
be
at
all
ing.
pressions of kindness and sympathy
obtained at Chisholm's store or from W. Simmons M. of 1st V.. The instal-'
Representatives in all large cities
erest to bankers and the problems
REPAIRED & RELAID
during our recent bereavement.
• • • •
in the United States and Canada
confronting them in their particular
L. E. McRae $1 for the season. Give latlon will take place Thursday night. | times worthy of your trust.
Mrs Dora Comery, Mrs. Lillian Comery
Inside
and out, digging Includ
and
Franklin
Comery.
•
Inman-Thomas
localities will also be Included.
some poor youngster a winter’s fun.—• Jan. 16 with Most Excellent ComAMBULANCE
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
adv.
156*13 • panlon J. A. Richan as installing offi
At the Congregational Church1 laid out and clraned when plugged.
Service to Instantly available.
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
cer. Members of Aurora, Rockland,
Experienced attendants on duty.
1855
1936
Herbert H. Inman, and Miss Eliza- J tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
Chiropodist and Foot
Knox Lodges. FAM are invited.
er. Floors cemented and walls re
Day and Night Telephone
beth M. Thomas, both of this place,
E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
Light refreshments will be served.
INC.
150Stf
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
Specialist
were united in marriage by Rev.
Distinctive Memorials in
450
work, etc.
Waldoboro, Me.
M. R. WYNNE
TEL. 662
Granite and Marble
Winfield Witham, the double ring
Ml MAkl 8T„ ROCKLAND, MB.
Fine Granulated 8ugar, 10 pounds
122Stf
S. E. Eaton
Thomaston. Me. East Union, Me.
81 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND, ME 51c; 25 lbs. $138; 100 lbs. $5.23. 9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
30-tf
Artistic Memorials in Stone service being used. The chancel was TEL. 11S7-R ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. U23-W
Phone
114-3
Phone
13-31
135tf
decorated In green and white chry- --------------------------------------- 13UL
Stover's, Rockland.—adv.
2-4
156-tf

TALK OF THE TOWN

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

Two Tickets to Each Theatre

M'lOON SAltSand SERVICE
A liwitcli
W

I

TO TAKE MYSTERY
OUT OF BANKING

L

W. E. Dornan & Son,

Russell Funeral Home

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

USED
CARS

Funeral Parlors

Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE
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WARREN
The Dorcas Circle of King's Daugh
ters will meet Monday evening with
Mrs. Grace Campbell.
Miss Charlotte White, telephone op
erator for the Warren Telephone Co.,
spent the holiday with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Logan in South
China.
Miss Lucy Teague returned Tuesday
to Cranford. N. J., to resume teaching
after spending the school recess with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C.
Teague.
Mrs. Isa Teague entertained on New
Years Day a family party which in
cluded besides her immediate family,
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Mank,
sister Mrs. Lura Walter, niece Miss j
Edna Howard and Mrs. Maude Mank
all of North Waldoboro: Mrs. Doris j
Overlock and family. Mr. and Mrs
Arnold Teague and family of W’arren. j
A general "sing" was enjoyed in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Marion Dalrymple was hostess
Thursday afternoon to the Umbrella
Club at the home of Mrs Ruth Perry.
Amusement was furnished with .a
musical story by Mrs Hazel Hills and
an advertising guessing game. Mrs.
Elizabeth Starrett contributed spe
cial diversion. Mrs. Carrie Yates will
be hostess at the next meeting Jan. t
16 at the home of Mrs. Carrie Teague.
Mrs. Donald Farris and infant son j
Leslie have returned home from Knox'
Hospital.
Madeline Miller has returned to
Waldoboro after being guest several
days of her aunt. Mrs. Alvah Sim-'
mons.
The Sons of Union Veterans Auxili
ary held its last meeting of the win-1
ter Wednesday. Chicken dinner was
served by Mrs. Clara Lermond of'
Warren and her daughter Mrs. Roy ,
Gaspar of Thomaston. The afternoon
program contained these numbers:
Christmas carol; readings. Miss Mary
Kalloch. Mrs. Ida Libbey. Miss Winnie
Winslow and Mrs May Rokes; song.!
Mrs Fred Peabody. In conclusion a
Christmas tree was enjoyed. Meet-1
ings will be resumed in March.
Meager details are learned here of
the death Monday in an automobile
accident of Mrs. Ralph Swift. Funeral
services are to be held today, (Satur
day!. on Grand Manan. Mr. Swift 1
has been located in Princeton.
The January meeting of the Warren
Woman s Club was held Thursday
evening at the Intermediate school
through the courtesy of the schoo,
committee. Eleven members were
present. The committee on dishes
made their report. i'o estimate pa
geant expense for the summer. Mrs.
Alena Starrett and Mrs Carrie Smith
were appointed as committee. It was
also voted to insert an article In the
warrant for the next town meeting
in regard to the Bt-centennial observ
ance for next summer. Ways and
means were discussed for the earning
of money toward the proposed water
pageant in connection with the cele
bration. Two excellent papers were
given, the first by a non-clUb member,
Mrs. John Smith Fogg, entitled "Early
‘Settlers and Their Descendants;’’
and by Miss Tena McCallum whose
subject was “Early Industries of War
ren." The paper "Settlement and In
corporation of Warren" was presented
by Mrs. Alena Starrett. Members re
sponded to the roll call with histori
cal spots.

UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dean enterlined New Years Eve at dinner and
ridge.
A telephone has been installed at
he Union Creamery. The number is
i-21.
Miss Ida Hughes has returned to!
ockland to resume teaching in the
eckland Junior High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard
jent New Years Eve at the home of
tr and Mrs. Roy Spear, South Waren.
The Auxiliary will hold a bridge
arty tonight. Saturday. Mrs. Clarnce Leonard is committee chairman.
Mrs. Zena Nelson entertained Monay evening complimenting Mrs.
largaret Sawyer of Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond of
"hemaston visited New Years Day
,-ith Mr. and Mrs Charles Lermond.
Miss Annie M Rhodes will resume
caching Monday in Norh Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Messer were

KITTY KELLY

The Hollywood Extra

ARt >6<-i ALL PRUNPD)
UP TOR
ANO WHAT 15
'55 BREAKING

u/HAT

By Gene Carr

z

ThatsIo accentuATk\

WELL,

MAWt BP MAN WANTS Mt TO
USE. IT CN MY CHEEK5MAKES A HIGH light

my gorgeous SMILE-

ME

>£xi'RE
w-------- TAKE- A

Th* camera man -2>avo

ThaT'5

gold

paint—

The

when

1

yon MIGHT AS Y/ELL
HAVE all oT IT--

-fH' VENEER
ON MY

IE VOG COAY

i'll

Teli_

VouPE PUBLIC
EGO NiirtBtRj
.OHt-7'-- - /■

2»WhGHT ’9M VAN *(Nt HATjM

By Fred Nordley

BARON MUNCHAUSEN
CONCEIVE MV ASTONISHMENT TO
FIND MYSELF IN A VILLAGE
CHURCHYARD • A CHANGE OF
WEATHER HAD MELTED THE
SNOW COVERING THE VILLAGE,
AND X HAD SUNK GENTLY DOWN
INTO THE YARD •

ONE DAV X RODE OFF To VISIT
AN OLD FRIEND tN RUH1MXKI •
THE COUNTRY WAS COVERED
with snow

•

soon night and

DARKNESS OVERTOOK ME •

WHKT I MAO TAKEN
IN THE DARK To
•
-'*** BE A TREE-STUMP
“TO WHICH X HAD TIED MV HORSEPROVED NOW Tb BE A CHURCHSTEEPLE- X SHOT THE BRIDLE
IN TWO, BROUGHT DOWN THE
HORSE, AND WENT ON MV WAV •

No Y1ULA66 WAS To BE SEEN •
TIRED, X FASTENED MV HORSE
To A TREE-STUMP AND LAV DOWN
ON THE SNOW X DiD NOT OPEN
mv eves

Till

full dav light

FOLLIES OF THE GREAT —By Plotkin & Thorndike

•

“By Art Helfant

RUMPUS
LADIES an’ gentlemen _
MEET TH’ WONDERS OF TH* AGE
TH’ DANCIN’ FOOLS! DANCE ALL
BY themselves take '•em
HOME FOE. ONLY A DIME!__

I’M ON TO
you KNOW
TOO MUCH.
VOUE RACKET
THEM THINGS ' G’WAN BEAT
DON’T DANCE X IT BEFORE
BV THEV SELVES
Dat guy is pullin’
A STRING WHICH
/TAKES 'EM
rs a Mrc

/Actions

WGLAWO,|

HAD A LAW PASSED
MAKING IT A CRIME
|FOK A TAILOR ID MAKE

TH’ GENERAL
PUBLIC IS GOTTA
BE PEETECKTED
AGAINST SUCH
FAEEESZ SEZ I
>

SPEAKS LOUDER
"THAN WOlDS

HENRY IIof

A COMMONER’S COSTUME

AKWf

MS RANK'

= ROBERT DELA SALLE

GREAT FRENCH EXPLORER.,

BRAVED FEVER, FLOODS AND

MAMUELM’
/4/2t
VAN TtM F«aTjgs snOCATt

tfRfAT oeRMAN NllOMTHfR
MSA SEIF IMPOSED SHUT-INif ONCE TRAVELLED FORTY
MILES AND RUSHED BACK

mss

DON’T LAUGH-

SAVAGES-ONLY TO BE SHOT
BY ONE OF HIS OW# MO/
IN A QUARREL

OVER BUFFALO MEAT/

— By Blumey

SUPERSTITIOUS BELIEFS

- By Gene Carr

HERE 'N THERE

1 i■
5EXTON J
r

0

BAKER'S DOZEN CONSISTS OF
THIRTEEN. HE GIVES YOU THE ODD ONE
TO BRING HIM GOOD LUCK..

dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Merle Messer.
Friends regret to learn of the death
of William Powers, a former resident
of this town.
Leroy Miller has returned home
from a visit with his sister. Mrs.,
Edith Dorr of Dorchester. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Williams were j
hosts Tuesday night to the Even
Dozen.
Community Club met Tuesday aft
ernoon with Mrs. Loretta Rich, first
vice president presiding. The pro
gram entitled "John J. Audobon.
Friend of the Birds" was in charge of
Mrs. Lizzie Hawes. Hostesses were
Mrs. I,ela Haskell and Mrs. Zena Nel
son The Club will hold a food sale
at J. C. Creighton's store Jan. 10
The next card party will be next Sat
urday night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Mathews.

0c

YOU LOSE YOUR WEDDING RING
YOUR MARRIAGE WILL BREAKUP.

THE

FOURTH OF JULY.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Spotlight"

f *\ \ TB

^bmnee Rdce.
bed to tiara to operate
a high spud outboard,
motor boat in a feur
dags during tiu produc
tion of SuptrspvuL'

Arthur Hobl won a i
prize for tiu bat I
garden of its dots \
loi Angitis-more than
mt acre in totwtand
duigrud and cartd
for inf bum.

CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. James Caven is guest of her
mother, Mrs. Alfred Haskell In Rock
land.
There will be no Sunday school
DRUDGERY
sessions here during January as Miss
WORK HNE
Margaret McKnight will be on vaca
WITH COCO r/ATCA tion.
JUST SOAK OUT
Elmer Carlson visited the weekend
in Boston with Mrs. Carlson and
daughter Alice who are there em
ployed.
At an entertainment held Monday
ALHAVEN * ROCKLAND B’l’B’T Co afternoon for the Star classes, light
Mrs.
rvlce to Vinalhaven, North Haven. refreshments were served.
Stonington, Isie au llaui, Swan'i
James Harrison was guest.
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Oet. 1, 1935
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Chaples were
Winter Service 1935-1936
visitors Christmas Day at the home
Dally Except Sunday
abject to Change Without Notice) of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cromwell.
Eastern Standard Time
Mrs. Jessie Williams dined Christ
Read V
j Down
ft
mas
Day with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
* Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar 600
Ar. 4 40 Butler and also visited Mrs. Abbie
Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30 I
Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45 Grant.
Lv. Vinalhaven.
Lv. 130
Ar. Rockland.
120-tt1 Mr and Mrs Peter MoCourtle are

QrOPS WILL BE POOR IF IT RAINS
ON

Norman Foster cdrcled tiu globe,
m freighters,

making their home in Rockland this
winter.

Mrs. Maurice Jones is vacationing
ln Boston.
Misses Minerva Johnson and Shirl
ey Johnson are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Bishop in Gardiner.

0

LWAYS GIVE A GIFT UPON RICEIVIN6
ONE FOR CHRISTMAS, ELSE YOU WILL
HAVE BAD LUCK.

Traveling Around America
•■pills handsome black boy and
hla long eared friend are on
their way to market—a typical pair
one Is apt to meet on the highways
and even on the main streets in
Colombia. This country, which is
the gateway to South America Is a
fascinating mixture of Spanish and
Indian, white and black, or spic and
■
span modern buildings and old walls
and fortresses which atfll carry Im
prints ot the numerous attacks inspired by the wealth of the country’s
rich mines which during the six
teenth century, were a constant
challenge to the rest of the world.
Colombia, most northerly of the
West Coast republics, visited weekly
by cruises from New York to Peru
and Chile, ls one of the richest of alt
the southern republics. In her for
ests la valuable timber. Under the
soil are hidden oil fields which have
scarcely been tapped. In her moun
tains are stored unlimited treasures
ln metals and precious stones—gold,
silver, platinum and emeralds. Co
lombia leads all other countries ln
the production of platinum and holds
the world’s greatest supply of em
eralds—the largest of the enormous
emeralds discovered In this region
Include a perfect six-sided crystal
A COLOMBIAN PAIR
weighing more thau eight ounces.
Some of the mines were so difficult I over by jungles and lost to the world
of access they soon were covered | for more than a century.

1

LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
FIRST CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 136-3 Rev. Chg.

•
<* 1 ' { ’ 1
---------------------------- ,

To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,
The Courier-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings the
friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Subscribe today Phone 770.

Tut
T0UNOLIN6

AMERICAN

ODDITIES -

AIK

TJ ON
CHARlTZ —

By C. V. Eenlcli

DEER

WITH LOCKED ANTLERS
(IN COMBAT)

PRONGS AND FLEXIWUTY OF THE ANTLERS, ,
OFTEN HAPPENS WHILE FIGHTING. IF THEV LOCK
BO SECURELY THEY CAN NOT RELEASE THEM
SELVES, IT ALWAYS COSTS BOTH THEIR LIVES.
/in it-

ROBIN
FROM CAPE
5
'TwCOD TO VIRGINIA)
X
hey CREEP OVER, THE
1KEY BUZZARD
BOTTOM BV MEANS OF
HAS NO GIZZARD, - THE FINGER, LIKE FIN RAM
AS MOST BIRDS mA/E.
jxzrcreeo nwr we 0/
IT HAS A STOMACH.
ree mew
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Every-Other-Day

TOWN

OF

VINALHAVEN

Description of Property

Name of Owner

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

OEORGE BANKS EST- Land buildings. Und bounded on N by
town way. on E by land of Harriett Jones, on S by High St.,
on W by land of Samuel Freedman Value 1600 ............................
FREDERICK CONVERSE—Land bounded on N. by land of Oeorge R.
Aggaslz. on E. by shore of Pollys Cove" on 8 by land of Perci
val T. Oates, on W by land of Oeorge A Strong Value 6950
AUOU8T ELO—Wood lot bounded on N. tl S by land of F. S Walls
Est. on E by land of Minnie ChUtes. on W by land of T. J.
Young Value 6200 .......................-........................................................
ARCHIBALD * RALPH HOWE-Land and buildings. Land bounded
on N. by land of Young Orchard Co . on E by land of C L
Calderwood on S by Mud River, on W by land of O B Balter
and shore Value 62050 .........................................................................
MRS I L HALL EST-Und and bungalow at 8hores Acres, known
as "Uncle Tom's Cabin ” Value 6175 .....................-..... -....... —
WILLIAM MORSE-Land and buildings situated on Oranlte Island,
formerly property of James Lawrence Value f250 .......................
JOHN NELSON—Land and buildings Land bounded on N by land
of Chaney Oray's heirs, on E by land of Gwendolyn Green, on
8 by East Main St., on W. by land of R L. Nickerson. Value

637 65
56 29

14 24

122 66

12 76

17 16

17 16

ROBERT F ROBIN8ON- Land and building' Land bounded on N.
by land of Chaney Gray heirs, on E by land of E O. lane, on
S by East Main St., on W by land of Gwendolyn Green. Value

40 66

GRACE ROBERTS—Lot of land at Shore Acres adjoining land of
Oeorge R Gray Value 675 .............................................. ....................
FOSTER B SNOW EST—Land tn District No 2 Value 6100
SAMUEL FREEDMAN-Land and buildings. Land bounded on N by
town way. on E by land of Oeo Banks Est . on S by High
St., on W by land of Eliza Brown heirs. Value 6700 ------ ---GRAY ROCK GRANITE CO—Buildings used »» Engine House and
Compressor buildings on land of Oscar Nelson Including hoist
ing machinery Value 6500 ................................. ———..............
JOSEPH TYLER—Land bought of Charles Calderwood Land bound
ed on N by land of Mrs. William Emerson, on E. by land of
Aura Dyer, on S by Long Cove, on W by land of Rebecca Lcadbetter heirs. Value 6250
....................
MRS GERTRUDE WALLS—Land and buildings Land bounded on N.
by private way. on E by private way. on S. by Carroll lot. on
W. by Sands Quarry Property Va’.ue 6200 .....................................
OEORGE WENTWORTH—Wood lot bourht of R F Green Est . land
bounded on N by land of Minnie Chllles, on E by land of R.
F Oreen Est. on 8. by land of F 8 Walls Est., on W. by land
of T. J. Young Value 6150 ..... 2.-................. -............... —..............
Wood lot bought of R F Oreen Et. Land bounded on N by
land of Minnie Chllles. and land of F 8 Walls B>t on E by land
of Chas »i Ralph Calderwood. on S At W by land of F 8.
Walls Est Value 6350 ............... a,—...............-..... -.... ..... ---- -----DODDS BROTHERS GRANITE CORP INC—One half of lot known
as Elizabeth Crockett Lot located on the North East shore of
Sands Cove, containing 47.500 sq. ft., more or less, rectangular
ln shape bounded on N by Sanda Quarry Property, on E by
Harbor Quarry Lot. on S by shorg, on W by land of Ingerson
heirs Value 6100 ..... -...............—-,~ ............................... -............
Harbor Quarry Property bounded on E by land of L A. Coombs
At others, on 8 by town way on W by land of D S Kent. A B
Arey At others, on N by land of Jane E Hopkins heirs. Value

6 40
7 86

43 60

31 66

17 IS
14 24

11 30

22 56

a
7 87

13
Land known as the 8tone Yard Lot situated on the East side
of Sands Quarry, containing four acres more or less, bounded
on N it E by Harbor Quarry Lot. on S by shore At Smiths
16
Point Value 6250 ........... ............... ............ ......................... ................
Land known as the Ingerson Lot. located on the highway lead
ing from Vinalhaven village to Granite Island, bounded on N.
by land of Mary Dodd, on E by laud of Ora Jones, on 8 by land
of Oscar Nelson, on W by land of Bradford Bray Value 1150.
10
Sands Wharf so-called Including buildings located on E side
of Sands Cove Value 6500
Sixteen shares Sands Quarry Property. Value 6400 . .............. .
24
Land Ac Quarry property known as Wharfs Quarry, bounded on
N by land at F H Hall and shore of Long Cove, on E At S. by
land of Peaslee At Bunker, on W. by shore Value 8500 ...—3)
Wharf and Power House located at Wharfs Quarry
Value

74

68

8!

98
35

Lot of land bought of J. S B'ack ln District No. 2 Value 8150
10 31
BLANCHE B deJONY EST—Land and buildings bought of Freeman
Coombs Land bounded on N At E by shore, on 8 by land of
L H. Coombs, on W by Seal Bay Including Neds and Rom
Islands." Value <1500 --------------------------—..........-—........ ...........
W M
Wood lot known as "Barney Point." Value 1100 ........................
7 87
MRS EMMA WINO EST —Land and buildings known as Steve
Sprague House." Situated near stand pipe. (Bought of Roberts
Ac Brown Inc i Value 8150........ ...... - ..........a—.....................EDMUND OSBORNE—Sheep Island In Mill River so-called Value 6500
31 86
LESLIE B DYER
Dec. 21. 1915
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Vinalhaven

TOWN OF ROCKPORT
1
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Rockport. In the County of
Knox for the year 1935
The following Hat of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Town of Rockport,aforesaid, for the year 1935. committed to me for collection
for said Town on the 26th day of April, 1935. remain unpaid and notice
It hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previ
ously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor. Including interest and charges, will be sold without further
notice
public auction at Town Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday ln
February. 1936. at nine o'clock A. M.

tt

Name of Owner

Description of Property

NORTH HAVEN

VINALHAVEN

STATE OE MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Vinalhaven, In the County
of Knox for the year 1835
_
_ A
The, following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Town ot Vinalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1035. committed to me for col
lection for said Town on the 23d day of July. 1835 remain unpaid; and
notice la hereby given that If said taxer, with Interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at Memorial Hall In said Town, on the nrsMonday ln February. 1936. at nine o'clock A. M

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

C. E BARTON—Premises N side School street, adjoining land of
Mary Thurston. N, and Susan Smith heirs. S. ------------------FRED BLACKINGTON—Land near Warrenton street In rear of Ceme
tery. adjoining Rockland line. S . 4'j acres; land N E corner
Rockland and Meadow streets adjoining land of Wilson Moon,
B. 6'j acres ...................
NELSON T. CLOUOH HEIRS Ross tot S side South street adjoin
ing land of Zebulon Lufkin heirs. S and E. 23 acres.............
SIMON COHEN —Cooper Store premises N side Main street adjoin
ing land of W F Dillingham E and Minerva Piper. W ; Keller
premises W side High street adjoining Amesbury Cemetery
W., and Eva Porter. 8. ............ ------ - --------------- —------- - ------- —
LEOLA CULVD4—Premises N side Commercial
street
adjoining
land of Ernest Mears E. and Rockland line. W .......—......... .......
L O FRENCH—Premises N. side Main street adjoining land of Blanche
Witherspoon heirs, S. and G. Annla. E; land E side Main
street adjoining Jessie Miller's land. E--------------------------------MRS GBOROE FARNSWORTH-Premises W side Maple street ad
joining land of E W. Harkness heirs. N.. S and W
—.
ELEANOR OURNEY—1-3 Quarry lot W side Lily Pond, adjoining
Gore lot E. I7*,a acres; 1-3 Preble lot
on Ragged Mt.,.... adjoin
ing E Rust heirs' land E ____ ..........
.....
CHARLES H. MCINTOSH—Ice houses north end of Chlckawaukle

20 60

30 00
10 30

84 98
30 90

18 63
1803

20 09

CORA M PAUL HEIRS- Premises 8 W. corner Commercial and School
streets adjoining land of Charles E Rhodes. Jr.. S.......... ...... ..
5 15
EVELYN O PENFIELD Premises w side Commercial street, ad
joining land at B. H Paul. S . and William Carleton. N...........
18 03
FRANK A PETTERSON HEIRS—Store premises 8. side Central street
adjoining Security Trust Company. W and E A. Champney. E
45 07
JULIA PINKHAM—Premises N side Summer street adjoining W A
Luce Corp., W and William Murphy. E.........................................
23 18
LEWIS RICHARDS—Land W side Camden street adjoining land of
Ruth Bartlett. N. and Leona Salisbury. S.......................................
5 15
ROCKLAND GUN CLUB—Club house at Oakland Park on land taxed
to Central Maine Power Co. ------ - ------------- -------------------- -----5 IS
JOSEPH B SIMONTON—Premises N side Meadow street, adjoining
land of James H Simonton. W. and Mildred Mulloy N, 40
acres_ ____________ _____ ________-...... ............... -............ -........ 43 78
HERBERT E SMITH—Lot of land at foot of Grassy Pond, formerly
owned by Dura Ames heirs. 16 acres; Grassy Pond lot 8 side
of Pond adjoining Mildred Magune. S. formerly owned by R
W Buzaell Co . 22 acres; part ol Dura Ames premises W. side
Rockland street, adjoining Nelson Cobb heirs 8 . 30 acres........
30 65
VIRGIE F. STUDLEY—8tore premises W. side Central street, adjoin
ing Elizabeth Newbert, W. and Champney Building. E. Chantpney store property W side ventral street adjoining store
premises W and O. W Miller. E.......................................................
97 85
MARIA TIBBETTS HEIRS—Premises E side Main street, adjoin
ing L. T Spear, N and Orrts Bu ms. 8 ; 2-72 Amesbury Shore
lot W side Rockport Harbor adjoining Rockland & Rockport
Lime Corp.. N.......... —........——
......................... —...... -........
31 11
CYNTHIA WENTWORTH-Premises S. W Corner Russell Avenue
and Beauchamp streets, adjoining J. M McOregory and C. C.
Dillingham. W................................. -............................... -.......................
20 00
RALPH R YOUNG—Former Bells homestead. 8 E. corner Commer
cial and West streets adjoining land of Ed Merriam. W........ a...
157 08
BLANCHE WITHERSPOON HEIRS-Pre mlses N side Main street ad
joining Leroy French. 8 and Mark Dunton, N.; Melvin lot ad
joining above named lot on N E -.............. .....................................
36 05
CHESTER P WENTWORTH.
Dec. 21. 1935.
Collector ol Taxes of the Town of Rockport
153-8-2

APPLETON
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Moody Bible Institute To Celebrate
Centenary, Jubilee Next Two Years

EAST WALDOBORO

I

Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S. will
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan and
Miss F.iscilla Hanna. R. N., ot
School Notea
hold its annual meeting Monday Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker returned
Portland and 8tant:n Hanna, who
The pupils in the grammar room
night with election of officers. Re Tuesday from a month's visit ln New
ha.**
employment ln Wilmington,
having perfect attendance for 16
freshments will be served.
York city and Englewood, N. J.
Ohio,
have been spsnding the holi
weeks were: Eleanor Fuller. Ernestine
days with their mother Mrs. Ethel
A grand frolic will take place to
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Pierce are visit Fuller. Maurice Morang. Robert OrlfHanna Mrs Eva Masters. Milton
night at Town Hall, music for the ing in Nobleboro for a few weeks.
fln, Warren Moody, John Ourney,
Mmsters. Dorothv Masters of Round
dance by Staffy's Orchestra.
Fine skating is being enjoyed at La John Wyman, Carolyn Hart, Law
Pond
and Ethel Masters of Portland
Mrs Edward Greenleaf entertained mont's Pond.
rence Pease. Dorothy Salo, and Alice
were
also
guests at Christmas of Mrs.
at bridge Wednesday night at her
The Friendly Bible Class met Wed Cunningham from the time she
Hanna
home. First honors went to Mrs, nesday night ln Library hall with 20 moved here.
Vaughn Johnson, second to Mrs. present. Business and Indoor. base
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harvey and
Those missing one day or lees were
Everett Libby. Luncli was served.
two
sons of Rockland were guests
ball occupied the evening. The first Mabel and Gwendolyn Fitzgerald.
Thursday of Miss Ellie Mank
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Doughty are game between Geraldites and Bra«- Helen Aldus. Jennie Edgeccmb.
Miss Jacqueline Ccombi of Bruns
receiving congratulations on the birth donltes was very close, ending 15-14
R«d Cross Seals to the value of $3.19
wick is visiting her aunt Mrs Lester
Dec. 31 of a son.
In favor of the former.
were sold. Warren Moody was the
Mark
Mrs. Inez Conant went Tuesday to . Worship Sunday with sermon by vendor of the largest number 75c.
Carolyn Kart received the most 100s
Mrs H 3 Bovey Ls In Newark.
B:ston where she will spend the win- , the pastor, "What of the New Year "
N. J., for the remainder of the w.nter.
ter months at the Franklin Square Singing by the choir under the lead In the Fifth Orade.
The recent illustrated talk on
Mr. Bovev and C. C Bower- accom
ership of Barbara Stone. Church
House
panied htr to Portland.
Miss E F. Roberts and Miss Eliza school at 10. Evening service will "France" given by the pastor. Rev. L.
E Watson, was much enjoyed by the
Mr. and M s. J. L. Flanders. Miss
beth Weiderhold entertained as din have special features at 7.30
grammar pupils. Rev Mr. Watson
•
•
•
•
Marlon Flanders and Themat Burns
ner guests New Years Day Rev. and
served ln the World War.
visited the holiday with Mr. and Mrs.
Belle S. Tibbetts
Mrs. N. F. Atwood, Mr. and Mrs. Free
The pupils ln the Primary Room
Uhland Orff.
man Roberts. Miss Elizabeth Pease
Mrs. Belle Shorer iCarver) Tib
having
perfect
attendance
for
16
and L. A. Coombs.
Jchn Burge's of Rcckland wax a
betts died Dec 24 at her home In Le
Miss Aura Williams has returned j vant at the age of 73 years. Mrs. Tib weelu were: Walter Fuller. Mary Mil
caller las' Saturday on his daughter
from a visit with relatives in Quincy betts was born in this town June 13. ler, Edward Johnson. Stanford
Mi-s Ma: Burgers
I Mass.
1862 Married 8ept 27. 1885 she later Gushee, Margaret Fuller and Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Blaok v ho
Donald Johnson and family have 1 moved from this place and since 1911 nette Cunningham since moving here
have bern gue ts of their son Clar
Those missing one day or less: Rob
moved to the Walls block.
had lived in Levant. .
ence ln Wollaston. Mass., have re
Kenneth Black who spent the past
She ls survived by her husband ert Pease. Junior Robbins. Royce
turned.
week with his mother returned Thurs- Chandler Tibbetts; three daughters; Miller. Vernon Pease. Wayne Butler
Mr. and M s Edward Ccombs anc'
’ day to Knoxville. Tenn.
two brothers, Ellington Carver of Clayton Wadsworth, and Perley Cun
Mr s. Lexter Mank were recent visitor
ningham
since
moving
here;
$2
73
of
Mrs. Elizabeth Uiquhart went to1 Eagle Island and Fred Carver of
at the hcir.e cf relatives in Bruns
Thomaston yesterday.
North Haven; and a slater In Massa Red Croa- stamps were .sold, Raymond
wick.
Gichee
leading
with
75
cents
worth
Mi s Virginia Black has returned chusetts. Funeral services and inter
Mrs Noriran Mll'er who is ill, 1
A food sale was given recently to
J io West Hartford. Conn.
ment were in Levant
b^ing
attended by Dr. Campbell.
pay for oiling the floors of the pri
Miss Harriet Vinal went to Natick,
A Chrl tmas tree wax enjoyed bv
mary
and
grammar
rooms.
Maes., last Wednesday to resume
SOUTH CHINA
th? gch:cl children in observance cf
CHICAGO—The Moody Bible In to participate in the celebration,
• • • •
teaching.
stitute, often referred to as the by observing Moody Day on Sun
thc hol.dn”. They gave a program cf
Schools closed ln Appleton v.Uage
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist had
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Miller and
“West Point of ChrisDar Service." day. February 2. and holding onerccltatlo-,. ronjs and dialogues tc
as New Year guests. Mr. and Mrs. Ed family of Augusta were callers Sun Dec. 20 with a Christmas program by
will launch a world wide two-year day Bible conferences during the
which pa-ents and friends were in
the schools and Baptist Church.
celebration on February 2. 1936, year. The Institute will supply pro
ward White and Mr. and Mrs. Roy J day at the Ralph E ancy home.
vited. Schorl reopened Monday
with the opening of tbe 30th annu gram information to all pastor? on
Participants In the program and
j Arey.
Benjamin Dodge who is guest at
after a wrek'x vacation.
al
Founder's
Week
Conference.
The
request.
their
offerings
were:
Priscilla
Gushee
Alex Davidson arrived Tuesday Fred Plaisted's. motored to Lynn.
M‘«s Dor:thv Muir Ls boarding aImportant
event?
to
be
celebrated
Since
its
establishment
In
1SR6
I from Portland.
Mass. to spend Christmas with his and Elwin Mank. welcome; reading.
are the D. L. Moody Centenary and the Institute baa enjoyed a steady
the I aForett Mank residence.
Mrs. Jennie Smith who has been aunt He was accompanied by Miss Christmas story and prayer, Rev. L.
tbe Institute Jubilee.
growth until today Its Chicago edu
Capt, and Mrs Charles Young anc'
E Watson; exercise. Neil Robbins
guest of her son L. C. Smith returned Florence Plalsted.
The Jubilee, commemorating tbe cational and administrative plant
Charles Prcne of Warren were callerr
Friday to Rcckland.
50th anniversary of tbe founding of consists of 38 buildings; the facul
Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and Joan Proctor. Wayne Butler. Rosalie
Tuesday at Mbs Ellie Mank's.
the Institute, will be observed dur ty and staff totals approximately
Union Church Choir met Thurs daughter Joyce and Mr and Mrs. Mink. Dorothy Peas?; recitations.
H B Bovev and C L Bowen wer
ing 1936, and tbe Centenary during 200: tbe student roster of the day
day night at the heme of Mr and Mrs Fred Fouil’.ot recently visited the James and Dorothy Wat’on. Esther
Ttcckhnd
visitors last Sa'urday anc'^
1937
will
mark
tbe
100th
anniver

and
evening
schools
exceeds
1,800
Hart; seng. North Appleton children:
A. A. Peterson for rehearsal and Esancy family.
the following day were in Damar.sary of tbe birth of Mr. Moody.
and the correspondence school en
exercises.
John
Wvman
Lonnie
QrlfChristmas tree.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald had
President Houghton announces rollment la in excess of 10.000.
! fcotta.
Watch night services were held in as guests the holiday, their parents. fln, Stanford Gushee. Wayne Butler
a crusade of friendship, to enlist
World renowned religious leaders
Mr P.ella. Austin Miller. Jr.. Henr
and
Clavton
Wadsworth.
Union and Latter Day Sainis churches Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fitzgerald of East
50,000 new friends, during tbe Ju of many denominations will address
lives
and Paul lives have returned
One-act play, "Curing the Grouch,'
New Years Eve with pre grams and I Vassalboro, Mr. and Mrs Herbert
bilee celebration and during tbe the Founder’s Week Conference,
from
New
Hampshire.
Centenary chief emphasis will be which will last eight days. Tbe
sccial hours, followed by lunch. Arts Esancy and daughters Evelyn and Barbara Standish , John Gurney.
Albert Mank was in Round Pend
placed
on
Evangelism,
Bible
study
speakers
will
include
evangelists,
Mabel
and
Gwendolyn
Fitzgerald;
Mae Johnson of Boston was soloist Charlene, and Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle
last Tuesday cn a visit.
and the place of tbe layman, each ministers, Bible teachers and for
recitation. A Child's Duty. Edward
at Union Church and Rev. John Bumps and daughter.
I
of which was a strong point ln Mr. eign and borne missionaries.
Raymond Simmons went to Bostor
Beane;
A
Christmas
Song
in
Finnish.
Whittington and Rev. Archie Beggs
A day session will be held this date
Moody’s life work.
Day sessions will be held in tbe
lart Saturday to visit his brother, re
Effle
Hill
and
Dorothy
Salo;
recita

speakers. Lantern slides were shown j at China Orange, an oyster stew to
Churches in all parts of the world, Institute auditorium and evening
turning Monday- bv bus.
by Rev. N. T Atwood and hymns sung te furnished by the gentlemen. Com tion. Robert Pease; exercise, first
many of them under the leadership sessions will be held In tbe Moody
Clarence Barnard of Rockland wa
grade
children;
Darning
song.
Shirley
of Institute graduates, are invited Memorial Church.
by the congregation with Miss Louise mittee members are Delmont Gary.
guest Sunday of C. Bowers.
Burgess at the piano. Rev. N. F. At Wesley Morrill and Ralph Esancy. Griffin of the primary g-oom and
Daniel McLoud. Mr. and Mrs. Harr
wood gave a talk at 11 o'clock at the Installation of officers will be the grades 5 and 6; recitation. The Christ
ROCKVILUPORT CLYDE
McIntire. Mrs I ester Mank and Mrr
mas
Spirit,
Gerald
Ames;
exercise
Latter Day Saints Church, followed main entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs Matthew Starr are in
Rev. Wesley Stuart occupied the Edward Ccombs were in Rcckland last
by the "March of Time." Pearl PhilMiss Ruth Fuller, student at Colby grades two and three with music by Florida for the winter. Mr Starr exMr
and
Mrs.
Watson;
recitation,
pects to have employment trucking Vulplt 8unttaj’ al thc Baptlsl Church' Saturday.
brook represented Old Father Time ' College, passed the Yuletide recess
J. I, Flanders. Mr. and Mrs. Le
jyujt
| Miss Eva Lowell who attends school
Hoggish Children. Da-ion Gushee
and young Sadie Oustartson. Miss i with her parents.
land Orff and daughter Elsa and Mrs
in
Portland,
is
spending
the
holi

Exercise,
primary
grade;
one-act
1936. The ceremonies lasted until the
Mrs C N Webber and daughter
Miss Mabel Oxton and Mrs Nellie
Florence Starrett were Rockland
midnight hour.
Mrs. Helen Starkey, gave a pre-nup play. Father's Christmas Joke, grades Perry spent New Years day with Mrs. days with her parents, Mr and Mrs.
visitors Thursday.
tial shower last Saturday for Miss 7 and 8; song. Christmas. High Schoo! Alden Ferry at Rockland Highlands. Harry Lowell.
Mrs. James Ewing. Mr. and Mrs
Miss
Enid
Maloney
spent
the
school
and
grade
8
girls;
dialogue,
grade
2;
After a vacation passed with his
Florence Plalsted.
GLENCQVE
Perley Miller of Massachusetts were
recess
at
home
from
Bangor.
recitation.
Bearers
of
Gifts,
Jennie
mother Mrs. Annie Thurston. Brain
Grade schools enjoyed one week's
Christmas was observed with the recent guests at the home of Norman
Robert Gregory, son of Bert Greg vacation and Erskine Academy, two. Edgecomb; exercise, grades 3 and 4; erd Thurston has returned to The
usual
concerts and Christmas trees '. Miller,
dialogue.
Kind
Christmas
Friends.
ory. is improving at his father's home
School et the Prophets at East Provi
Ice cutting on all sides of the lake
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson ol
at the Advent and Baptist Churches.
from injuries sustained Tuesday eve has been the general occupation this Mary Miller. June Pease and Pauline dence.
South
Waldoboro visited Sunday at L
Fine
programs
were
presented
by
tiie
Johnson;
one-act
play,
The
Hiding
ning in an automobile accident.
Charles McIntosh has been liar-'
week. Ralph Esancy and Frank Nary
L. Mank's home
Mr and Mrs. E B Hall of Warren- are delivering the product with the Place, grammar school; recitation. A vesting ice this week. The two ice young people
Mr. and (Mrs. Herman Simmons
Mr and Mrs W. L Smith and «Cr
. ton Park, left Thursday for Jackson help of George Starkey. Besides their letter to Santa. Royce Miller; Chris'.- houses are filled and he ls supplying
ville, Fla. to join Mrs. Hall's cousins own ice houses, they have filled those mas exercise, grammar room. Celia several hundred tons for the Samcse; 1 have returned home from a week’s Irving. Ralph Flanders cf Por’land j
and Alice Cunningham, Helen Aldus. and Garthgannon Lodge It has been visit with their daughter in Rock ■ Mr. and Mrs. Leland OrfT and daugh-(
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman of of Camp Abenakis.
land.
ter of North Waldoboro were guests
Banger on a trio to San Diego. Calif.
Mr. and' Mrs. Harrv Merrill and Carolyn Hart and Jennie Edgecomb; exceptionally good weather for the
Mrs Mabel Beals has returned to Sunday at the J. L. Flanders'.
While in the latter city they will be . sons Florentius. Chester and Wallace vocal duet. Mr. and Mrs. Watson: work ard the ice blocks arc about 15
the New Ocean House after a visit
LaForc’t I. Mank, Edwin Burnell
guests of other cousins. Mr. and Mrs. , of Windsor were holiday dinner recitation. Christmas 100 years ago. Inches thick.
on
Beals
Island.
and
Margaret Mank called recently cn
William Norwood; recitations, Albert
Oeorge Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Annie ! guests of Mrs Ralph Esancy.
Ivans Tolman is visiting his two
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Simmons are Mrs. Angclctta Waters Damariscotta
Carleton.
Walter
Fuller.
Farnsworth at Imperial Valley. The
cousins,
sons
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
Roy
—
visiting for a few -weeks in Rock Mills.
A Jolly Santa appeared to the de Clark in Thomaston.
party will be absent from home about
NORTH
WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Edwards were
light of the children and the heavily
two months.
Mr. Watts of Rockland spent Mon land and Camden.
Miss Edith Anthony, student in
visitors Sunday at the home of Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Calderwood of loaded tree was soon stripped. About day and overnight with his aunt Mrs
Camden school, passed thc holiday McIntire.
The Courier-Gazette is offering a Waldoboro recently passed a day at 180 were present.
Addison Collamore.
Ivan Scott was in Rcckland FridaySpecial value in Engraved Visiting j the home of Charles Erickson.
Miss Olive Tolman was overnight with her parents. Mr and Mrs. Mer
on a visit.
Cards. 100 White or Ivory Engraved
guest Tuesday pi Miss Marcia Far- ton Anthony.
APPLETON RIDGE
Miss Athlene Robinson is ill with
Fred Waldo who has been spend
Callers at Albert Mank's recently
well in Rockland and attended the
Visiting Cards from your own p’.ate. ! rheumatic fever.
ing
a week with friends and relatives were Mrs. Willard Dickinson. Mr. and
New
Year
Eve
meeting
and
social
to
$1.00. 100 Engraved visiting Cards,
White Oak Grange held its installaMr and Mrs. Jenness Keller of Lin- j
watch the old year out and new year !in Thomaston, returned home Friday, Mrs. Ralph Dickinson Mr and Mrs
paneled, from your own plate. $1.15. I ticffi of officers last evening.
oolnville Beach were guests Sunday
Ernest Williams and daughter of
in at the Baptist Church.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
Richmond. Miss Edith Waltz of Dam
Mrs. Oscar Carroll who is critically
Alice Thorndike. R. N., of Camden
TOWN OF ISLE AU HAUT
ariscotta Mills, and Mr. and Mrs. Le
ill
at
thc
Waldo
Hospital
ln
Belfast
was a weekend visitor at the Roy
STATE OF MAINE
roy Prior and familv of Round Pond.
is reported slightly improved. Miss
Moody
home.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town ogvlale au Haut. In the County
Mrs Mildred Gray spent Christmas
Cora
Russell,
sister
of
Mrs.
Carroll,
Lx
of Knox, for the year 1935
Nelson Moody, in a company of
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
• day with her sister. Mrs. Young,
at
Knox
Hospital
having
undergone
Town of Isle au Haut aforesaid, for the year 1935. committed to me for collection young friends was at the Chateau in
j Oyster River.
Wednesday an appendix operatlcn.
for said town on the 15th day of May 1935 remain unpaid; and notice ls
hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previ Bangor Wednesday evening.
ously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as la sufficient to pay the
Mrs. George Watson of Madison. |
amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at the town House ln said Town, on the flnt and Mr and Mrs. Lewis Ingraham of
Monday In February. 1936. at nine o'clock A. M.
Woodstock. Vt.. visited Tuesday after
noon at the home of Rev. L. E. Wat
Name ot Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and son.
Charges
There was a fine attendance Tues
ELISE H JONES—Land bounded on N by Sea. on E by land of Wil
day afternoon at the Willing Work
liam Robinson, on S by Highway, on W by land of Addle R
Rogers. 4 A. Value. 8200; buildings including tank and pump
ers meeting. Election of officers
Value. 82500 .................................................................................... . .........
888 85
takes place next Tuesday.
NATHANIEL MERCHANT HEIRS Land bounded on N. by land of
Isle au Haut Land Co Inc . on E. by land of D M. Grant Heirs,
Joseph Moody and Lawrence
on S by Sea Lot 28. 93 A. Value. 8576
.........................................
18 95
Moody are helping A. O. Pitman in
FLORENCE STURDIVANT HEIRS—Land bounded on N E. by land of
J K Barter, on 8 E. by land of H F. Stone, on 6. W by
procuring his year's supply of fire
land of F. W. Cousins, on N W by Highway Known ae "The
wood.
Willows" 1 A. Value 650 Buildings 6550 Land bounded on N..
S . and W.. by land of Edwin Rich on E by Sea. 8 A. Value 648
21 31
Rev. L. E. Watson and James Wat
LLEWELLYN RICH
son were callers Monday aftemcon
Dec. 21. 1935
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Isle au Haut. Maine.
153-S-2
at the Comer.

TOWN

OF

CUSHING

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands ln the Town of Cushing. In the County of Knox,
for the year 1935
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Town of Cushing aforesaid, for the year 1915. committed to me for collection
for said Town on the 27th day of April, 1935 remain unpaid: and notice Is here
by given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid,
so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due there
for. Including Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at
public auction at Town Hall ln said Town, on the Brst Monday ln February.
1936. at nine o'clock A. M.

SOMERVILLE

Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Turner passed
Christmas Day with their son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
STATE OF MAINE
L. Turner in Augusta. Several of Mrs
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of North Haven. Maine, tn
the County of Knox. lor the year 1935.
Turner's relatives from Winthrop
The following list ol taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
were also present. A fine dinner and
Town of North Haven. Maine aforesaid, lor the year 1935. committed to me for
collection for said Town on the sVth day of April. 1935 remain unpaid; and
tree received keen attention.
notice ls hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not pre
Amount of Tax Due
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the
Description of Property
Name of Owner
and Charges
Mrs. Lora Leighton of Palermo has
amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold without
employment at the residence of A. R
further notice at public auction at Crockett's Hall In said Town, on the first
LESLIE W. AMES—8'i acres and buildings, bounded on N, by land of
Monday ln February. 1936, at nine o’clock A. M.
F. J. Geyer, on E by Town Road, on S by land of Miss S Jes
Colby.
sie Smith, on W by land of Miss 8. Jessie Smith......................
89 25
Mrs. Myrick Hisler. as result of a
Amount of Tax Due
ELLIOT
ARNOLD
HEIRS
—
40
acres,
bounded
on
N
by
land
of
Cora
Description of property
Name of Owners
Interest and Charges
E KUleron Heirs, on E. by Town Road, on 8. by Samuel Flint
fall on the ice Monday sustained a
Not Included
Heirs' land, on W. by land of Mrs Grace Johnson ..................
5 00
fractured wrist.
STANLEY BRASIBR—45 acres, bounded on N. by Town Road, on E.
PAUL STERLINa—Sheep Island. 20 acres. Value 8700 .........................
»25 62
by Town Road, on 6, by land of Otis A. Robinson, on W by
W. H. Chadbourne and F. A. Turner
FRANK BEVERAGE.
land of Lawrence Harper........................................................................
15 50
Dec. 21, 1935.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North Haven.
were
visitors Wednesday at Wash
EARLE MILLER—7 Acres, bounded on N. by land of C. N. Lewis, on
153-S-2
E. by Town Road, on S. by land of L. S. Miller, on W. by land
ington Mills.
of L. S Miller............................................................................. . .............
s 75
Dr. Earle of Week's Mills was a
PERCY WATTS—5 acres and buildings, bounded on N. by land of
Katie Olson Heirs, on E by land of Katie Olson Heirs, on S
professional caller Tuesday on Sum
by land of Katie Olson Heirs, on W. by Town Road....................
9 50
ADS
ner Bean who received Injuries from
W B. HOLDER
Dec 21. 1935.
Collec tor of Taxes of the Town of Cushing.
153-BS a recent fall on the ice.

TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN

rage Five

VONT1AC
EIGHTS
irM •<

C W.

HOPKINS, INC.

Tel. 1000-W

712 Main St, Rockland

Every-OtEer-Day
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THOMASTON

WALDOBORO

STARTS SUNDAY AT THE STRAND

Miss Rebecca Penniman of New
Harbor is staying with Mrs. W. G.
Labe, while acting as practice teacher
in the High School.

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro

In Everybody’s Column

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Advertlsementa ln thia oolumn not to

The Baptist Choral Society will pre
exceed three line* Inserted once for 38
cents, three times for SO cents. Addl- I
sent a ‘'Major Bowes Amateur Night"
tlonal lines five cents each for one time
10 cent* for three times. Six words
program Jan. 15, for benefit of the
5
SHOWS AT 8 00 P. M.
i make a line
1
J IT b 7
r
1
Ladies' Circle. The next rehearsal
for this entertainment will be Tues
Mrs. William McLaughlin is in
’O
II
(t
TUESDAY. JAN. 7
9
♦
day at the home of Mrs. Charles H.
Stamford, Conn., where she will pass
li
‘The Gocse and the Gander’ ♦
il
Washburn.
the winter with her daughter.
*
Pine Cone Troop of Girl Scouts will
«*«»«***»»***«*•
with
W. H. Brooks. Jr., has returned from
IB
19 20
17
15 lb
hold its meetings in the Baptist
810 lost Friday morning between
Montclair, N. J., where he passed KAY FRANCIS, GEORGE BRENT
Central Maine Co. and Telephone Of
sw
vestry Sunday afternoons at 3
Christmas.
24
fice via. Postoffice. Tel. 690. Reward.
23
21
2.1
2-4
THURSDAY, JAN. 9
o'clock. •
Mr. and Mrs K K. Weston and Mr.
POLICE dog lost, wearing collar with
i 28
A public supper will be held Thurs
2b
27
25
“Dr, Socrates”
and Mrs John Redman attended the
name lermond. answers to name of
day at 6 o'clock in St. John's parish
BOAZ Call Camden 2465 Reward.
1-3
New Years Eve dance and lobster sup.
with
■■
36
ttons will be asked.
156*1
32
31
hall.
29
per at Boothbay Harbor.
PAUL MUNI, ANN DVORAK
MT. and Mrs. H. C. Fales enter
&
H*<**»--»**»**»*****»**»***«»»***«**«»««*Bf
ii
35
Midshipman Cedric Kuhn returned
tained at a New Years supper party,
SATURDAY.
JAN
11
Tuesday
to
Annapolis
Naval
Academy
the company of 11 guests including
46 41
49
38
al it &7
and George Kuhn on Thursday to
“FRECKLES”
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Tillson. Mr.
41
Brown University. Providence.
with
^.4
and Mrs. William Richards and son
4b
45
RAWLEIOH ROUTES OPEN for reli
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carroll
T.
Cooney,
Joseph. Mrs. Ida Parks, Mr. and
able men
Oood profits for hustlers, i
TOM BROWN, CAROL STONE
<^s 50
Old established company
No expert- I
48
Robert and John Cooney have re
H7
Mrs. Eugene Pales, daughter Eliza
Matinee Saturdays at 2.30
ence necessary.
Pleasant, profitable,
turned
to
Brccklyn.
N.
Y.
Carroll
T
dignified
work
Write
today.
RAWI
beth and son Eugene, Mr. and Mrs.
51
LEIGH DEPT MEA-73-P. Albany. N Y
52
54
SI
News and Comedy Turs. and Sat. |_________________________________
Cooney, who has been passing several
Francis Tillson and daughters Leah.
•
157*2
Comedv With Every Show
weeks at the Sampson Homestead, ac
Harriet, and son Oeorge.
^5
POSITION wanted by experienced
5b
57
2-3
woman as housekeeper or to care for
companied them.
Russell Young passed last weekend
children References. Tel 73-R______ 2*It
56
59
in Camden and there sang in a
Mrs. Myrtle Young and Miss Louise j
TWO High School girls want chance
Young of Blaine passed the holidays
1 to work board Tel. 144___________ 157*2
quartet at a pageant given in the
1
Probate Notices
bl
bO
with Mr. and Mrs. L. T Weston.
1
Episcopal Church.
POULTRY wanted. I POU8T. 138
Llmerock
street.
Rockland.
Tel.
377-W
Orient Lodge. FAM. assembles
Mrs. Florence Shuman and Arthur
w
1-tf
STATE OF MAINE
next Tuesday night for its annual
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Chute were Portland visitors Tuesday
To all persons Interested ln either of I IP YOU Like To Draw. Sketch or Paint
Write "F. S I." care Courler-Oazette.
50- Fall in drops
1-Aet of flying
meeting. Officers will be elected.
18- Lower corner of a
the
eatatn
hereinafter
named
The Bridge Club will hold the first
51- Eagle
5-Maps
sail
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, I for Free Talent Test and Art Book. Give
Mr. and Mrs. W S Stiles of Port
3*11
meeting of the season at the home of ln and for the County of Knox, on the age and occupation.__________
9-Orgin of body (pi.) 52-Third highest peak 19- Remove the skin
17th day of December In the year or our
land spent New Years Day with Mrs.
LOADS
or
part
loads
wanted.
Merrill
11- An insect (pi.)
in United States 20- A Roman poet
What a melody combination! Rubinofi and his violin join Dick Powell in Miss Marcia E. Blaney next Monday Lord one thousand nine hundred and k Robertson Express Service to Boston
R J. McPhail and family.
12- Snare
54- Sailor
22-Device for dropping
thirty five and by adjournment from and vicinity
CHAS
ROBERTSON.
one of the Gus Kahn-Arthur Johnson tunes that feature the entertainment evening.
rtav
to
day
from
the
17th
day
of
said
55- A game
13- Greek war-god
medicine
Mrs. Blanche Vose is at Knox Hos
Waldoboro. Tel. 28-4, special egg service
of "Thanks a Million." Stars of the screen, stage and radio are in the cast
Dr- and Mrs. Perley Damon and December the following matters having
147*2
56- Affirm
14- Vaae with a foot
24-Decided
been presented for the action thereup
pital.
58- Equal
17-Performed
26-Long, slender shaft
of 20th Century's sensational fun musical.—adv.
Mr#. Alice Kalloch of Rockland were on hereinafter Indicated It la hereby
Miss Mildred Demmons is in Port
59- Girl’a name
19-Kitehen uteniil
with pointed head
! holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. B , Ordered
land as guest of Mary iCartert Stiles.
21-Want
60- Affirma
28-Pertaining to Asia
That notice thereof be given to all
Entrancing melodies, dances, and a America with Fred Allen as their pre-1 stahl at the Tavern,
persons Interested, by causing a copy
30-Sister (abbr.)
23- Becomea obstructed 61- Laesoing
Mrs. Eliza Carleton who accom cast that includes a legion cf celebri- siding genius. Powell is the warbler, i
and jjj.s w c
and Mrs of this order to be published three
32-A shade tree
with sediment
T
•
weeks
successively
ln
the
Courterpanied the remains of Mrs. James A. ties from stage, screen and radio. Miss Dvorak and Patsy Kelley the
nint have been guests of Mr Oazette a newspaper published at Rock gt*-*****w«.******O
24- Reacue
34-Atlude
Levensaler to this town, returned j make up the entertainment of 20th steppers, and Rubinoff. the musical! and Mrs. Carl Becker in Portland.
25- Earth (Lat.)
VERTICAL
land In said County that they may ap
36- Wild animal
HARD coal. 815; coke. 811; Pochontas
pear at a Probate Court to be held at lumpy. 89 25; Pochontas nut, (special
27-Born
37- Paradise
to Cambridge. Mas.;.
Century's spectacular musical film, genius. Allens odd inspirations lead
Miss Carrie B Stahl has been vislt- said Rockland, on the 21st day erf for stoves) 89 75; Dry fitted hard wood.
26- Neat of an eagle
38- Observed
A public card party will be held in "Thanks a MillionI the troupe into one cockeyed scrape ing her brother, Jasper J. Stahl, for January A D 1936 at nine o'clock In 810 J B PAUD5EN. Tel. Thomaston
1- Flouriah
40- Small pastry
29-Openinga
the forenoon, and be heard thereon SI 84-2______________________________ 1>«
St. John's oarish hall Tuesday, play
they see cause
2-Obtain
41- Melody
31-Wrenched
With Dxk Powell and Ann Dvorak ' after anothe.
Romance between a few days at his home here,
VACUUM CLEANER and
Bissell's
3- A rodent
33-Neat
42-Loses blood
to begin at 7.45. Reservations may be teamed as the center of romantic in- Powell and Ann Dvorak develops to a
JULIA A BURPEE, late of Rockland. Carpet
Miss Annie Ellis has resumed her deceased
sweeper for sale. Both perfect
Will and Petition for Pro4- Preflx. Aeroat
35- Groove
44-An effort to do
2-4
made by calling Miss Alcada Hall terest, the picture presents Fred Al- point. then suffers when Margaret studies at Bates College after the holi- hate thereof, asking that the same may condition Tel 1233-R
5- Seala with wax
something
36- Degrades
WE CARRY A FULL LINE of Poultry
There will be tables of contract, auc len. Patsy Kelley, Paul Whiteman and Irving enters the scene Butjinally. ’ cay recess.
6- Litten
46-Jump
39-Britiah island ln
Testamentary issue to John a Burpee Waterefs Poultry Fountains both with
7- Farm animal
Mediterranean
48- Bargains
tion. 63 and anagTams.
his band with Ramona Rubinoff and as a climax ta the mirth and melody
A splendid week's attractions is
win^wJuiouTbond*111^ and without Heater attachments, all
latest patents. Coal Saving Brood
8- Sofa
49- Not at any time
42- To distill, as dew
The Board of Trade supper will be, hSs violin and the Yacht Club Boys Dck Pcwell realizes his ambition—to I l.ned up at The Star with three smash
LUcy w DAVrsoN late of Thomas- sizes,
ers. Incubators Dairy Equipment. In fact
10- Country of Europe 52- Wander
43- Laee fabric
for Poultry and Dairy Equip
held Wednesday at 6 30 in Pythian
The story of "Thanks a Million" be a radio singer—and wins Miss hit features. On Tuesday comes one ! ton. deceased win and Petition for everything
11- Hlta with force
53-City in Nevada
45- Approachea
that you might be ln the market
____ .
. „
. .. ... . _ t Probate thereof, asking that the same ment
16-Long grata stem
55-Fondle
47-Look slyly
hall. The sp?aker will be Major A. B , (_____
On0ws the
early
mar->ery -b€£t teams
__ adventures
_________ of
__ _a road
_____ Dvorak's consent to
__ their
______
Cf the
may be _proved MX.andxoo.su
allowed
that auu uiav for at greatly reduced prices. Write or
W — In th€
— business,
—
-------- _______,
auw and
aatwwwrw
phone for Prices, delivered, freight pre
1C-An emperor of Rome 57-Knock
46- Harah
Holmes.
j troupe hitting the soft spots of riage —adv
Kay Francis and George Brent in a ,
^’dt‘£1nhU^in1rUK.i^nHhO?h paid anywhere In Maine STOVER
MFO 86 Park St. Rockland.
Miss Elizabeth Creighton returns
kreat picture, “The Goose and the ' of Thomaston thev being the Executors FEED
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Maine Phone 1200
3-4
_ ___ . ,.
___ ,
.. ,,,
named ln aald Will, without bond.
tomorrow to the Miss Wheeloch's
Gander.
”
Thursday
comes
a
thriller
____
of this town. Her early married life
1930
Ford
truck,
power
dump
body.
855
_
.
,.
HARRIETT
F
ORBETON.
late
of
Legal Notices
ROCKPORT
Kindergarten School in Boston.
you 11 dream about. Dr. Socrates, j Rockland, deceased Will and Petition VICTOR GRINDLE, 105 New County
was spent here, until about 20 years
Road
2-lt
Grace Chapter. OIS„ will elect
admirably
done
bv
Paul
Muni
with
!
,or
thereof,
asking
that
the
proved and allowed and
officers at its annual meeting Wed- a*° when £he moved witto Mr Leven‘, Mrs. Walter Bowden of Camden aamiTBO.y cone oj raui Mum witn hame may
FOR SALE AND WANTED We buy
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
lovely Ann Dvorak as the lone inter- I th»t Letters Testamentary Issue to used
bags, free from holes 3c each. ( Whereas Charles F Ashe, of Union.
.... Grace O Ludwlck of Rockland, she be- Beans,Feed
nesday night at Masonic hall. A meto Bcston where «** had since was guest 'ruesiaV
Etta Cain,
potatoes,
etc
Highest
prices
paid
j
est, and a most attractive one at that. ; ing the Executrix named in said WIU. for fresh eggs all grades. STOVER'S. Maine, by his mortgagi deed dated
morial service for departed members' rtsidedCommercial street.
December 24. A D 1932 and recorded In
Saturday Gene Stratton Porter's I without bond.
Rocklai i Maine.___________________ 2-4 ! book 234 page 156. In the Knox County
Always
interested
in
social
and
Mrs. Harold Pendleton of Islesboro
will be conducted.
LYMAN
F
MERRIFIELD
late
of
Registry
of Deeds, conveyed to Elery V.
greatest novel "Freckles" comes to the Washington, deceased. Will and Petition
TWO cows, for sale, also range, i
Townsend, of Union. County of Knox.
Returning to Ashburnham, Mass , philanthropic conditions, she was an has been guest this week of her sister. screen with its beautiful, simple story I for
Probate thereat, asking that the Incubator, brooder, will trade for larger State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel
ERICKSON. of land situated ln said Union, with the
I same may be proved and allowed and Buckeye brooder CHAS
to resume teaching at Cushing Acad active worker in the Red Cross during Mrs. Fred Shibles. Beech street.
2*lt
and the tang of the Limberlost.
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Maud Warren Me
buildings thereon, bounded as follows,
the
War,
along
with
other
Boston
emy after passing the holidays at his
T)ie Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
i D Merrifield of Washington, she being
ABOUT 50 acres of wood, also acre viz Beginning at stake and stones at
,
the
Executrix
named
ln
said
Will,
with,
home her?. John Creighton will be women who gave of their devotion day evening at the home of Mrs. Frank
with old house. To settle estate C L the northeast corner of the Cyrus Rob
Page, Feme Whitney; visiting com- out bond
BOW LEY admr. High St. Randolph. bins Farm, so called; thence eaat>rly on
accompanied by Miss Lucille Dolliver, and talents to the daily work on his Priest.
156*8*2 line of land at W E Overlook, about one
mittee, Mrs. Ray Easton, Mrs. Edith !
w RRAI£°RD ’at«
Srlen.d- Mass
hundred rods to land of E E Thurston:
shlp.
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
student at the Teachers' College who toric Boston Common in aid of the
The gOy scouts assemble Monday Overlock, Mrs. Christine Currier, “
AT
STOVER
SFREE
FREE
Beauti
 thence southerly by said Thurston's land
Probate
thereof asking that the same
'
has been visiting during the school A EF Anne Levensaler soutstanding nlght at
at the Baptist vestry for Mrs. Marian Ingraham.
may be proved and allowed and that ful large Boudoir Doll with Electric and formerly of Lewis Batchelder, about
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alan L lighted bed also handsome 'Detecto' eighty rods to land formerly of Samuel
recess with her parents. Mr and Mrs. traits were her uprightness of char- the regular weekly meeting,
bathroom scales given away free each Fuller s: thence westerly on line of said
Church reCfDtion Mrs Ella Over- Blrd of Rockland, he being the Executor week
You get a free ticket with each Fuller's land, about one hundred rods to
Garfield O. Dolliver.
acter. her broad sympathies and her
Miss Thalice Spear returns Sunday lock. Mrs Hazel Cain. Miss Helen : named In raid Will, without bond
50c sale
The-e valuable prizes and Hue of said Cyrus Robbins Farm, thence
ISABELLA H HOOPER, late of Fall others given away weekly at closing time northerly on said Robbins's line about ANNU4L MEETING ROCKLAND LOAN
Word has been received of the death ^nlus for making friends. She wa< to Boston to resume her studies at Small; reception of members. Mrs I] River.
AND Bill.DING ASSOCIATION
Mass, deceased
Exemplified each Saturday nigt^ Warehouse open one hundred rods to the first mentioned
of Mrs. Teresa Keene of Waldcboro.
of Will and Probate thereof, to dally from 7 30 a m. to 5 30 p m bound, containing fifty (501 acres, more
The Annual Meeting of the Share
, constantly making new friends and Burdett College after spending the Maud Walker. Mrs. Augusta Shibles, copy
gether with a Petition for Probate of Saturday until 7 00 p m STOVERS or len and known as the C. C. Daggett holders of theiRockland Loan and Build
S15fcer,at_rS _. ,m
never lest an old one. In her heart Christmas recess with her parents. Mr.1 Mrs. Ella Overlock; baptismal com- Foreign Will, asking that the copy of 83 Park St Rackland. Maine
2-4 Farm.
ing Association will be held at the of
The above described premises are sub fice of the Corporation No 18 School
said will may be allowed, filed, and re
has been visiting at her home.
Thomaston was her home, and by the and Mrs. L. True Spear
mittee, Mrs. Mildred Rhodes. Miss corded in the Probate Court of Knox
LIVE BAIT for sale. Minnows for Ice ject to right of way held by the Central Street Rockland. Maine, at 7 30 o'clock
Schools reopen Monday.
and that Letters Testamentary fishing. 50c pint H H CRIE * CO. Maine Power Company over and across Monday evening January 13, 1936. for
many friends here who loved her and
Townsend Club held its regu- Helen Small. Charles Marston; music County,
Hardware and Sporting Goods. 328 Main said premises
be Issued to Richard Osborn I:
the following purposes
Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson of Camden
157-2
Hereby
conveying
those
certain
whom she loved, as well as the large lar meeting Monday evening.
j :ommittee. Charles Marston, Mildred River, Mass . and Parker Morse Hooper St. Rockland
FIRST
was a visitor in town Friday.
premises that were conveyed to grantor
i
of Camden. Maine, without bond.
To act upon proposed amendments to
circle of associates in Boston, she will t The annual Installation of officers Rhodes, Clara Lane. Weston Wall, Ray
TWO CARLOADS of flour Just ar herein by grantee herein by deed dated the
by-laws
as
submitted
to the Share
Mrs. Ruth Creighton who has been
ESTATE STELLA W OLIDDEN late of rived—Stover s White Rose family flour. March 2 1922 and recorded In the holders at a Special Meeting.
December
deceased Petition for Ad 89c bag; 87 bb!. Stovers Pride l.our 81 09 Registry of Deeds for Knox County. 2. 1935
at home from Northampton, Mass, bj greatly missed. Deep sympathy is [ Of Fred A. Norwood W.RC will take Easton; ushers. Ray lEaston, Earle Vlnalhaven.
ministration. asking that Lora S Poole bag. 88 50 bbl. The price and quality Book 191. Page 526 and the same
SECOND
extended
her
husband
and
relatives
place
next
Friday
evening
with
past
Deane.
Vera
Easton.
Geraldine
Page;
of Vlnalhaven. or some other suitable can't be beat Oet your winter supply premises which were conveyed Charles
returned Thursday to renew her
To listen to and act upon Reports of
She is survived bv her husband department president Emma L. Tor- flower committee. Mrs. William Whit- person be appointed Adnix . without today Free deliveries anywhere with F Aahe by Charles P Burgess by deed the Directors and Officers for the past
studies at Smith College.
bond
in City limits 825 orders delivered free recorded In said Registry In Book 178 year.
by trucks anywhere within 25 miles.
THIRD
The Men's Community Brotherhood Jamcs A Levensaler. and her cousins rey as installing effleer. Special invl- ney, Mrs. Maud Walker. Helen Small,
ESTATE JOHN S. JAMESON, late cf STOVER FLED MFO CO 86 Park St. Pete 548
And whereas the condition of said
To choose a Board ol eleven Directors
Mrs.
Alida
Keene
of
Hyde
Park.
Nelrations
have
been
extended
Edwin
Elsie
Lane;
standing
and
pulpit
cornUnion,
deceased
Petition
for
Admin

R a-kland___________________________ 2-4 mortgage has been broken, now. there and
at its December meeting Tuesday was
an
Auditor
istration. asking that Herbert L. Grin
FOURTH
served a supper in the Congregational son Keene of Dedham, and Mrs. Wes- Libby Post, GAR., and Anderson mittee. William Whitney, Enos E. In- nell of Union, or some other suitable
END of month. 3 bulldog puppies for fore by reason of the breach of the
To transact any other business that
person be appointed Admr.. without sale, nice pets, for grown children or condition thereof. I. the said Elery V.
son
Hawes
of
Ridgewood,
N.
J.
Camp.
Sons
of
Union
Veterans
of
graham.
Charles
Marston;
nominatvestry by Mrs. Frank D. Hathorne,
Townsend,
owner
of
said
mortgage
here

may
properly
come
before the meeting.
bond
adufia. half price MRS ROSE HUPPER. by claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
H O OURDY Secretary
Christian Science services were held Roekland. Each member of the Corps' Ing committee. Helen Small. Charles
157-2 and give thia notice for the purpose of
Mrs Hubert F Leach. Mrs. Rena Kal
ESTATE EDWIN W GOULD, late of Tenants Harbor. Tel. 4-3.
Rockland. Maine. Jan 3. 1936
2-lt
Rockland, deceased
Petition for AdFOR SAI.EOR EXCHANOE House- foreclosing the same
loch and Miss Statie Miller. An ab Wednesday in Borton at the Water- is also privileged to invite a guest and • Marston. Mildred Rhodes.
that hold Furniture Including 3 bedroom sets,
Dated
at
Rockland.
Maine.
tnls
Preceding the meeting, supper «as ____
",c
or some dining room set. two parlor stoves, chairs twenty-seventh day of December. A. D.
sorbing discourse on experiences with man rooms. Interment was at the welcome is extended any patriotic orNotices of Appointment
ganization. Following the installation served by the Trytohelp Club under other suitable person be appointed Ad and numerous other articles of furni 1935
the AE.F in Siberia was given by Thomaston cemetery.
ministrator with the Will annexed of ture etc . etc STOVER FEED MFO CO..
ELLERY V. TOWNSEND.
the
direction
of
Mrs.
Lena
Tominski,
refreshments
will
be
served.
Mem

Owner
of
said
mortgage,
as
aforesaid
the
said
estate
not
already
administered,
Rockland.
Maine
Tel
1200
come
and
Mrs F L. S. Morse.
I. Charles L. Veazle, Register of Pro
Make offers. Buy at your own price
156-8-5 bate
for the County of Knox, ln the
Just received at Burdens Dress bers not solicited are asked to furnish Nellie Magune. Ethel Spear, Alice with bond
Malcolm Creighton returned yester.
2-4
State
of Maine, hereby certify that ln
ESTATE OLIVIA B. JAMES late of
Shop, women's w;ol dressss. Special sandwiches, cake or cookies. If stormy Marston, Helen Small.
the following estates the persons were
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
day to Bowdoin College.
Milton. Mass, deceased
Petition for
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
appointed
Administrators. Ehtecutors,
Confirmation of Trustee asking that fitted, 89; Junks. 89; soft wood and
the affair will be postponed one week
2-lt
ESTATE OF RODERICK C. OILLIS
Commissioner and Mrs. Rodney E. values.—adv.
Guardians, and Conservators and on the
Richard H Wlswall of Salem Mas. slabs. 87; kindlings T J CARROLL. Knox.
SS
Fine
Granulated
Sugar.
10
pounds
dates hereinafter named:
1-tf
Baptist Church. Rev. O F Curriei
Arthur D HUI of Boston. Mx>- and Thomaston. Tel 263-21 Rockland
Feyler have as guest Miss Katherine
Dec. 26. AD 1935
Adams Sherman Hill of Cambridge.
EDWARD F BERRY, late of Rockiand.
THE STOVER CO lx now making free
We. the undersigned, having been duly
Jameson of Friendship.
I Fine Granulated Sugar. 10 pounds minister. Sunday services: Church 51c; 25 lbs. $1-39; 100 lbs. $5.23. Mass . be confirmed as Trustees of the
deliveries on all orders anywhere with appointed by the Honorable Melzer T deceased. Faith O Berry of Rockland
2-4 estate given ln Trust for the benefit in
Accompanied by her granddaughter j 51c, .5 lbs. $139; 100 lbs. $5.23. school at 10 o'clock with classes for Stover's. Rockland.—adv.
City limits Wholesale or retail 825 Crawford. Judge of Probate within and was appointed Executrix November 19.
of David Scott Tappan. Edward Tapps” orders for grain—flour—feeds—sugars,— for said County. Commissioners to re 1935 and qualified by filing bond No
2-4 all; worship at 11. beginning a study |
-----------------Charlena, who will visit her for a Stover's. Rockland —adv
and Robert Avellne Tappan
I cement, etc. etc., to out of town cus ceive and decide upon the claims of the I vember 26, 1935
LESLIE I. MORTON, late of Washing
time, Mrs. Alonzo J. Spaulding came j
of Great Verses from the Bible, one
ESTATE MARTHA P LAWRENCE late tomer- delivered free by truck anywhere creditors of the estate of Roderick C
Just OUlls late erf North Haven In said ton. deceased. Lawrence I. Morton of
MICKIE
SAYS
—
Of Oroton. Mass , deceased. Petition within 25 miles of Rockland
home Thursday Irom Stonington I
TEN ANT’S HARBOR
with “A."
Sermon, "God, Our
for Confirmation of Trustee, a-Jung phone Rockland 1260 and we give you County, deceased, who-e estate has been Union, and Arnold E Morton of Au
that Francis Peabody of Milton. Mass cash and carry prices COD. to your represented Insolvent, hereby give public gusts. were appointed Administrators
where she visited her son. Robert Gor- j
Father." Christian Endeavcr at 6;
Montague W W Prowse of Canton. door You save the difference. STOVER'S notice, agreeably to the order of the December 3. 1635. without bond
Elizabeth W. Torrey
2-4 said Judge of Probate, that six months
AOVERnSiMO- IS UKB WRMIU3,
union service at West Rockport at 7.
Mass , and Samuel H Batichelder of 3, Park Sr . Rockland
EMMA W1NO. late of Rockland, de
don and Mrs Gordon.
and after December 3. 1935. have ceased
Sadness came to this community On Wednesday the Ladies' Circle will
Salem. Mass . be confirmed as Trustees
FOR YOU SOW THE SEED AWO
Lou E Upham of Rockport
OLD growth dry haad wood for sale, I from
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Wall who
been
allowed
to
said
creditors
to
preaent
of
the
estate
given
ln
Trust
for
the
was
appointed Administrator November
fitted. 89; Junks. 89; 4ft lengths, 88; and prove their claims, and that we will
REAP THE CROP* AMD MO
Dec. 21. occasicned by the death of meet at the vestry. There will be an
benefit of Hester L. Fay et als
19. 1935 and qualified by filing bond
\
fireplace.
19;
S.
PETERSON,
Oranlte
St
have been visiting their cousin. Miss
attend to the duty assigned us on December 3. 1635
MATTER. HOW OFTEU THE
l-tf Saturday.
Elizabeth (Wheeler), wife of Everet. illustrated lecture at the church
ESTATE BERTHA P SMILEY, late of Tel 528-M
January 18. 1936. and WednesEdith Harris, returned Thursday to
FARMER HAS CULTJVATEO
GROVER C YOUNG, late of Owl's
Rockland, deceased Petition for Con
’ day. June 3. 1906 at the Probate Court
L. Torrey, and only daughter of Mr. Thursday at 7 p. m. to which all are
Joanna B Young of
THE FIELD, IF HE QUITS FOR
firmation of Trustee, asking that David
New York city.
I Room. Knox County Court House. Head, deceased
Owls Head was appointed Executrix
and
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Wheeler,
as
whose
O.Smlley.
Sr.
of
Rockland,
be
confirmed
!
Union
Street.
Rockland.
Maine,
at
nine
A«IMC(X
YEAR,
THE
WEEDS
Dinner guests New Years eve of
invited.
November
19.
1935
and qualified by fil
as Trustee of the estate given In Trust
I of the clock (standard time) In the
are au. over, the place »
at her home she had lived since her maring bond December 3. 1935
for the benefit of David O Smiley, Jr.,
. forenoon of each of said days
Miss Feme Whitney returned Fri
Mrs. Winfield H Brackett at
her
AMO IP THE MERCHANT
WILLIAM H
LARRABEE. late ol
of said Rockland
row ARD K OOULD.
Green street heme were Mrs. Nellie 1
October. 1933. Her age was
............... ...............
day from Vinalhaven where she has
R****-w***-w****«$|
PEARL E BOROERgON Rockland deceased. Walter C Larrabee
QUITS ADVERTlSIUS HIS
ESTATE RODERICK C OILLIS, late
ol
Rockland,
was
appointed Executor
H Starrett of Geneseo. N. Y Miss
Although she had been gradually , begn
ng thfi christmas s:h<x>,
Commissioners
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
Business, rr likewise
of North Haven, deceased. Petition for
156-8-5 December 3. 1935. without bond.
License to Sell certain Real Estate, rooms, all modern and Telephone En j
Helen Merry of Rockland and Miss ( ^ng in health the past two years.
wUh her aunt
JuUa
FAILS tu prosper
HHLEN B. OLIVER, of Thomaston.
157-2
situated In North Haven, and fully quire at 157 Crescent 8t
. .ui,
the end came suddenly.
Charles H Woodcock of Thomaston was
described In said Petition, presented by
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
Frances Shaw of this place.
,
Johnson.
•
UNFURNISHED apartment to let.
appointed
Guardian December 3. 1935,
Ralph
T.
OUlls
of
North
Haven.
Admr
„ . . at the Poriprat
’d
Mrs- Torrey
comer Warren and Main streets, bath,
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
• • • •
and qualified by filling bond on same
Services Sunday
Federat.o
' bore her illness with
hot water heat, garage. C. A HAMIL
ESTATE
JOSEPH
W
CUSHMAN,
late
date.
Notice
Is
hereby
given
that
the
an

Chur-h will be; Sunday school at! fortitude and patience, having reof Friendship, deceased
Petition lor TON. 29 Chestnut street Tel 986-J
Church Officials Elected
nual meeting of the stockholders of the
MARTHA P LAWRENCE, late of Oro
2-tf Thomaston National Bank will be held ton.
Distribution presented by Albert D _____________________________
945-'merning service at 11. top'c. ceived faithful care from her husband
Mass , deceased. Francis Peabody
The annual business meeting of the •
Cushman of Friendship. Admr.
^Fainting "* anthem "Soldiers of
mother. She will be greatly
3 room furnished apartment to let. at 1 at their banking rooms on Tuesday*. . of Milton. Mass., was appointed execu
Pleasant St. Inquire LILLIAN BICK- i January 14 th, 1936. at 10 00 o'clock am.' tor November 19. 1935 and qualified by
E3TATE EDWIN W GOULD, late of 47
Baptist
Church
was
held
Thursday
2*4 for the purpose of fixing the number I filing bond December 17, 1W5. Philip
Chriit Ans’" Sacrament of Lords missed by all with whom she was asRockland, deceased. First and final ac NELI, 82 Llmerock St.
and electing a board at directors for the I R Lovell of EJlsworth appointed Agent
count filed for allowance by John Brown
DESIRABLE apartment. 7 rooms bath, 1 ensuing
SuDDer will follow the morning service. | soclated ln her father's store and In evening at the vestry. The reports:
year and of transacting any ln Maine
of Thomaston. Special Admr.
garage, sunporch to let. 80 Pleasant 8t I other business
given by officials of the various [
that mav legally come
supper
....
j various other activities
DANA STEWART, late of Thomaston,
E3TATE LOTTIE P YOUNG, late of Very reasonable rent, Tel. 958-J. Vacant ! before them Per order H. P. DANA.
1-3 Cashier. Thomaston. Maine.
John J Keegan of Bath was
Funeral services were held at the j church societies Tvere highly gratifyAppleton, deceased First and final ac Jan _L_______
15O-S-5 deceased
Annc A. Lcvcn alcr
appointed Administrator December 17.
count filed for allowance by Maynard
WARM comfortable rooms to let. with
M - Anne A Levensaler died Mon- home of the deceased's aunts, Misses ing and showed the past year as one
1935.
without
bond.
M. Brown. Admr. c t.a.
bath. 83 per week. 14 State street.
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
SPOFFORD J CRAWFORD, late of
rfav at the Christian Science Associa- Fannie Long and Harriet Long of prosperity and much activity.
ESTATE JOSEPH W CUSHMAN, late • _________________________________ 157*2
Thomaston, deceased Frank D Elliot
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of Friendship, deceased. First and final
DUCKY 4 room apartment., modern,
♦ nn Sanatorium at Chestnut Hill. Prayer was offered by Rav. John Hoi-I These officers were elected; Pastor,
Thomaston was appointed Adminis
account filed for allowance by Albert D central, oil heat, gas, 815 Tel 543-R
NOTICE: la hereby given that the of
trator December 17. 1935, and qualified
Cushman, admr
f man. pastor of the Advent Christian \ Rev. G. F. Currier; clerk, Alice Mar2-4 annual meeting of the stockholders of by filing bond on same cjste.
The First National Bank of Rockland
ESTATE WINIFRED L. 6IMMON8 late
Boston.
--------------- I ston. treasurer
Helene Dunbar;
LARGE fi;ont room, well heated, to let. will be held at Its banking rooms on
ANGELO TIPEDINO, late of Union,
The daughter of Mary (Burns) and Church cf Port Clyde, and comfort
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad with
or
without
board
MRS
MAR
V
Tuesday. January 14. 1936. at 10 o'clock deceased Herbert L. Orlnnell of Union
ministration. asking that The First BURKETT. 75 Broad street. Tel. 669-M
tnr, _h„ wa, i ing remarks made by Rev. Perley Mil- auditor, Nancy J. Tribou; Sunday
a. m.. to fix the number of and elect was appointed Admr. eta. December
National
Bank
of
Rockland,
or
some
Alcand i ' u o. .
place. Mrs. Torrey was school superintendent, Helene Dunother suitable person be appointed _________________________________ 157-tf a board of directors for the ensuing 17. 1935. without bond
FURNISHED
sect i l-floor
heated year, and to transact such other busi
HARRY C. MAOEE. late of Friendship,
Admr . with bond
orphaned tar.v .n , e a .
berne to Seaside cemetery for Inter- ' bar; assistant superintendent. Charles <
ness as may properly come before the deceased Margaret M Magee of FrlendFREDERICK W
MORSE, late of J apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
meeting.
Per
order.
JOSEPH
EMERY.
beloied membei c
e ami
ment by Lee Andrews, Adelbert Sim- j Marston; missionary treasurer. Mrs.
fhlp
was appointed Executrix December
157*2
Thomaston, deceased
Will and Petl________
1935
17. 1935. without bond.
tlon for Probate thereof, asking that the
FURNISHED apartm-nts to let V F. Cashier. Rockland. Me . Dec. 14 150-8-5
aunt and uncle, t . air* ran
mens, classmates. Charles Morris and j Arthur Walker; home department
R ANSON CRIE, late of Rockland, de
same may be proved and allowed and i STUDLEY Foss House Tel 330
153-tf
Edward E. OBrien o
oma. n. jjenry Allen. Beautiful flowers ex-J superintendent. Rev. G. F. Currier;
ceased Kelley B Crlc of Rockland was
that Letters of Administration with the
FURNISHED or ur’ rni-hed 4 room
appointed
Executor December 17, 1935,
will
annexed,
be
Issued
to
Hazel
B
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE KNOX
with whom she lived unt, er mar pre5SP(j fijient]y the affectionate re- ! janitor, Warren Wall; trustees, Arapartment to let INQUIRE 11 Jamet
without bond
Anzalone of Thomaston, or some other rt-eet
COUNTY
TRUST
COMPANY
l-tf
suitable person, with bond.
_________
ria«e- in 1900' 13 JanKS A t veiva, ■; gard cf relatlves and friend£ p^i. j thur K. Walker. William Whitney,
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Mrs. Fred Schlendering (formerly
Miss Bemiece Davis) has been dis
charged from the hospital where she
has been for several weeks and Is very
much improved in health. Since en
tering the hospital she has bought a
new home. Her new address is Car
bon Canyon, R. 1, Bex 331, Placentia.
Calif., and she will be pleased to hear
from her many friends here.

Mrs. C. E. Rollins who has been
with her father, John Lothrop, for
several weeks. Is returning to her
home at 117 Broadway the coming
week, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Trim
will be with Mr. Lothrop for a time.
Mrs. Rollins continues ill, although
showing some gain.

Misses Priscilla Lovejoy and Nancy
Snow gave a monopoly party and
luncheon New Year's Day at the
former's home, guests being Ruth
Rhodes, Dorothy Sherman. Barbarf
Derry, Madeline Phllbrick, Ruth
Thomas, Dorothy Frost. Marian Ludwick, Doris Borgerson, Anna and
Josephine Pelllcane, 'Dorothea and
Virginia Merriam, Virginia Wood
Ethel Hayes, Laura Pomeroy, Marian
Vinal, Barbara O'Neil, Kathleen
Chase, Barbara Griffin, Mary Dodge.
Virginia Haskell, Norma Frost of
Milford, N. H„ and Joan Bird of
Camden

GOLDENBERG-POLLOCK

The wedding of Miss Julia Pollock
of this city and Earl Goldenberg of
Providence took place on Christmas
Day in Providence, in the presence
of the immediate members of the
families and about 70 other guests.
The ibrlde, who was gowned in
white lace veil and carried Miles, was
attended by her sister, Miss Sophie
Pollock of New York city, as maid of
honor, her gown being of black and
her flowers Talisman roses. The
bride was given in marriage by her
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. James Dondis of (Rockland, Mrs.
Dondis wearing black velvet and car
rying American Beauty roses.
After the ceremony the couple left
for a wedding trip to New York
Newark. N. J., and Atlantic City, the
bride wearing brown with matching
accessories. On their return they will
reside at 171 Byfield street, Provi
dence.
The bride is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Pollock.
She Is a graduate of Rockland High
School, 25, and a charter member of
the Junior League B'nai B'rith. She
has been a popular employe at the
Bon Ton Dress Shop for four years
where her efficient service and
pleasant charm will be greatly mis
sed. Mr. Goldenberg is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. S. Goldenberg of
Providence, and is engaged in the
furniture business.
Among out of town guests were
Mr. and Mrs. James Dondis, Miss
Ruth Dondis, Mrs. Joseph Dondis,
and Miss Florence Dean of Rock
land, and Mr. and Mrs. David Pol
lock of South Thomaston.

JANUARY SPECIAL!

Realm of Music
Rv Gladys
Ctlarlvft St.
St Clair Morgan
Mnrn n n
By

J.

DECKLE EDGE VELLUM

I

PRINTED STATIONERY
Cl

100 SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

Dec. 8, seventy years ago Jeih i Lindgren, and Siren are carefully |
Julius Christian Sibelius was born studied the world over.

A $2 Value for $1

It's time to stock up on this fine Deckled Edge
A broadcast over the NBC system
writing paper. Many people buy from six to a
tral Finland. Before the great Nurmi Tuesday which brought pride to
dozen boxes in this Sale because they know
Miss Hazel Marshall has returned
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Emery had as
was born, while Finland was yet a ' many local music lovers was given by
that plain paper of this quality—without any
from a few days in New York.
dinner guests New Year’s Day Mr
printing—costs far more than this Special
grand duchy belonging to the Rus Ada Zeller, the charming and gifted
January price.
and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and son
New York pianist-composer, who
Mrs. Richard Hodson (Agnes Green
sian Empire, before American paper
Oeorge, of South Thomaston and
TWO SIZES:
of South Thomaston,) of Reeds Ferry
mills began to Import Finnish wood- through summer visits in Camden
Freeport, Long Island. N. Y.
and
Rockland
has
completely
won
all
N. H„ is a surgical patient at the
pulp, before the Finns had enacted,
(1) Large Bifold Sheet, S'xxlO'i
who have come In contact with her.
with Waller Flap Envelopes.
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital.
regretted and repealed their prohi- I
Mrs. Antoin Rezak of Omaha, Neb.,
Miss Zeller played numbers by Bach,
Boston, her condition showing en formerly of South Thomaston, is re
bition law, before the war debts which
(2) Small Double Sheets, 7x41, with
Pointed Flap Envelopes.
Norman Waldron, who has been the couraging gain.
Finland pays to us with unique Brahms. Ohopln, and “Exaltation"
covering from diphtheria and a tonsil
one of her own compositions. Her
gue** uf his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
regularity
were
incurred
or
even
operation.
Either size furnished with Name and Address.
program was beautifully given.
Scribblers Club will meet Monday
Sumner Waldron. Union street, for
thought of, before any dreamer had
Blue ink, on the Sheets and Envelopes, or
•
•
•
•
the Christmas vacation, left Tuesday evening with Mrs. Ethel Fisher, in
Raised Monogram on Sheets, printed in green,
Chummy Club played cards Tues
visualized the enormous cultural and
Josef Hofmann will be the soloist
red or blue ink. Envelopes Plain.
for Brooklyn, where he will be the Camden.
political potentialities of a free and
day evening at the home of Mrs. E.
guest of Richard Oolding a few days,
W. Freeman, with Mrs. Frank Fields
independent Finland, Jean Sibelius at the next concert of the Boston
Sonia Corner has been spending
Alto many other styles to choose from.
returning to Manlius, N. Y., Saturday.
and Mrs. Herbert Mullen carrying oft
was known throughout the civilized Morning Muslcales on the ballroom
the holidays with Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
of
the
Statler
Hotel
on
Wednesday,
world as a composer from the Far
the honors!
Mrs. Ada Hall, who has been guest Chapman ln Thomaston, while her
North singing a new note of arrest Jan. 15.
cf her mother. Mary Hall of Glencove, mother Mrs. Ellse Allen Corner, Is in
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis spent
ing force and originality, so Harry
has retuned to her home in Boston. New York for special study at the New Year's Day ln Boston.
Appearing
in
Concerto for Two
Rogers Pratt tells us in a recent is
ROCKLAND, MAINE
She was accompanied by her brother Chalif Studios and to be with Mr. I
sue of the New York Times Magazine. Pianos in C minor, Bach, in a recent
Woman's Auxiliary of Knox Hospi
Edwin B Hall and Mrs. Hall, who are Comer.
“Valse Triste" and "Finlandia'' had People's Symphony Orchestra pro
on a six weeks' trip to Florida and
tal will meet at the Bok Home for
been heard and applauded ln every gram in Boston, -were Jeanne BehLady Knox Chapter, DAK. meets nurses Tuesday at 2, for sewing and
California.
STARRETT-LUNDEN
concert
hall and cafe from Shanghai rend and Alexander Kelberine. Miss
Monday at the Copper Kettle, with tea.
Behrend. it will be recalled, was
to
London
and
droned
out
on
humble
Mrs. Eva Mank has moved from 56 Mrs. Beulah Allen, who will be as
The marriage of Miss Irene S.
phonographs from Alaska to Cape heard in piano solos in a Curtis con
Old County read to 18 Park place.
Miss Ruth Dondis has returned
sisted by Mrs. Orissa Merritt. Mrs.
cert in Camden a few years ago. giv Lunden of West Rockport and Walter
Horn,
and
his
first
three
symphonies
Anne Snow, Mrs. Alice Karl, Mrs. from a visit with Miss Jane Wilson
were sending critics to the artists to ing much pleasure by her exquisite H. Starrett of Warren, was solemnized
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird gave a Mabel Sherman, and Miss Jennie M ln Dorchester. Mass. Miss Dondis
have the wax of the 19th century artistry.
Glencove Grange Hall
dinner party New Year's Day, with Blackington. Mrs. Mary Southard also attended the Ooldenberg-Pollock
New Years Day, Rev. John Smith
Romanticism removed from their
Miss Minnie White of Bath as honor 1 will be program chairman, her sub wedding in Providence.
Lowe. D D. of the Universalist!
ears that they might hear once more
Cornelia Otis Skinner comes to the Church officiating and using the
guest.
ject to be “Secrets from Davy Jones'
FOWLES-SPEAR
the clear, cool language of pure Schubert on Jan. 20 with her new double ring service.
Musir By
Mrs.
Herbert
Curtis
who
is
a
surgi

Locker."
Charity Club had luncheon Thurs
monodrama “Mansion on the HudThe bride wore rose rust withI
cal patient at Knox Hospital Is gain
Whalen’s Privateers
A Christmas Eve wedding of much music.
day at the home of Mrs. E. S. Bird,
• • • •
j son," the engagement for one week matching accessories.
Miss Ellen Daly goes to Boston to ing very satisfactorily.
LUCKY NUMBER DANCES
interest to Rcckland people was per
with Mrs J. Lester Sherman assist morrow to attend alumnae meetings
As
early
as
the
90's
Sibelius
was
the
only. Thc new play Is in six scenes,
Mrs Starrett is the daughter of
Admission ladies 25c; Men 35c
formed ln Belfast Tuesday evening
Mrs. C. A. Packard was hostess to
ing hostess.
.
2* It
of Boston City Hospital and Teachers
when Miss Verna Spear, daughter of Unofficial and sole ambassador covering a span of 54 years in Ameri- Mrs. Amanda Lunden. She is a gradu- j
the Comer Club for cards yesterday
I College.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Spear of 4 Lin from Finland ln every capital on the can social and economic annals. Let’.-, ate of Rockland High School. 1926.1
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred J. Dailey who ,
____
afternoon.
colnville avenue became the bride of globe, the man who had done more hope that Miss Skinner comes to and attended Farmington State Nor- I
have been guests of Mrs. Eugene
Miss p^ar! Borgerson, Mrs. Leland
Elmer Fcwles of that city. The to make his country known than all Camden the coming summer ln the mal School. 1928-29. She has been a
Harrington for the holidays return to Dewater and Mrs. Lewis Coltart
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Stratton had as single ring ceremony was performed the rest of Lhe population put to very same presentation.
teacher at the Grace street school, I
Brookline today.
• • • •
won bridge honors when WI.N. Club ] recent guests Mr. and Mrs. Leroy by Rev. Hosea Rhodes at his residence gether. Is it any wonder that his
where her work has been cf excep
CAMDEN, MAINE
played Thursday evening at the 1 Oorrie and Miss Martha Gorrie, of on Milier street.
In response to an Inquiry, The tional merit. She Is a number of
fellow-citizens for more than 40
Circle supper at the Methodist
Westbrook.
home of Mrs. Gardner French.
The bride was becomingly gowned years have called him the “un ‘•Messiah" is universally regarded as the Rockland Universalist Church,, j
vestry Wednesday was in charge of
MONDAY, JAN. 6
in
rust crepe with accessories of crowned king of Finland", and is lt Handel's greatest work in this field. Golden Rod Chapter, OES.. Pleasant
Baraca Class, with Mrs. Grace Lurvey
Universalist Mission Circle will ( Mrs. Laura Stanley of Swans
OX STAGE
Typical of the composer's genius, the Valley Grange, and Rcckland Garden
and Mrs. Fanny Dow as co-chairmen. meet Wednesday at 2:30 in the vestry. Island has been spending the holi* brown. She was attended by Miss any wonder that early in his career
Natalie Hanson, of Newport, who the Finnish Diet voted him a pen work was completed in 24 days. In Club. She is also active in Oiil
Response to roll call will be based on day season with her daughter. Mrs.
wore rust crepe with accessories to sion for life on condition that he 1741 Handel was invited by the Duke Scout work.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Johnson and
"Service.'' Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair Daniel Cole.
Mr. Starrett is the son of Mr and
match.
The bridegroom was attend devote all his time to composition? of Devonshire to visit Ireland and in
son Robert plan to leave about the
will be in charge of religious cur-!
Dublin, on April 13; 1742. he first Mrs. Charles E. Starrett of Warren
One
cannot
conveniently
classify
ed
by
Hcmcr
Kelley
a
close
friend
of
middle of the week for Sarasota. Fla.,
The Bok Home for Nurses was the
rent events, and Mrs. Sadie Leach
the works of Sibelius. He has set to produced the "Messiah" for the bene ln which town he received his school
where they will spend the remainder will present a paper on the Milan
of 8
dancln«
Thurs‘ the couple.
music many of the songs of the fit of a charity organization. Its suc ing. He is a member of the Warren;
After
the
ceremony,
a
reception
was
of the winter. The trip will be made Cathedral. There will also be special da> ni«ht the oce“ion
the an*
in a lesiurely manner, accomoda music. Hostesses will be Mrs. Etta nual holiday dance «iven lhe nurses given by the bride's parents. The “Kalevala", Finland's great epic cess was immediate and in March. Grange and Knights Pythias. He is
tions afforded in the commodious Stoddard, chairman. Mrs. Katherine by thc doctors of th€ staff- About home was brilliantly decorated with poem. He has written innumerable 1743. the work was presented tri employed in the mill of his father
coicrcd lights and festoons lending pieces for the piano and violin, as umphantly in London. The audience who is a mill ownfcr and lumber
trailer recently completed by Mr. Haines Mrs. Eva Pease. Mrs. Irene 150
Three Shows—2.00, 6.30. 8.30
were Present' amon« whor‘
much beauty to the occasion. A beau well as symphonic poems, concertos • was so struck by the Hallelujah dealer.
Johnson.
were
many
of
the
young
folks
home
Walker, and Mrs. Minnie Copeland.
Chorus that one and all, headed by
Congratulations are pouring in on
in addition to
from college for the holiday recess. tiful bridal cake decorated with and the incidental music to several
the King, rose to their feet and re the highly esteemed young couple.
plays.
In
the
latter
field
his
most
Woman's Mission Circle of the
flowers
and
dell
caricatures
was
cut
The Adams Crafts Club held a A four-piece orchestra furnished all,
USUAL SCREEN PROGRAM
successful achievement was the mained standing, a custom that has
First Baptist church will meet Wed
'peclal meeting Thursday afternoon thc latest dance tunes, and punch and «rved by tbe br-de and grccm.
nesday at 2:30 at the parsonage on
Mrs Sprar. mother of the bride and musical illustration for "The Tem- prevailed ever since.
PRIVATE LESSONS
at Mrs. Beulah Allen's apartments. was served. The affair was conceded
Pius Latest Edition of
Beech street.
Mr?. Alcnzo Maker, grandmother of est", first performed in 1926 in the
by
all
to
be
one
of
the
outstanding
Mrs. Grace Lawrence carried off
THIS WORLD
in
Marcel
and
Finger
Waving
social events at the Hqme for a long of the bride were in charge of the Royal Theatre of Copenhagen But
MARCH OF TIME
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Mrs. George B. Wood entertained f»rst borers in a flower entertain
the greatness of Sibelius Is revealed Thia world
bridal supper.
VOGUE
BEAUTY
SHOP
la God's own handiwork,
time.
ment
arranged
hy
Mrs.
Jane
O'Neil,
Informally at tea Thursday compli
, Mrs. Fowles is a graduate of in the symphonies.
That He called “good," aa 'twaa by
Regular Prices
------staaes wrought—
84 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
menting Miss Minnie White of Bath. Miss Charlotte Buffum and Mrs |
On
his
70th
birthday
homage
was
Crcsby
High
Schcol
in
the
class
of
'34
A
modest
word
to
tell
ot
glory
and
of
Helen Lamb
i Mr- and Mrs- James Dondis are
TEL. 1123-W
_____
| spending two weeks in Boston. and is a popular clerk in Woclworth's paid him ln all comers of the earth. From grace,
156-tf
darknexs and a great disorder
(Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen were
The bridegroom is also a graduate of There were concerts devoting entire
brought:
Mrs.
A.
P.
Biaisdell
entertained
Providence,
and
Fall
River,
Mass.,
hosts to a Jolly crowd on New Year's
Twere hard to picture Heaven,
the N. N. Club at a bridge tea New their trip timed to attend the wed- I Crosby High in the class of '30 and i programs to his works, radio broad- With features of grefcter worth.
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES |
Day for skating and cards both
Than
those that charm the senses.
Year's Day. with Mrs. Oscar Duncai. ding of Mrs. Dondls's sister, Miss is connected with the Atlantic A Pa- caste which brought Finland and
afternoon and evening, with supper and Mrs. Charles S. Hall winning Julia Pollock, to Earl Goldenberg' clfic Tea Co. They will reside at .America together. In recognition of Of Inhabitants of earth:
intervening. Guests were Mr. and
How could i grander eky e'er be,
DRASTIC MARKDOWN IN
which took place ln Providence on ; Waldo avenue. Many friends extend i the radio audience vote resulting in
Than that which forms ear. h's
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd. Mr. and Mrs. prizes.
canopy?
felicitations.
Sibelius
receiving
more
votes
than
Christmas day.
Could mountains more majestic rear.
K. C. Rankin. Mr. and Mrs. Russell
any dead or other living composer,
Than those that show such grandeur
Mrs. Emma Ellingwcod has re
Bartlett. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wlggln,
here?
McLAL'GHUN-WOOD
turned to Orono after spending thc
Miss Helen Faks of East Friendthe New York Philharmonic OrchesIt seems the varied soils do bear.
Hundreds of Patteirs At Great Reductions
Misses Lucille and Glenna Rankin,
A verdure quite beyond compare;
holidays with her mother, Mrs. Nancy ship has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
] tra presented a special program on
What
rivers,
sparkling
In
their
glee.
Lucy French. Marjorie Bartlett, Gail J. Walsh, Pleasant street.
The marriage of James MacLaugh his birthday.
Willard Fales for the week, being
A SPECIAL VALUE
Now rush to meet the mighty sea!
Sharpe of New York, Patricia Allen,
Words, e'er, are all Inadequate,
-------J Joined Thursday by Miss Barbara lin and Mrs. Ivy Weed on Christmas
For
praising
scenes
that
so
elate!
and Malzie Joy, Russell Bartlett Jr.,
WALL PAPER AND
n _
Miss Norma Frost who has been Fales of Cushing for the remainder
was
occasion of a very unique
In his native land on the after When Ood gave light to human eyes.
BORDER FOR SMALL ROOM............ □ VC
Edward Hellier Jr., Richard Thomas, spending the holidays with her
of the weak.
.
redding party, which was entirely noon of his birthday, as on every That they might all the wondrous
Richard French, Douglas Walker of mother. Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, re
beauties see.
birthday of the composer for many He doubtless meant that we should love
Thomaston. Robert and Hervey turns to Milford, N. H„ today. She
Walter E. Staples has entered Knox planned and carried cut by Mr. Mac- years past the people of Helsingfors
the life bestowed.
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
And cling to It. from birth, tenaciously;
Allen, and Ted Ladd.
has been shown many social atten Hospital for treatment.
Laughlin's children. The ceremony, gathered to pay homage.
The Twere hard to picture Heaven.
With a setting more sublime
tions during her visit.
which was read by Rev. Corwin H Helsingfors Symphony OrchestraThan
_______
_ varying*,
__
the gracious
Chapin Class met Tuesday eve
Ellery Nelson and Richard Dyer
which
has
always
had
the
honor
of
I
“P the s“«e
JX'rong
Olds,
was
perfermed
before
a
gaily
ning with Miss June Trussell, the
Guests of Mrs. Bernice Wolcott entertained a party of 40 New Years
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
giving
the
“
first
performance
”
of
a
Arlington,
Mass
time being spent in relief sewing and over New Year’s were Miss Mattie
decorated Christmas tree, with Mr
Eve at the Nelson cottage, Crescent,
new
work,
was
led
by
Sibelius
him■
-----------socially in cards. The meeting of Jackins, Melvin Flood, Miss Polly
MacLaughlin's seven children and a
Beach.
self. He was in the city for the day.’
next Tuesday evening will be with HaU and Daniel McCulley of Water
number of ether guests present.
regretfully leaving his villa in the
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mrs.' Gertrude Russell. Claremont ville, and Elliot Chase of Skowhegan.
The
bride
was
attended
by
Mrs.
Charles Peltola returned to Massa
country where he lives the year j
street.
Susie Lamb, and the groom by Eu
chusetts Wednesday.
round. He bowed and accepted the I
Miss Sylvia Shafter Is home from
gene Lamb. After the ceremony was
cheers ln a half deprecatory manner
Miss Mary Dodge gave a monopoly Simmon's College for the holiday
Mrs Sumner Banks visited friends completed, refreshments consisting of
as he had done so many times be^
party Thursday afternoon compli recess.
in New York over the holidays.
j ice cream and wedding cake were
fore. He was glad when the celebra
menting Miss Norma Frost of Mil
------i served, and then the company was tion was over, for he dislikes having
Mrs. Bernice Wolcott entertained
ford, N. H. Others present were
Miss Ruth Pillsbury has returned I £urprlM<, „y a christmas pro?ranl
Dorothy Frost, Virginia Haskell. at buffet lunch New Year's Eve, with from a few days visit in Boston and
a fuss made over him, especially
presented in a very efficient manner when lt Is made by his friends and
Barbara Derry. Kathleen Chase, 25 guests present. The attractive New York
by the children, featuring a Santa neighbors, who have known him so J
Marian Ludwlck. Nancy Snow, Jack home was enhanced by cut flowers
Claus playlet, songs, recitations, and well and for such a long time. But1
straws also furnished diversion, anl and other decorations in keeping
Miss Barbara Derry gave a sca
Christmas Carols
lunch was served.
with the holiday seasqp.
he had a part to play and he played
venger hunt New Year's Night com
Among the:? present were: Mr. and it with grace and charm, with a
plimenting Miss Norma Frost of MilMrs. Mary Coughlin Carrillo and
Oeorge Ffame of Searsport and
Mrs. Eugene Lamb, with daughters touch of the grand seigneur and
»„ ford, N. H. Marian Ludwlck and
University of Maine is guest of daugh ter, Xiary Rose, returned to
Marv a*-.d Barbara Mrs
Hall with a wise Puckish abstraction.
Edward Storer brought In the nearest Mar5 a ‘a BaJDara' Mrs
New York Tuesday night. At the completed list of articles. After the MU'S Marlca Brazier. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert and Hervey Allen.
For Sibelius is a man's man, and
family dinner held during the holi
like
a man, he takes the art of musi
Opportunity Class met Thursday days, four generations of the family hunt was over and the guests re- as- Maynard Spear and two tons, from
. . . the thrilling
cal
composition
with intense serious-,
Miss
Thcmarion,
Charles
Heath,
brother
of
evening at the First Baptist parlors, were present: Mss Emma G. Shields- sembled, lunch was served.
ness, but without egotism or selfvoice of romance
the
bride,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Heath
Derry's
guests
were
Miss
Frost,
Joan
with 25 members and six guests guest of honor, Charles S. Coughlin.
delusion. It is the business which j
that makes all
present. "White elephants" afforded Mrs. Carrillo and daughter. Three Bird of Camden. Ruth Rhodes. Doro and son. Miss Bsrnioe Field, and Mrs
he, personally, happens to be con
hearts throb!
much merriment. The monthly re of the guests had given over a thy Sherman, Nancy Snow, Ruth Will Sayward, all of Union.
cerned with, and he sees no more
port showed four Christmas dinners hundred years of service in the Rock Thomas. Dorothy Frost. Priscilla
Just reoeived at Burdell's Dress matter in it to cause excessive heroand 64 "cheer baskets" sent out. also land public schools. Miss Shields who Lovejoy. Barbara O'Neil. Marian
Ludwick.
Doris
Borgerson,
Mary
8hop,
women's weol dresses. Special worshipping than is to be found in
28 cards. Committees for January has to her credit 47 years. Miss Anna
VIRGINIA BRUCE
the work of any other professional
2-lt
are: Entertainment, Mrs. Fanny E. Coughlin who served 59 years, and Dodge. Kathleen Chase, Russell values—adv.
man who has made the world stop
ALICE
BRADY
Hewett.
R.chard
Ellingwood,
Richard
Pinkham. Mrs. Mabel Pinkerton, Mrs. Mrs. Carrillo who taught ln Rockland
for a moment and listen.
CESAR ROMERO
CADILLAC MOUNTAIN THOUGHTS
Cora Richards; program. Mrs. Loma five years. Mrs. Carrillo is now em Marsh, Clarence Peterson. Donald
\ THURSTON HAU I
I For Thc Courler-Oazette I
Pendleton; calling, Mrs. Clara Emery, ployed as teacher of English in the Marriner, Edward Storer, Gordon
V IUIS AISI1NI
The
season
ol
thc
withered
leaf
Is
fleet!
And
speaking
of
Sibelius
and
Fin

Richardson,
Stuart
MacAlman,
Mrs. Bertha OTeenlaw. The program Wadleigh High School, of New York
The maker bears It softly to Its grave
land, how many know that Finland is*
arranged by Mrs. Helen McKinney City, and has lately been put in en Bernard Thompson, Jack Huke, And chants a dirge of promise, that men
DARRYLF.ZANUCK
crave.
and has been for many years, a high
Charles
Toner,
Robert
Hills,
William
afforded a piano solo by herself, tire charge of the senior activities,
20Wi CENTURY PRODUCTION
When taps are blown, to muffled drums'
slow beat.
ly civilized country. In 1990 Illiter
PrtMutrd hf Joseph M Sdwndi
Karl, and Gardiner Brown.
vocal solo by Mrs. Pendleton, and the group numbering 500 students.
Earth never walls, all things that live,
acy was 1.2 percent and today it is j - Dtnftrd hj RiJhirtl Mrdmnb
retreat.
games. Refreshments were served by
Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds Begin, as the exacting planets pave
non-existent, a claim which no other
the hostesses. Mrs. Pauline Saunders,
Eternal courses In the skies, that gave
51c; 29 Km. $139:^100 lbs. $5.23. The unsolved Journeylngs, the years re country in the world can make.
WOMEN
AND
GIRLS
Miss Alice McIntosh, and Mrs. Nina
peat.
2-4
Sociologists rank Finland as the
The most practical Beauty Culture Stover's, Rockland.—adv.
Marshall.
school. largest In New England offers
How small the vision of thc hearts that most progressive country in Europe
TODAY
Intensive training, reasonable tuition,
hope!
positions with high wages, day and eve
It's self-conceit that fills us with Its today ln schools, government, hospi- j
GEORGE O'BRIEN in
Pure lard or compound 15c per lb.; ning classes, all practise on customers,
creed.
“WHISPERING SMITH
Our world, from one small mountain, tals, the care «f the poor and aged.
20 lb. tubs, $3.05. Salt pork, 18c lb; simplified and modern methods.
SPEAKS"
seems
the scope
jved
best
by
two
It was the first to Introduce woman
Write
or
call
for
Booklet.
Of
earth's
Immensity.
Is
there
a
need
Native fresh eggs, 27c doe.; Pillsbury's
icrations of mothers. In this great sphere for each small mind suffrage. The new school of archi
HUB ACADEMY
Best flour, $1.32; Occident, $1.38.
to grope
tecture got its start in Finland, and
Shows
For miracles of life within a seed?
Delivered anywhere wanted, Stover's, Of Hair and Beauty Culture 181 MassaSarah Norton McCullagh
Continuous Saturday
chuselts Avenue, Boston Approved by
the achievements of Saarinen, Sonck.
Rockport
Rockland.
1-2 State of Maine.
135-S-tf
in Tavastehus. a small town in Cen-
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HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦
By Chuck Cochard
Hollywood, Calif - Old man resolu
tion has more assistants in Hollywood
than any community of similar size
In the world.
• • • •
A canvass of a few of filmdom's most
popular players reveals this informa
tion:
• • • •
Warner Baxter . . Resolved not to
play In another picture with CRM
from other studies because they always j
steal my scenes. In other words
Comedy Relief Man Jack Oakie is giv
ing me a run-for-my-role in ‘ King ol,
Burlesque."
• • • •
Jack Oakie ... Resolved not to play
in another picture with L M W M . .. |
meaning in this instance, Warner
Baxter, in "King of Burlesque" and,
remember, the last time I played for
20th Century the lead‘.ng-man-w:thmustache, was Clatke Gable in ‘ Call
of the Wild."
• • V *
Janet Oayncr . . . Resolved to take
that trip around the world that has
been in my mind and on paper for
the past five years; and. if I keep
adding to the places I w„nt to see—
off the beaten track—looks like it
would take another five years to cover
all of them!
• • • •
John Boles . . . Resolved that Ill
work in pictures during 1936 where I
can get a regular hair cut every two
weeks! (Boles has worked on period
pictures for so many months the pact
year that the barbers have seen him
seldom).
• • • •
Shirley Temple ... So far as she is
concerned New Years Day is Just an
other occasion for celebration, but It
will Include no resolutions. The 20tli
Century-Fox baby star considered the
custom of resoiut.on-making w.th
characteristic logic.
"If you want to do something.” she
satu. “or if you want to stop doing
something, why do you have to wait
until New Years Day? Why isn’t any
old day good enough?"
• • • •
Victor McLaglon ... adventurer and
delineator of hard-boiled he-men. re
mained true to character in scorning
the theory “Neris to that." he ex
claimed. "When I make 'em I keep
'em—and I keep em to myself."
Slim Summerville . . . the angular
comedy sta- who is a devoted reader
of everyth.ng that Mark Twain ever
wrote, paraphrased his favorite au
thor: "Reports of my resolutions are
greatly exaggerated." he said. “In
all my life have never broken a reso
lution. Call it will power, if you like
I just never make any resolutions."
• * • •
Until next week I remain your Hol
lywood correspondent who resolves to
serve you better during the coming
year with the latest news and gossip
from the film capital. That's all for
today. Sec you next week Cut.

BIG YEAR AHEAD

Salada Tea Company Ex
pects To Exceed All Previ
ous Records
“Substantial improvement In busi
ness In 1935 and every indication of
a far better year in 1936” was the
keynote of the Salada Tea Sales Con.
vention held in the spacious and lux
urious clubroom of the Salada Tea
Building in Boston Dec. 27.
So encouraging were the results of
ihe past year and so, bright were the
forecasts for 1936 that it was decided
to continue the extensive newspaper
advertising which has been the back
bone of the company's sales policy
sinefe its organization in 1892. Each
year, through good times and bad.
Salada Tea newspaper advertising has
increased both in number of adver
tisements and number of papers used
In fact about 36 new papers have
been added to the list for next year
so that a total of well over 700 news
papers are now scheduled to carry
Salada Tea advertising in 1936.
In New England alone. Salada Tea
advertisements appeared in 270.659.180
copies ot newspapers published during
1935. Taking the country as a whole.
1.550.968,780 advertisements appeared
for Salada Tea during the past year.
Plans for next year include a 20% in
crease In the number of advertise
ments which would boost the total of
Salada Tea advertisements up to al
most two billion for 1936.
For the past 44 years, newspaper ad
vertising has been used extensively
and almost exclusively because it has
been found to be the most effective
form of advertising and selling Salada
Tea. With all this advertising sup
port. Is it any wonder that Salada
Tea is "The Largest Selling Package
Tea in North America?"

ledicated
with ingredients of
Vicks VapoRub

Vicks Cough Drop

|N the midst of the world’s
current legal confusion,
there stands one law that
Judges, juries and attorneys
have been 100 per cent pow
erless to upset. No flaw ha- been
found In It, although It has been
studied by millions of schemers.
Health, horse racing, statesmanship
and ditch digging come equally un
der Its strict regulation. It works
Just as well up among the clouds
as It does on the eartb. In tact,
the Weather Bureau la one of the
few human agencies that seems to
know best bow to take advantage
of IL
In so doing, said Weatber Bureau
simply goes on the theory that
what goes up must corns down. For
It is this law—the Law of Average*
—that Is the foundation ot modern
longdistance weatber forecasting.
And tf the Law ot Averages, which
so far has never fatted to work,
bears ou» present calculations ot
tbe country's leading weatber ex
perts, the coming Winter Is about
to treat the United States to one
of Its most trying programs.
There are "old-fashioned” Win
ters and there are mild Winters
But there ta an in between variety,
the most destructive kind Known In
so-called temperate climates. It Is
the "seesaw" Winter—first freez
ing and then warm- Thlj la tbe
prospect that lies before us. the
weather specialists say. for tbe next
three months.

In making tbls predlcltlon, the
specialists explain that the weather
has a way ot balancing Its budget
of cold, beat and humidity It does
tbls by a series of swrngs toward
unseasonable warmth or unusual
cold, each period extending over
several years. When one ot these
swings commences, however, there
tr always a marked in-between year
when tbe weather "see-saws” be
tween bot and cold.
Opening up tbe weatber man's
book of averages. It Is found that
up to two years ago. mild Winters
occurred, with one "see-saw" at the
beginning of tbe series, over eight
successive years. These called for
an equal number ot counterbalances. and tbe first one came In
1933. Last Winter's cold, tbe rec
ords show, was again quite as »e-,'

vere over the country as a whole
as it was In 1933. although tbe ab
sence of heavy snowfalls made tbe
low temperatures less apparent to
Mr and Mrs. Citixen. Now tbe "see
saw" year, is not only due to oc
cur. but Its imminence Is attested
by several meterologlcal signs.
Cold coming down from tbe north
and starting Its customary drifts
to east or west as It crosses tbe
border Into (be United States. Or
dinarily these cold waves continue
tbeir course and are gradually tern

pered by tbe warmer country over
which they pass. The result Is that
at tbeir extreme limits their effects
ire much less severe. This year,
tbe drifts of cold sir start on tbeir
wsy but proceed only a short dis
tance when a wave of warmth
rushes up from tbe south Tbls
terminates the cold spell abruptly.
Tbe warmth then lingers in tbe
path of tbe next cold weatber,
which In turn Is succeeded by so
other warm Invasion.
Winters such as these m»y be

depended upon to wreak more hav
oc than any other sort. Their most
serious Inroads are ta tbe Held of
public health.
Second only to Its effect upon
health, such a Winter disrupts bus
iness, Industry and agriculture. Sea
sonal lines of goods move slowly,
and tbe commercial picture Is fur
ther distorted by the difficulties ot
transportation.
Of all the members ot the trans
portation family, the automobile is
the worst sufferer. Now, with a see
saw Winter In prospect, leaders tn
tbe automobile Industry foresee
grave trouble for tbe motorist un
less toms concerted actloo can be

taken. To thia end. a national cam
paign ta under way to assure tbe
use of only tbe most permanent
type of antl-fraexe. A solution that
boils away when a warm wave
cores leaves the car owner help
less when a frigid blast follows.
Only some basic chemical combin
ation aucb as prestons can free
the motorist from the oecesslty
of frequent checks to determine
the amount of antl-treeso tn his
radiator, and equally frequeut re
fills. Without such a precaution,
It ta pointed out. this year's annosl freese-up loll may reach record
proportions.
Already, the Winter sewsaw Is

to '.he Light. Bes’ wishes in its wo.* to be with her father who is seriously telegraphic sneed and compnsec j
ill. She was accompanied as far as about 90 percent of the nation s telefor another yea.'
money orders.
Joyce Bennet' has empiovment at Pembroke by her daughters Constance
Offices of the American Expres:
McKinley.
and Dorothy.
Company will act as branches of
• • • •
Western Union in the sale of tele
Pond Island
Baker Island
grams. cablegrams and telegraphic I
Hello everyone! We had a very
Happy New Year to all our friends meney
Ma
of thf
What our llght-keeper* and coast
nice Christmas, even though we two along the coast
, ment which has been reached bepuardamen are doing to protect
were alone. Our Christmas dinner
coastwine shipping by day and
Miss Lucille Faulkingham is spend- tween the two companies
by night
The day a news
was fine and several nice gifts were ; ing the holidays with her parents. |
,
from many lonely outpoau
along Maine s waterfront.
received.
Keeper and Mrs. Faulkingham.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Appreciation is txpres ed to the'
"Fly.ng Santa Claus." Capt. Winca- , We hope that Keeper and Mrs.
Happy New Year to all!
paw. for the Christmas bundle which ' Lockhart like their new station
Our
sincere
thanks
to
Capt
WinLinwood Clark is confined to the
he dropped from the sky. He flew
? -A
very low—almost even with the tower. I capaw for the lovely Christmas pack- house with fractured ribs
age whloh he dropped at this sta-| MUs
Ff!kpT
the v,llag(.
It is exciting pleasure for lonely cnes
tion
on
Christmas
Day.
I
overnight
guest
Sunday
of Miss MadeWe left behind the painted buoy
him one better by receiving 13. Ap ! to watch him.
Kenneth Sawyer passed the Yule- ’ llne Bradfor(1
That tosses at the harbor-mouth:
We
also
thank
the
"sea-going
Santa
1
And madly danced our hearts with joy. preciation is extended our friends for
Claus." Rev. O J. Guptlll of the Maine tide vacation with us and his com-, Q
As fast we fleeted to the South.
their kind thoughtfulness.
How fresh was every sight and sound
Seacoast Missionary for the Christ pany was highly enjoyed.
to rebuild hla house, which was reOn open main or winding shore!
The Sea Ccast Missionary Society,
Millard Gray has returned to j
mas package. They always bring
We knew the merry world was round.
cently damaged badly by Are
which
does
much
good
work
along
the
And we might sail for evermore
cheer to the solitary Keepers and Jonesport. after spending several,
—Tennyson
rocky ccast. gave us a place on their
Miss Helen Fales has been spend
tea*
months with Keeper Faulkingham
list and we are indeed grateful for,
ing this week at the home of her
Portland Head
and
family.
, Mrs Fickett Joins me in wishing all
Arthur Harlow was guest Sunday their services and express earnest j a very happy and prosperous New
We express appreciation to the uncle. Willard Fales. in Rockland
wishes for a successful year.
Maine
Seacoast Missionary Society for1 Misses Madeline Miller and Beatrice
of Mr. Sterling.
, Year
The mercury here Sunday morning
Winter sports are in full swing.
the nice holiday package which they Miller who have been passing the
• • • •
The pond at Fort Williams attracts I registered 2 below zero.
sent to us.
Christinas vacation with their parRam Island
Although there was no snow for J ents. will return tomorrow to the
There is a considerable amount
boys and girls these cold days. Blow
Greetings to all, and a Joyous New Christmas we enjoyed the festivities' Lucette in Thomaston. They attend
high, blow low, on with skates and of running ice in the Kennebec River
Year to Capt W. H Winchenpaw iln !
at the present time.
away they go!
and received a grand array of, school in that town.
particular, to whom we send our1
F. O . Hilt, A. Hathorn. Arthur Har
A large oil tanker parsed its Dec
presents.
Ralph Copeland' returned home
• • • •
I Wednesday after visiting relatives in
low and Oeorge Cloudman were re 29 and out again the following morn thanks for the bountiful Christmas'
and:
cent callers at Cape Elizabeth Light. ing Its name is unknown, as it was ! coffee, cookies, doughnuts
Saluting '36 In Verse
Thomaston for several days.
;
coffee,
cookies,
daughnuts
and ‘
Good Timers postponed the New too dark to read at the time of its
Mrs. E. W. Osgood of Popham
Russell Havener has been guest this
|
cigarettes.
Years party to be held at the home of passage. Several other tankers have
Beach forwards to this department. ‘ week of hls sister. Mrs. Harold Smith
Thomas
McPhee
was
a
recent
calMrs. Adora Hilt on account of Mrs been plying the waters hereabouts
with kind permission to reprint, this j at North Cushing.
I ler at the Light.
Grace Dow who is ill at her home on lately.
seasonal l>oem from the pen of Rev.' Miss Mary Morse of the village
Amos
Loud.
Mary
Loud.
Mabel
!
Stevens ave iuc, Portland Mrs Dow
Miss Evelyn Steen of Arrowsic, a j
William Wood:
visited Tuesday with Mrs. Alton
was promoter of the club and the friend and neighbor, was married I Robinson and Millard Robinson have
Oood-by.
Old
Year.
God's
clock
has
Wallace.
members wish her a speedy recovery. Dec. 28 to Perley Ater of Ohio, now been in Boothbay recently.
struck.
And
you
are
doomed
to
go.
C. L. Fales and family are occupyDr.
Gregory
was
called
to
the
Light
Mrs R. T. Sterling was with Mrs. employed as stationary engineer at'
You promised better than you wrought.
) ing a part of the Bertha Jameson
recently to attend Keeper Robinson
And left a trail of woe:
Dow all day Monday. Joined by Mrs the Bath Iron Works
It all and through It all.
house while their own home is being
who has been very ill, but is now Bunn
F. O Hilt and Mrs. Lucy Robinson
We re very glad to say
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pinkham and i
The
Lord
has
kindly
borne
us
up
—
,
repaired.
gaining
slowly.
in the afternoon.
And will, each new-born day:
sons Roger and Gordon of Bath were '
And In the year about to be.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Studley of
Looking inshore Tuesday morning visitors Sunday at the station.
What will may come and go:
Glencove recently visited at A. L.
our eyes beheld a dense black smoke
Petit
Manan
Hls
goodness
will
be
uniform
May the coming days of 1936 bear
Whatever winds may blow.
with all indications of an ugly fire.
Burns'.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Fletcher gave And so. we welcome '36
good fortune to all.
With hope and boundless cheer—
A general alarm sounded and when
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Wallace of the
a
turkey
dinner
Christmas
Day
and
• • • •
And may It be to one and all.
our evening papers arrived wc got the
village spent Sunday at the home of
had as guests Mr. and Mrs Hoyt A soul-refreshing year!
Heron Neck
story: At Cities Service dock. South
A. W. Morton
Cheney, Carlton Cheney. Mr and
EXPRESS MONEY ORDERS
Portland, oil tanker Oov. Douglas ex
The season's greetings to The Cou Mrs W. L. Lockhart. Miss Constance
Mr and Mrs. A A. Orne were Rockploded and Capt Charles H. Camp rier-Gazette staff and also to the Fletcher and Dorothy Fletcher. A big
Now Being Handled By Western land visitors Tuesday.
bell of Arrowsic was mifsing and be light keepers and their families. A shooting match was held before the
Mrs. Nelson Sabten and Eileen
Union For Public Convenience
lieved dead. The Gov. Douglas was bright and prosperous New Year to feast with Carlton Cheney winning
Havener of Rockland visited Saturday
once owned by Capt. Archibald of you all!
first prize and W. L. Lockhart, second. In order to provide Rockland resi their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Thomaston while carrying mail be
Mrs. Andrew Bennett was recent
Our flying Santa Claus, Capt. Wil dents with ^additional facilities for Havener. Mr. Sabien of Rockland and
tween that town and Monhegan.
overnight guest of Mrs. Lantry Smith liam Wincapaw, visited us Christmas purchasing money orders which may Mr and Mrs. Harold Smith ot North
Mr and Mrs. R. T. Sterling enter of Vinalhaven.
Day and left us a package containing be mailed or sent by other methods Cushing were guests Sunday at the
tained New Years Day Mrs. Webber
Much appreciation is expressed to cigarettes, papers, sweets, etc. It slower than the telegraph, the local Havener home.
and son of Danvers. Mass., and Misses
Capt. Wincapaw and sponsors of the landed within a foot of the target Western Union office began the sale
Elizabeth Sterling and Marion Ster
fine Christinas package of latest edi which the men had been using. We Jan. 1st of American Express money
ling of Peaks Island.
tion containing newspapers, ciga thank Capt. Wincapaw and his associ orders and cheques, It was announced '
• • • •
rettes, coffee and doughnuts, etc., ates for their remembrance of us and by B. A. Oardner, local manager of
Doubling Point Range
Christmas is over and we are em which dropped to us from the Santa wish them success and prosperity for the telegraph company. Simultane- j
ously. Western Union offices in all
barking on the New Year which we Claus airplane on Christmas morn'hg. the coming year.,
Mrs. Hoyt Cheney and son Carlton parts of the United States, where! And other rectal diseases
hope may be happy and prosperous It was greatly enjoyed and wc thank
j have returned to Lubec after spend- there is a demand for this service, will
you.
Treated Without Pain
for all our good friends.
:
ing
the
holidays
here
with
Mr
Cheney.
Clarence
Bennett
and
Philip
Ben

inaugurate
the
sale
of
American
ExKeeper and Mrs. Nye spent Christ
or Loss of Time
Katherine Freeman and Mazie Free pregs money orders.
mas Day alone here on the Station, nett have their lobster traps out. but
but were remembered generously with the weather prevents making regular man have returned to Jonesboro to The sale of American Express
resume their studies following a holi money orders will in no way conflict
presents and cards, having received 67 tvtute.
TEL. 1076
Wc thank the Maine Seacoast Mis day visit with their parents, Mr and with the Western Union money and
cheery holiday greetings. Keeper
33 LIMEROCK ST.. ROCKLAND
gift order services through which over
Nye was the recipient of 12 attractive sionary Society foi the nice Christ Mrs. James Freeman.
127Stf
Mrs. Roscoe Fletcher Is in Eastport gam non,000 is annually transferred at
and useful gifts and Mrs Nye went mas package it fo tho.'.phtfully sen'

at work. Shirts of as many as 35
degrees In twenty-four hours are
being reported from a doxen wide
ly separately sections. As tbe nor
mal cold intensifies, these sbl.'ts
will become more extreme, weath
er specialists warn. Tbe all-time
record to date for a twenty-fourhour temperature shift is that re
ported by the last Byrd Antarctic
Expedition—from 16 above to 65
degrees below. Tbls record Is also
of special tntereat to car owners
In that the expedition s automotive
equipment, protected by permanent
antl-freexe. was never once threat
ened. although tbe thermometer
fell to Mo degrees below xero.

Attractive 1936 Dodge Commercial Car

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

DODGE Commercial Panel—Smartly designed delivery car
for grocers, florists, butchers, bakers and many other types of
retail business. Ultra smartness in appearance in combination
with exceptional efficiency in performance plus extremely low
operating and maintenance costs.

FLORIDA

F

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every wsy.
An enjoyable view from oar spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet
on
Application

HOTEL

June ta
October

GRALYNN

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamforn
DeL Co.
N. Y.

Corner Second Street
and First Avrnne

H. H. Maae
Manager

Moderate Kates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

gigMBnnrj

HATES
yngk ’i» J« JU
Ooubla

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON

4 If

All ROOMS WITH |ATI
Sp«(i«l woolly rotAt

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB S SHOWER

« NORTH STATION

STEP-Zro/w/ovr TRAIN'ROOM ’

